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Abstract

As technology continues to evolve at a rapid pace, the opportunities for malicious
attacks and vulnerabilities grows equally. Constant monitoring of networks is required
to prevent attacks, even in networks without any external connections. We often use
software known as Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) to parse, analyze, and constrain
data in a network to follow normal traffic patterns. Combined with specifications
detailing the form of that traffic and real-time learning, they are effective at detecting
attacks.
Achieving near-perfect results in intrusion detection is not an easy task. Many of
the current top IDS technologies have the analysis infrastructure required of such a
task but fall short of the goal. Inefficient algorithms, communication, and architectures cause these systems to process data at a rate slower than their input.
Improvements to the parsing and analysis components of any IDS is the key to
improving their detection-rate. Current systems attempt to incorporate efficiency
into their design such as dedicated parse routines or detect profiles to avoid duplicate
traffic. However they are often not general, offering improvement only in certain
scenarios, or not impactful enough.
In this thesis, we propose several dynamic optimizations for Intrusion Detection
Systems as a whole, implementing them in a state-of-the-art test system. We develop
i

parser side optimizations capable of analyzing protocol specifications to decode them
more efficiently. A deep grammar analysis investigates conglomerate data structures
that should be separated and treated as individual entries. A lookahead process then
follows to prevent inefficient backtracking parse algorithms.
We additionally investigate the concept of parallelism through a decoupling of the
parser and analysis components of the IDS. Using multi-threading synchronization,
we are able to dispatch multiple instances of each process. This allows additional
data to flow through the system to further reduce the chance of data overflow. Our
parallel architecture itself includes multiple optimal algorithms and efficiencies, including memory pools, lock reduction, and intelligent threading. The entire parallel
system, including optimizations is dynamically generated from an input set of network protocol descriptions. Therefore allowing parallelism access to any developer
who implements the IDS, avoiding the traditional large development cost of parallel
programming.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1

Introduction

Modern computing networks are always prone to intrusions. Ensuring the security of
a network is therefore a high priority. To accomplish this, Intrusion Detection Systems
(IDS) are implemented on those networks at the host or network level. These systems
provide the needed security on any network through analyzing traffic for signatures
of known malicious content, blocking it from entering the device.
An intrusion is defined as any sequence of actions crafted with malicious intent,
that are forcibly executed on a computer network. Intrusions can cause compromise
of confidentiality, integrity, availability or control of a target system. Additionally,
once one host on a network is infected, that machine can then spread the intrusion to
any further hosts or clients that the infected system has access to. The most advanced
of intrusions traditionally do not allow their presence to be revealed. They stealthily
compromise a system and then may lie dormant. They can remain in this state until
the attacker triggers them to damage the integrity of the system, or steal confidential
information [79].
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While general purpose networks such as the consumer internet require security,
they are not often the target of high-profile intrusions. Private networks such as intranet or Local Area Networks (LANs) are the most popular target for these persistent
intrusions [76]. These types of networks are often referred to as Limited Network, or
containing an air-gap - a network that is completely disconnected from any external
communications and only allows access to limited-number of known protocols [17].
This is to increase the security of the network, as it is much more difficult for intruders
to enter the network due to the lack of protocols to use as entry points. Furthermore,
once on the network, an attacker is limited to designing an intrusion that can integrate with an allowed protocol or it will never transmit. Combined with the fact that
intruders often do not have knowledge of the allowed protocols, creates a ironclad
defence [13].
High-profile limited-access networks are often implemented in high security facilities. Common examples include air traffic control networks, nuclear power plants,
and military communications. Even though they are disconnected from the internet,
they are still vulnerable, as proven by the Stuxnet attack on the Iran Nuclear Plant
in 2005 [41]. Its target was to destroy critical equipment at the plant, indicating the
severity of potential attacks on high security limited networks. The facilities operating these networks contain sensitive equipment in the range of hundreds of millions of
dollars. If infected with access to the network, malicious code can cause catastrophic
damages including monetary, intellectual, or classified consequences. At the same
time, they possess the ability to remain undetected without an IDS to discover and
prevent them.
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Motivation

The success of an IDS depends on a set of criteria, ranging from its capabilities to
its performance. The most critical metric for success is naturally derived from the
IDS’s ability to detect intrusions, i.e., the detection rate, and the ability to mitigate
false positives. The threshold for these requirements are variable depending on the
network they are implemented on. However, the research community has set a loose
metric of at least 70% detection rate to classify the best of IDS technologies [49]. To
conform with the research community standard, the IDS cannot only detect intrusions through simpler signature based methods on individual packets. To meet the
standard threshold, it must also be able to detect more complex intrusions that may
occur over multiple packets or only be detectable through identifying a stray in standard traffic. Therefore, an effective IDS must support expressive rules for intrusion
definition and should also automate the network security to minimize human-induced
errors. This includes an addition of automated SWAT (Special Weapons and Tactics)
Monitoring [15]. It entails real-time traffic monitoring, traditionally performed by a
specialized human team to detect network and traffic anomalies.
While the base requirement of an IDS depends on detection, like any software, its
abilities are restricted by the performance of the software implementation itself. At its
core, the IDS must decode and fully analyze each and every packet that flows through
it to identify intrusions. If the time required to perform these actions is greater than
the time until the next packet arrives, the system will begin to back-up. This creates
the metric pertaining to the ability of an IDS to handle high bandwidth traffic [4]. As
network speeds increase, the time until next packet decreases significantly. If the IDS
cannot process a packet in the required time, then it must drop some of the input
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or it will exponentially fall behind as more packets queue. As packets are dropped
from the IDS, they are allowed passage through the network without any analysis.
If a dropped packet has malicious contents, it then has successfully passed through
the IDS, leading to the detection rate to drop as the attack is missed. Therefore, the
performance of the software is a critical aspect to ensuing an IDS can be successful.
Additionally, since an IDS is a piece of software, it should conform to the standard
seventeen principles for the quality of modern software [34]. This includes requirements of reliability and efficiency already evaluated by the IDS specific requirements.
The principles also include the requirement for software to have simplicity of use. In
terms of any IDS, this means that it must not only be easy to author new intrusion rules, but that the user should not have any reasonable expectation to consider
performance or any other special requirements when doing so.
When attempting to improve an IDS, working strictly on the analysis side may
not be the best method to improve the detection ratio. Often, software developers
attempt to improve the wrong aspect of a system, spending large development effort
for little gain. Most IDS software possess an analysis component that is capable of
meeting the threat detection functional requirement when evaluated independently of
network speed. This indicates that the detection algorithms likely cannot be improved
to detect additional attacks. Instead, performance optimizations should be considered
to reduce the number of packets dropped due to high network speeds.
In an interesting work of analyzing the software development cycle, Smaalders [74]
identifies that a common issue in software development is the neglect of any consideration to the performance of the system. Due to tight time constraints, developers
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are often rushed to produce a working system that can achieve the functional requirements. They then must immediately move on to a different project, given no time
to improve the previous system as it is deemed functional. This leaves software that
while able to meet its requirements, cannot do so in a timely manner. Smaalders [74]
indicates that if performance is to ever be improved, then a reengineering ”clean-up
crew” must be dispatched to resolve performance anti-patterns in the system. Translating this to an IDS specific scenario, it derives that the most likely way to improve
the detection ratio is to alleviate the high-bandwidth packet dropping penalty.

1.3

Problem

A major issue in many current IDS technologies is in fact their processing capabilities not their analysis abilities. Low bandwidth power is not sufficient for the increasing
capacity of networks. As defined, insufficient data handling leads to dropped packets, creating false alarms. The research community has developed many intrusion
detection approaches boasting high detection rates, or for use in specialized scenarios. Surveying some of those solutions processing bandwidths of 35 M bps, 80 M bps,
100 M bps or even up to 446 M bps are found [31, 40, 32]. Even industry standard
solutions such as Snort [69] or Suricata [56] can only push 1.00 Gbps bandwidths.
Both of those requiring high-grade hardware to support parallel, high-performance
modes. Since these bandwidths are the maximum each IDS supports, when used on
a connection capable of higher speeds, packets are dropped.
While it is possible that some limited networks may operate at that low of a
bandwidth due to limited communications, the goal of many intrusion detection systems is to be flexible to be used in most scenarios. Therefore they should be able to
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handle the full capacity of the hardware they are being designed for. The traditional
medium for data transfer is communication over Ethernet. The most recent and current active Ethernet standard, as set by the IEEE Standards Board are 802.3bz [42]
and 802.3cb [43] from 2016 and 2018 respectively. Both of these standards specify
a minimum obtainable bandwidth of 2.5 Gbps, up to a maximum of 5.0 Gpbs for
Ethernet data transmissions.
Many of the current IDS solutions throughout industry and the research community exhibit the identified behaviour of strong detection modules, only capable of
a low operational bandwidth. An example of one such system is the IDS designed
by Hasan et al. [32]. In the case of the detection rate, Hasan et al. demonstrate
the IDS to discover every intrusion that their rules search for. However, it lacks the
performance requirement as Smaalders [74] predicts. To achieve its detection rate,
the system is run in offline mode, reading from a packet capture. When evaluated using average hardware, it achieves a performance bandwidth of 1970.74 MBit/s. The
system used in their evaluation is a research prototype.The results are not entirely
representative of the stress that a realistic detection load imposes on a system. In a
standard implementation there is traditionally 100 or more rules that must be analyzed, such as in the Snort IDS [65]. In contrast the prototype IDS consisted of only
4 rules. Therefore, accounting for this discrepancy we can interpolate that the IDS
would perform at a bandwidth of approximately 78.83 MBit/s, or 25 times slower if
all constraints require the same processing effort. As a result, if the system was run
in a full implementation on live data, any incoming stream at a speed higher than
roughly 100 MBit/s would cause the detection rate to fall.
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We select the Hasan et al. [32], hereby denoted as “the IDS” as our subject for optimization. Our familiarity of the system from its development as part of our research
group leads it as an optimal test candidate. Furthermore its comparative ranking as
an IDS with lower bandwidth indicates that there are optimization opportunities
present. We design all our optimizations to be transferable to other technologies or
IDS scenarios, using this system as our base test case to determine effectiveness. If
the host machine that the IDS is implemented on makes use of these high bandwidth
Ethernet speeds, the system can only support approximately 4% of the tunnel. Therefore, in this scenario, the IDS likely detects near-zero intrusions due to the attacks
occurring over multiple packets. With only 4 packets out of 100 being successfully
analyzed, the system emits a false alarm for each failed packet sequence. Therefore,
if there was a real intrusion or missing packet, it would be lost in the mass of alarms
and rendered useless.

1.4

Objectives and Requirements

The main objective of this thesis is to develop a set of optimization techniques that
can be applied to typical constraint-based intrusion detection systems. We apply
our optimization approach on the IDS by Hasan et al. to increase its performance
bandwidth to the target set by the Ethernet standards to prove the effectiveness of our
optimizations. Additionally, we fully stress test the prototype system to determine the
effectiveness of our approach in a typical implementation. To achieve this objective
we aim to first complete simple and intuitive grammar-based optimizations to the
parser system of the IDS. Afterwards, we explore parallelism and migrate the IDS to
a parallel architecture to allow individual systems to process packets simultaneously.
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The goal is to optimize the system to the point where it is able to reach the bandwidth
required by the Ethernet standards.
In order to achieve the main objective, we must not alter the core characteristics
of the IDS design and architecture. The system must retain its generic properties that
would allow it to be used in any network scenario as it is automatically generated.
The user of the system should be expected to require zero understanding of any source
code. Therefore, any modifications to the system must be completed in a manner that
supports automatic generation of the new code as well. Furthermore, since the user
actions should not be impacted, all optimizations should require little or no additional
input from the user.
Finally, the IDS must retain the general implementation properties. It should be
usable on a variety of hardware, which presents a twofold problem. The bandwidth
that the system is able to achieve is directly dependent on the specifications of the
host system, such as the CPU power. The system should then be compatible with
multiple operating systems to allow hardware with lower operation costs the ability
to run the IDS more efficiently. With this in mind, when completing optimizations we
should ensure to not over-optimize the simpler aspects of the system. Smaalders [74]
states that this is a common anti-pattern for software reengineers as they may focus
on local issues that solve the common problem. Therefore the optimizations cannot
leave outlier cases unoptimized as they will plummet performance.

1.5

Overview and Contributions

Since the IDS is primarily dependent on the parser module as the front line to the entire system, we propose multiple optimizations for it. We attempt an automated deep
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grammar submessage optimization to create multiple exit points from the parser when
decoding a repetitive grammar decision. This allows each submessage to be packaged
as an independent packet, allowing the constraint engine to process each message
sooner. It also saves avoidable costly allocation, and can analyze any network protocol description. Additionally, we implement lookahead to the parsing algorithms using
a k pass LL(k) process. This reworks the parsing algorithm to attempt to determine
what type it is currently parsing in a grammar decision instead of guessing. Where
possible these lookahead parse opportunities save a large amount of backtracking.
They are also automatically discovered and generated using an annotation that can
be expanded for use in any parser system. Furthermore, these optimizations attempt
to optimize any non-optimal protocol grammars provided to the system. Therefore
the user is able to ignore any considerations of optimal choices when authoring grammars.
Once the abilities of the parser are improved, it is likely that the constraint analysis
module lags behind in terms of performance. Therefore to not only optimize the
constraint analysis, but additionally the parser at the same time, we investigate the
concept of parallelism through multi-threading. We present a general use parallel
architecture for any producer/consumer system, using our Parallel Mechanism, along
with efficient synchronization strategies. With the parser and constraint engine each
operating multiple instances simultaneously, the theoretical bandwidth of the system
can increase linearly with the number of cores available to the host CPU. This not
only provides a performance boost, but a dynamic improvement that can increase
further on more powerful host hardware.
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The final contribution of this thesis relates to the automatic code generation process of the IDS. In its current state, the IDS has separate code generators for each of
the main two components. Each generator was created by a different developer, who
each used their own generation style. As a result, the components are generated in
an incompatible state in both folder structure and version mismatch. In this thesis
we improve each code generator to generate the optimizations presented in this work.
This includes the full dynamic generation of a multi-threaded capable system. Also
integrated into the design is the ability to build the system using the serial or parallel
architecture. This provides the ultimate flexibility in the design as the serial mode
will outperform the parallel in low traffic cases. Additionally with this generation we
clean and properly link the two individual generators to generate the system into a
common directory and structure. Therefore as a contribution, we complete the core
task of the IDS to dynamically generate the entire system from a single command
and set of inputs, requiring no knowledge of the internal system. Additionally, we
demonstrate the power of TXL for generating full systems, as it can be abstracted to
replace other code generators.

1.6

Thesis Organization

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 begins with basic definitions
and concepts that are needed to understand the research. The functionality of the
IDS by Hasan et al. is described, along with any languages supplementary to its understanding. Previous research into the optimization of other IDS is also discussed.
Chapter 3 introduces and evaluates grammar optimizations to the serial parser system. In this chapter we complete our deep grammar submessage inspection and our
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k pass lookahead, as well as the code generation for them. In Chapter 4 we propose
and test an initial parallel framework for the IDS. We then evaluate it to determine
its limitations and strengths. Chapter 5 presents a revised parallel architecture that
builds upon and resolves the limitations from the previous chapter. This architecture
is designed to be much more efficient, running a single instance of each thread. In
Chapter 6 we complete the parallel design by introducing synchronization mechanisms. These allow for the multi-threading of each the parser and constraint analysis
components dynamically and individually. The chapter concludes with a full build of
a code generator for the automatic generation of the parallel system. Included in the
generation is the ability to switch between serial and parallel modes when compiling
the system. Chapter 7 fully evaluates the parallel architecture, subjecting it to a full
comparative stress test. This evaluation is able to derive conclusions on when to use
each mode of the system and how many threads to use for optimal configuration.
Finally, Chapter 8 concludes this thesis. In this chapter, we provide final remarks on
the optimizations presented in the thesis and propose possible future additions.

12

Chapter 2
Background

This chapter describes the terminology and background knowledge for understanding
the Intrusion Detection System (IDS) components and its generation. We introduce
an overview of the existing parser and constraint engine systems as the optimization
targets. After that, the language TXL is described as a platform for the system
generator along with the two input languages of SCL and DSL used in the generation.
The related research on intrusion detection systems, parser generators and software
optimization targets are then discussed in relation to the work in this thesis.

2.1

Terminology

In this section, definitions of some of the terms and acronyms used in this thesis are
provided.
Address Resolution Protocol (ARP): Arp is a communications protocol for
the discovery of the link layer (MAC) address of hosts when given an IP address [63].
Critical Section: Critical sections are actions that access shared data, which must
be performed as an atomic action. When data is shared between two cooperating
processes, the processes may access it simultaneously. If this occurs, stale data may
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be read by one thread or overwritten by another. Consider the situation of Thread
A: num++; and Thread B: num--;. Let num=0 initially and Thread A execute its
command. If simultaneous access by Thread B begins after A reads the value of num
the following occurs: Thread A see num=0, Thread B interrupts and also sees num=0.
Thread A completes is action and sets num=1. Meanwhile Thread B is still executing
its statement, having read num=0 before it was changed. Now Thread B completes
and sets num=-1. The change made by Thread A is therefore lost as num should equal
zero. This is a critical section, as we must have synchronization between the two
threads to prevent both from accessing the value at the same time.
Domain Specific Language (DSL): DSL is a custom language notation for
the specification of network constraints for use in an Intrusion Detection System.
Each constraint is specified by a numeric identifier in the form of “C5”, along with
behaviour to implement its four phases. Behaviour consists of which packets trigger
a phase of the constrait and what data componenets of those protocols to save or
evaluate.
IDS Rules/Constraints: The rules or constraints of an IDS are the criteria
that traffic must obey during the analysis process. Each instance is provides a single
behaviour to verify and is specific to the network and implementation of the IDS.
Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMP): IGMP is a communications
protocol used by hosts to establish multicast and unicast group memberships [5].
Many protocols such as RTPS make use of the protocol to establish multicast groups
for their own communications.
Network Constraint: A Network Constraint is a validation placed on a particular set of network behaviours. Constraints specify certain values that packets of
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certain communication chains can possess. Constraints may also dynamically adapt
their restrictions to values that it learns from watching normal un-compromised traffic. By forcing Network Constraints on data, malicious packets will be caught as they
fail validation.
Network Time Protocol (NTP): NTP is a protocol that deals with clock
synchronisation over networks to aid with variable-latency [51].
Network Protocol: A network protocol is a set of rules and conventions for the
communication between network devices. Each protocol implements these rules and
conventions to define how the data appears and is formatted to ensure it is a valid
message. This thesis references several differing protocols, as referenced below:
Producer/Consumer: A Producer and Consumer architecture is a common
parallel processing setup. It consists of two modules, a process that creates data
(producer) and one that accepts data and processes it in some way (consumer). Sitting
between them is a shared queue or buffer. The producer is responsible for placing
its completed data on the queue, while the consumer removes data from the queue
for processing. In the basic setup, one instance of both modules runs simultaneously.
This architecture suffers from the producer-consumer problem, which requires multisynchronization to dictate safe access to the shared data queue by both processes.
This is due to data access being part of a critical section.
Protocol Data Unit (PDU): A Protocol Data Unit, otherwise known as a
packet is a single unit of information transmitted among peer entities of a computer
network. Each PDU at its top level contains data from each networking layer, with
the main message being encoded using a networking protocol’s rules.
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Real-Time Publish-Subscribe Protocol (RTPS): The Real-Time PublishSubscribe protocol is designed by the Object Management Group (OMG) for unidirectional data exchange on multicast systems [55]. It is a protocol where a set
of applications publish data to the local caches of subscribers. A standard RTPS
message is composed of a header and a set of submessage elements. There are nine
different types of submessage in RTPS and they represent the main functionality of
the protocol.
Structure and Context-Sensitive Language (SCL): SCL is a language extension to the networking standard ASN.1 specification [35] that was developed by
Marquis et al. [46]. Its main purpose is the provision of an extensive tool-set for
defining binary network protocols and any limitations that are applied to them for
network security applications.
Submessage: A submessage as we define it, is a piece of a protocol packet that
contains the main data component. The contents of the submessage are defined in
the protocol as several types that it can be an instance of. Any protocol that contains
submessages follows a strict structure. The root packet consists of a header structure
and then an array of submessage elements. Each submessage element typically is
a different type and bears no relation to the other submessages in the array. The
submessages all share any data in the header structure. An example of the structure
can be seen in Figure 3.3.
User Datagram Protocol (UDP): UDP is a message-oriented transport layer
for best-attempt message transfer [64]. Protocols using UDP to send messages have
no guarantee that the message will arrive at the destination.
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Intrusion Detection System

The Intrusion Detection System consists of two main operational modules, namely a
network protocol parser and a constraint engine. These two components are joined
in tandem to verify the integrity of the protocol-specific packets. They ensure the
data conforms to the standard behaviour described by their contents. Figure 2.1
presents the high-level architecture of the system where the protocol parser and the
constraint engine are linked though an intermediate callback interface. At any point
during parsing or analysis, if the data does not conform to the expected standards,
an alert is logged by the IDS. Due to differing expertise required for each component,
they were developed by differing authors. As part of his thesis, ElShakankiry [28, 27]
designed the parser for binary protocols. The constraint engine was developed by
Hasan [33, 32] as part of his thesis. Both of these components are automatically
generated as well, based on an input set of protocol specifications and constraints as
input.

2.2.1

Network Protocol Parser

The primary component of the IDS is the Network Protocol Parser, as it is responsible
for decoding all input network traffic. The parser includes a set of backtrack parsing
routines for each network protocol that the IDS expects to analyze. Parsing begins by
retrieving a Protocol Data Unit (PDU) from the input stream or packet capture. It
then enters the master parse function, which links all parse routines. The master parse
initially determines the root frame type of the PDU, such as IGMP, UDP or ARP.
Once identified, the packet is forwarded to a dedicated backtrack parse routine for
that protocol from the set. Each routine then contains subroutines for each possible
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Figure 2.1: The high-level IDS architecture
component of that protocol. Each of these dedicated parse routines are individually
generated from the specifications of each protocol on a one-to-one basis.
Inside the dedicated parse routines, the packets undergo preliminary analysis as
the data is retrieved from the forwarded PDU. The parse routines begin by creating
a C structure that can encapsulate the data for the protocol-specific packet type in a
single package. As the fields of that type are retrieved one-by-one, they are saved in
their corresponding data structure. In the case of traditional predefined type fields
such as integer or double, the parsing routine holds the required number of bytes from
the PDU for retrieval. In the case of protocol specific field types, a parsing subroutine
for that type is invoked. This repeats until a point is reached where the fields consist
of only basic types, such as integer or octet string, where they can then be retrieved.
Occasionally the parser may apply constraints to the data to ensure it follows protocol
specifications, and verify its formedness. These constraints often follow the form of
a verification on the decoded value of a field against a list of predefined values for a
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particular protocol, or the count of parsed fields through cardinality. Additionally,
before decoding a field, the routine ensures that the PDU still contains at a minimum
the number of bytes of data that the field requires, as it is sequentially parsed. If any
of these verifications fail, an alert is logged by the IDS as the packet is malicious or
malformed. Alerts are logged in both cases, where the user must later sort through
to determine if any present malicious data. In the case of UDP protocols, malformed
packets are non-issues, and for TCP protocols, malformed are retransmitted.
The parser does not contain any natural exit points to forward the decoded structures, aside from a failure due to a malformed packet. If the parsed data structure is
to be sent to the constraint engine for analysis, it must use the intermediate callback
interface. The exit points of the parser are defined by invoking a callback routine for
the packet type of the root data structure that is to be forwarded. The parser only
knows of the existence of the callback routines. The actual implementation of the
routines is a responsibility of the constraint engine. This abstracted interface allows
for ease in development of each separate component.

2.2.2

Constraint Engine

At the entry point of each callback routine, the constraint engine component begins its
analysis of the parsed data structure. The contents of these routines are determined
based on the constraints that the system is set to analyze. Each constraint consists of
a set of behaviours that data flowing through the system must conform to. There are
two main types of constraints: Single-Packet (SP) and Multi-Packet (MP). The SP
constraints are requirements that are placed solely on an individual packet, where they
live and terminate with that packet. The MP constraints are more common instances
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where the behaviour pattern can span across multiple packets with a common subject.
An example of such a constraint is Constraint C5, which Hasan [33] developed in
his thesis. It indicates that a RTPS publisher/subscriber must first be part of an
IGMP multicast group before it can access that topic. This constraint then depends
on multiple IGMP and RTPS packets to complete its full analysis. In a standard
network, there can be multiple instances of this C5 constraint present with differing
common subjects. Therefore, there can always be multiple instances of each constraint
in existence at the same time.

Constraint Based Detection
Due to the prevalence of MP constraints, the constraint instances must remain alive
across the entire packet sequence they are defined for. In addition, the callback
routine must be able to send the parsed data to the appropriate segment of the
analysis process. To be able to track and build upon multiple constraint instances
at one time, Hasan defines a constraint life cycle as to coordinate the instances.
This allows the constraints to progress through four stages ranging from creation to
deletion in order to collect all necessary data and then perform an evaluation. These
four stages are demonstrated in Figure 2.2, which apply to any constraint in the IDS.
Instantiate (I) is the first stage of a constraint instance. As the first packet in a
predefined constraint sequence is encountered a copy of the constraint tree is created.
The information from this initial packet is then added to the tree and the tree is
cached for the next phase.
Bind (B) is the information gathering stage for the life cycle of the instanced
constraint. As each packet in the remaining predefined sequence arrives, its data is
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Figure 2.2: The 4-phase constraint life cycle
collected and bound to the constraint tree instance. If the constraint tree does not
exist, then a violation is logged.
Evaluate (E) is the analysis stage of the constraint life cycle, triggered as the final
packet of the predefined sequence is encountered. The tree is evaluated according to
the requirements of the constraint and records a pass or violation. If the tree cannot
be found in this step a violation is logged instead.
Destroy (D) is the final stage of an instance of a constraint. Once evaluation is
completed and we can determine that the values stored are no longer needed, we
remove the tree from the cache. Trees are destroyed in order to increase memory
efficiency and reduce the look up cost for other trees stored in the cache.
Using this life cycle we are able to define each phase to trigger a constraint action
when receiving a specific packet type. The constraints are then progressed through
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calling the routine for each specific phase inside the typed callback routines. Again using constraint C5 as an example, it would have a packet sequence of IGMP VXReport
-> RTPS DATA(P) -> RTPS DATA(R)|DATA(W) -> IGMP VXLeave. In this scenario
receiving any of these packets will trigger a constraint action for the constraint instance of that topic.

Tree Representation and Hashing
In order for the constraints to persist over multiple packets and collect data, they
have a storage representation. Naively speaking, the constraint instances are naturally represented as a tree structure. The behaviour that each constraint enforces is
represented as a series of boolean operation nodes, with the root of the tree being
the pass or fail result of the constraint. Data is stored as leaf nodes under the operation nodes during the instantiate and bind phases. Upon reaching the evaluation
stage, the tree is traversed from the leaves to evaluate each boolean node to a pass
or fail until the result reaches the root node. A simple example of a tree skeleton is
Violation(OP1(OP11(D1, D2), OP12(D3, D4)), D5), where Violation is the root
node, OP is any boolean resolvable operation and DX are the leaf nodes that are the
parameters of the boolean operations.
As specified in the constraint life cycle, the tree-array instances must be cached
after instantiating so they can be retrieved to add, view, and manipulate their data.
Since memory access is expensive, hash tables are used in the caching of the trees
in each life cycle phase. A simple hashing algorithm is used to store and access the
entries, using the value of a specified leaf node as a key. These keys are the common
topic for that sequence and are defined in the constraint specification. They must be
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Figure 2.3: The constraint hash table system for constraint C5
set as elements of the data that will always be unique values across all instances of
the constraint.
There is one dedicated hash table for each of the intermediates between two constraint life cycle stages. Therefore the required hash tables are Instantiate-Bind,
Bind-Evaluate and Evaluate-Destroy. We then always know which stage the tree
should be entering next based on its current location. For example, Figure 2.3 describes the hash table structure and triggers for the constraint C5. In this scenario
if our constraint instance is currently in the Instantiate-Bind table and we receive
a DATA(R) packet then it will cause a violation. Since the data collection is not
complete when the Bind-Evaluate search is triggered by the DATA(R), the search of
that hash table will fail as it is still located in the Instantiate-Bind table.
It is imperative to the constraint process that the packets are provided in the
correct order of the sequence. Hash table miss violations are necessary, as if the
packets are out of order in the real network traffic then it is a legitimate violation.
Therefore if the parser interface provides packets out of order, the miss will be treated
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as a real violation and will raise false alarms accordingly.

2.3

System Generation

Both the parser and constraint engine components of the IDS currently support automatic generation from an input scenario, allowing the system its dynamic nature.
The generation of each component is performed through a set of applications written
in TXL. Using this language and a set of SCL files describing network protocols,
TXL will create a source that is capable of parsing those described languages. Likewise, given a DSL specification of constraints on those protocols, TXL will generate
a source to apply that analysis on parsed data.

2.3.1

The TXL Source Transformation Language

TXL is a programming language designed for source to source transformation and
rapid prototyping in software systems [19]. It allows the programmer explicit control
over the interpretation, application, order and backtracking of parsing and rewriting
of rules. TXL has evolved over time to become an industry standard general purpose
source transformation tool. It is suited to a wide array of software reengineering tasks,
including the Year 2000 problem of reprogramming billions of lines of commercial
source code [20].
A TXL source transformation is a twofold process. First a context-free grammar
set is defined for each source language being used in the transformation. The TXL
engine then derives a parser from the defined grammar and uses it to process the
input in a set of by-example source transformations. Rules and functions are written
to match the contextual information of the input language using grammar elements
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and transform it to the specified target.
In the context of the IDS, it is used for its source-to-source transformation abilities. We use a singular input file of each required language and over a set of transformations, translate it directly to multiple files of C source code. Each generation
process uses a TXL Pipeline, which is a set of TXL programs that will accept an
input, transform it in some way, and then pipe it to the next script. This allows our
TXL programs to analyze or target one specific task during each step of the generation. Such preliminary tasks before the direct source-to-C translation include unique
naming, data segmenting and grammar lookahead analysis.

2.3.2

Structure and Context-Sensitive Language

The Structure and Context-Sensitive Language, otherwise known as SCL is a language extension to the networking standard ASN.1 specification. Its main purpose is
the provision of an extensive tool-set for defining binary network protocols and any
limitations that are applied to them. The ASN.1 baseline is a standard formal notation used for describing data transmitted by telecommunications protocols, regardless
of language implementation and physical representation of these data [35].
The SCL language was originally created by Marquis et al. for use in security
testing of network applications [46]. The main addition that SCL provides is the
ability to add restrictions or constraints onto the data in each ASN.1 specification.
They designed these SCL extensions to the ASN.1 baseline as a set of additional XML
style markup applied to each definition as one of three blocks types. These include
size, transfer and constraints blocks.
An SCL protocol description consists of three main elements: a program header,
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type decisions and rule definitions. Listing 2.1 provides an SCL specification example
of a Simple Payment Protocol (SPP) for the payment system of a retailer. The
module begins with the program header in line 1, which defines the protocol name.
Each order of the payment system is represented as the root Protocol Data Unit
(PDU) type defined on lines 3-6, containing the ORDER HEADER and the PAYMENT.
The order header on lines 8-15 is an example of a rule definition that describes the
contents of the order. It also has a constraint on the length of the list of items on line
14, where the cardinality must be the specified value. Finally, the payment type on
line 17 is a type decision which specifies that the paid field of the PDU is an opaque
container that can hold one of the two rule definitions of CREDIT or GIFT CARD. It is
then up to an external system to determine which type is inside the instance of paid
in the PDU to decode the payment information of the order.
The SCL transfer block serves the most significant role both for the original
parser developed by ElShakankiry et al. as well as our optimization. The transfer
markup specifies the relevant constraints when decoding the data through parsing.
The two transfer statements that the parser must consider when decoding any packet
are specified using Back and Forward blocks in SCL. They both represent a conditional statement that must hold true during a parse. Otherwise, the packet is
determined to be malformed and must fail the parse. Using the Back constraint,
the condition is evaluated once the decoding of the data is complete. Similarly, in a
Forward constraint, the condition is evaluated before or during the decoding of the
data. Our primary concern is the Back constraints as they allow us to look ahead
using values that must hold true for a parse to succeed.
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Listing 2.1: SCL specification example for SPP
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

SPP DEFINITIONS ::= BEGIN
PDU ::= SEQUENCE {
header ORDER_HEADER ( SIZE DEFINED ) ,
paid
PAYMENT ( SIZE DEFINED )
} ( ENCODED BY CUSTOM )
ORDER_HEADER ::= SEQUENCE {
cost
INTEGER ( SIZE 2 BYTES ) ,
itemCount
INTEGER ( SIZE 1 BYTES ) ,
items
SET OF INTEGER ( SIZE CONSTRAINED )
}
< transfer >
Forward { CARDINALITY ( items ) == itemCount }
</ transfer >
PAYMENT ::= ( CREDIT | GIFT_CARD )
CREDIT ::= SEQUENCE {
cardNum
OCTET STRING ( SIZE 4 BYTES ) ,
secCode
INTEGER ( SIZE 1 BYTES ) ,
billingAdd OCTET STRING ( SIZE 8 BYTES ) ,
}
GIFT_CARD ::= {
cardNum
OCTET STRING ( SIZE 4 BYTES ) ,
cardPin
INTEGER ( SIZE 1 BYTE )
}
END

2.3.3

Domain Specific Language

The Domain Specific Language (DSL) we use in this thesis is a custom specification
format for constraints in the IDS. Its development by Hasan [33] in his thesis, and
later improvement by Rakha et al. [54] focus on a minimal specification for use in
code generation. A single DSL file is responsible for defining multiple constraints on
the behaviour of packets that flow through the network.
Each constraint is identified through a unique numeric ID and a set of behaviours
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for the constraint phases. An example of such a constraint is C5, which uses the
previously mentioned definition to set the required behaviour and key storage of
each phase. During constraint generation from this DSL specification, each phase
will use the specified types and fields to retrieve the data from the parsed structure
and analyze it. Therefore this specification language is the heart of the IDS as it is
responsible for defining all actions that must take place to analyze traffic as it flows
through the system. While this thesis is not concerned with the authoring of new
constraints, we present the specification as it is used as part of the generation process.
The DSL is similar to the rule format of other popular IDS platforms, but allows for
low-level complex evaluations that the rule form does not.

2.4

Related Work

In this section, we discuss research related to the performance abilities of similar
systems either used in network security or with related applications. We first consider
the parser generator side of the IDS due to the larger contributions of the research
community in the area of parsing. We then discuss existing open source Intrusion
Detection Systems that are highly customizable, as with the IDS by Hasan et al.
We consider mainly the methods of optimization that the authors of those systems
have applied, as well as the structure of the system compared to ours. While these
alternative IDS tools are able to process all protocols as in our system, they require
custom plugins. They operate on gigantic rule sets compared to our small 100+
constraint set, but require complicated rules to prevent sophisticated attacks due to
their high level abstraction.
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ANTLR LL(*) Parser Generator

Parsing or the decoding of an input is an important topic across all fields of computing,
not only in Network Security. Due to its large prevalence and history, several systems
have emerged as the top options in parsing technologies. The most common of these
options is the ANTLR LL(k) parser generator system that was designed by Parr
et al. [59] in 1995. The base system is the most classical example of a completely
general parser generator. Upon being presented with a context-free grammar, it
creates a LL(k) parser implementation that can decode any data encoded using that
grammar. With lookahead, the parsers are able to determine which non-terminal
they are parsing, instead of guessing and backtracking. Since there is no loss in this
strategy, it should be implemented into every parser system where applicable.
Since then, the parser generator has been continually optimized and improved
to create a LL(*) parsing strategy, and an associated grammar analysis system [60].
LL(*) is a parsing optimization that throttles up from the conventional k ≥ 1 to an
arbitrary lookahead. A grammar augmented with syntactic and semantic predicates
and embedded actions is used as the input to the ANTLR generator. Their syntactic
predicates allow for the arbitrary lookahead of the LL(*) decision. They are implemented as grammar fragments that must match the desired input, much like the XML
style annotations that we use in our SCL grammar.
ANTLR4 is then a further improved version that enhances the work of the previous LL(*) parse to introduce the ALL(*) parsing strategy [61]. In the ALL(*) strategy
they innovate the previous method by moving the grammar analysis to parse time.
This allows ALL(*) to create a LL(*) decision set for all the non-left recursive grammars, where LL(*) on its own only worked efficiently with LL-regular grammars.
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Although the arbitrary lookahead of LL(*) is a more efficient approach, lookahead
opportunities must be developed by analyzing the grammar only due to the general
nature of ANTLR. This is a different approach from our proposed LL(k) strategy
as it’s lookahead is dependent on semantic constraints placed on the data structure
in the input specification. As a result, our arbitrary lookahead will not be able to
cease optimization attempts when the lookahead decision is too complex. It will
always iterate through every possibility for lookahead, but due to the nature of our
constraints, the upper bound will rarely exceed k ≤ 5. With regards to the ALL(*)
parsing strategy, we employ a similar optimization, as we perform our lookahead
analysis while generating the parser. As a result, the generated parser does not have
to deal with any lookahead checking as it parses its input.

2.4.2

Snort Intrusion Detection System

Snort is a classical lightweight serial based Intrusion Detection System, designed as a
cross-platform and flexible tool. It is able to detect suspicious network traffic using a
packet sniffer and outright attacks using a detection system [69, 16]. Like our system
its flexibility allows users with less experience to create rule sets that can monitor
specific behaviours on their networks. Although due to its age and more general use
case, its extensive rule sets have evolved to the point where they apply extreme stress
to the system. Therefore throughout its lifespan it has received several optimizations
that may be applicable to our IDS or proposed work as well.
As Snort is an open source system, they have published several of their performance enhancements and configurations in their user manual [65]. Their main two
designs are a High Performance Mode and a fast pattern Matcher that are defined
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in sections 1.4.3 and 3.5.22 of the manual respectively. The high performance mode
can handle 1000 Mbps connections by altering the system logging to use unified2
logging. This enables a binary form log, while a separate program performs the slow
database actions. The fast pattern matcher is a rule selection optimization due to
the large rule sets. A short unique content buffer is selected from each payload and
then fast pattern determination is used to select only the rules that have a chance
at matching it. While this matching process does produce overhead, there is a net
savings overall. It is obtained through not attempting to evaluate any rules that are
not applicable to the payload at hand. The callback interface of our IDS implements
a pseudo-instance of this same behaviour by design through only invoking constraints
that are relevant to that specific packet. Regardless, the granularity could be further
reduced for additional improvement. We could invoke a constraint only if the correct
data pertaining to it is in the required fields of the current packet. Furthermore the
Snort authors allow for the user to select the best fast pattern algorithm for their
system. The Aho-Corasick algorithm allows for optimal performance at the cost of
additional memory usage.
Smaller minor improvements are also present in the Snort system. One such
optimization is the Possible Missed Attack scenario. Post-decode, they avoid queuing
large packets for reassembly in cases where there are no relevant rules to evaluate.
This is a technique that our system manually implements as well, as if there is no
constraint for a packet type, we do not generate a callback to send it for reassembly.
Finally they apply protocol specific performance boosts. While both Snort and our
system are general case design, Snort acknowledges that some protocols appear on
almost every network, such as HTTP, SSH, SMTP and SSL/TLS. Therefore they
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optimize the decoder to more efficiently parse them, which is an optimization that
cannot easily be added to our IDS due to having dynamically generated parsers.
The snort development community have also introduced Snort 3.0, which is a
beta system to apply a multi-threaded architecture to the Snort IDS [2]. It uses a
traditional approach such as the one taken by our work for parallelization. They
segment the Snort Security Platform (SnortSP), including the data source/dispatching, and analysis modules into separate entities [14]. They are then connected by an
abstraction layer. The system is multi-threaded by default, allowing each module to
process copies of the same traffic to satisfy all rules on that data faster. Although
this strategy does require additional parsing of each copy of the packets.
It is a complete rewrite of the existing serial system, using Lua for multi-threading
instead of using C as in Snort 2. The change to Lua is dedicated to the problem
space of network processing and analysis, similar to the Wireshark packet analyzer
application using the same language [81]. Although, Lua does not offer traditional
multi-threading. It instead has coroutines, that differ in that they are non-preemptive.
This means that running coroutines cannot be stopped from external sources, rather
only explicit internal commands. This creates simpler synchronization strategies than
our system, but it does contain a downside as well. Whenever blocking operations
are required, it blocks all coroutines from operation.
The system currently remains in beta due to more necessary tweaks to the multithreaded model and the need for performance increases [68]. The Lua based system
was not achieving the desired performance due to the multi-core processor’s interaction with the architecture balance. The original C serial architecture did not permit
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many parallelism avenues such as the C++ Threading Blocks library due to compatibility issues between the languages [68]. In this case, our parallelism strategy from
this thesis could easily be applied as we design it using the C language. Our research
could have a direct application to their serial architecture, preserving all their current
optimizations. Snort has approximately 2,000 stock rules and our system achieves a
large performance boost at 400+ constraints. This indicates that the additional load
on Snort systems would allow our architecture to perform even better if applied to
snort.

2.4.3

Suricata Multi-Threaded IDS

Suricata was developed after Snort to solve inefficiencies that Snort was not able
to resolve, despite their numerous optimizations. The main issue of Snort is the
potential to run over capacity, as optimizations only improve performance to a fixed
level. Suricata solves this issue by introducing scalability through multi-threading.
It uses a similar architecture to our proposed system, where each module of the IDS
is separated and decoupled. Their decoder module and a combination detect-output
module set can be threaded in different configurations depending on the use case. As
with our proposal, there can be multiple decoders and detect/output modules that all
work together in their autofp configuration. They also include a worker configuration
where each thread is a full set of all three modules that process in parallel, which our
proposal does not support.
Much like Snort, Suricata is also open source with several performance enhancements published in their user guide in section 7 [56]. Due to the scaling nature of the
system, the main performance boost arises by increasing the number of CPU cores
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and threads, while using worker mode. Although, this does depend on their capture
source being able to distribute the load evenly across instances through hashing by
cluster type, while also grouping all related packets together into one thread. The
main advantage is the reduction of inter-thread synchronization and queuing when
the entire pipeline is in one thread. This works well for Suricata as it focuses on TCP
monitoring where a stream can easily be tracked and routed to the proper thread. In
our IDS we have a focus on UDP traffic that does not possess any grouping identifier,
making pipeline threading unfeasible, despite its performance boost.
They also implement smaller optimizations independent from the parallelism.
There is a Detect Profile that functions similarly to Snort’s fast patter matcher.
Traffic is also ignored by the system if it is determined to be undesirable due to bad
hosts or if it is a duplicate stream. This saves the parse time to process it in addition
to the saved detect engine time that other optimizations would already prevent. This
is a process that could benefit our IDS as well, as not all traffic has constraints on
its contents. In those cases, we could have a preliminary filter that would prevent
the parsing of those packets to save unnecessary work. Finally Suricata acknowledges that not all functions should be written from scratch when there exists tested
and efficient external libraries. They use the Hyperscan library for high performance
regex matching and the Google tcmalloc library for improving memory handling in
a threaded program. While we do not use any regex in our proposed multi-threaded
architecture, we could potentially benefit from the tcmalloc library instead of writing
our own memory management.
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Challenges in IDS Performance

From both our own research and the efforts of other Intrusion Detection Systems
in the research community, we discovered several challenges related to the performance of any IDS. The main issue is the measurement of the performance of the
systems. Traditionally as described in Chapter 1.2, the standard unit of measurement and rating for an IDS is its attack detection rate. While this measurement
seems straightforward, it presents a challenge due to a direct tie to the system capacity. Any time an IDS is overloaded with input beyond its capacity, it must drop data
to catch up to the input stream. When packets are dropped, attacks can be missed,
therefore lowering the system’s score, but not due to poorly written constraints or
vulnerabilities in the system. Therefore the focus of our work is centred around the
effective bandwidth the IDS can handle instead of the attack detection ratio, as the
the underlying challenge must be solved first.
In terms of this performance challenge, Day el al. [23] and Park et al. [58] have both
conducted comparative performance analyses of Snort and Suricata. Both groups determine a similar result in performance between the two systems. Snort being a
single threaded application, experiences a lower attack detection rate when placed
under load due to dropped packets. Overall, across a 2 MB test pcap, Snort detected 11 attacks, while Suricata detected 20. The multi-threaded nature of Suricata
dropped only 3% of packets when at least 2 CPU cores are available compared to
Snort with a 6% drop rate using the same cores. Also highlighted is a challenge with
Suricata’s processing requirements. The overhead for the system causes it to reach
capacity sooner than Snort, requiring more cores to maintain its optimal bandwidth.
Therefore improving an IDS is a challenge to perfect. Overall, multi-threaded IDS
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can attain higher performance results, but require additional resources to combat
their intricacies.
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Chapter 3
Optimizing a Protocol Parser Generator

The main shortcoming in the Intrusion Detection System (IDS) in its current release
is efficiency as previously identified. With the goal of increasing this efficiency to
provide faster analysis speeds, we must consider which areas of the current design
are causing the performance slowdown. To accomplish this, we can apply a useful
economic theory named the Pareto Principle or better known as the 80/20 rule [26].
This principle reasons that in business scenarios, 80% of the sales are driven by
20% of the clients. In computer science we can also transfer this theory, stating
that in resource optimization, 80% of the resources are typically used by 20% of the
operations [80]. This principle therefore states that the most likely case is a bottleneck
in some area when experiencing performance issues.
In this chapter, we define our initial optimization plan to improve the IDS parser
generator using reverse engineering tactics [18]. We begin the chapter with the motivation behind this initial work and how we selected our strategies. Then we provide
the details and implementation behind the Submessage Callback and LL(k) algorithm
optimizations we have created. We then end this chapter with a quantitative analysis
of their performance.
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Optimization Strategy

Software maintenance tasks can quickly become very complex if not planned out
carefully. Therefore before attempting any optimization on the system, it is important
to evaluate the priorities of the tasks. According to Berander [10] we should pursue
any potential optimization idea that can maintain a balanced cost to risk ratio, where
cost is the reengineering effort required and risk is the potential of improved efficiency.
We will first attempt quick to complete and relatively simple tasks as they carry low
cost and high potential for improvement. Thus we minimize the risk of wasted effort.
Considering that the parser is the entry point to the IDS, it represents a potential
bottleneck. Until the parser completes a decode, the data cannot be analyzed by
the constraint engine. With this in mind, we leverage the straightforward nature
of the parser to search for feasible optimization opportunities. Based on our own
analysis and suggested future work of past authors of the system [27], we propose two
grammar based optimizations for the parser. Our own proposal is a deep grammar
granularity tweak to the callback process when exiting the parser, which will eliminate
redundant effort. We then propose improving the LL(1) lookahead parse to a full k
element lookahead to eliminate backtracking, as suggested by ElShakankiry [27] in
his original work.

3.2

Submessage Callback Optimization

The IDS collects all parsed information and passes it off to the constraint engine for
analysis using the callback exit points. Although functional, data transfer typically
represents a key throttle point in any process. Therefore we investigate the data hand
off algorithm to determine if it is executing in an optimal form.
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Figure 3.1: Flowchart of a general partial SCL decode
3.2.1

Identifying an Anti-Pattern

The purpose of the callback statement is not only to terminate the parse, but to solve
a large inefficiency within the SCL decoding process as well. The Protocol Tester by
Marquis et al. [47] is only efficient when decoding protocols that are encoded with
Basic Encoding Rules (BER) [36]. They experience difficulties when BER is not used,
in protocols such as OSPF [53], IGMP [5] and NFS [6]. This is due to the encoding
of these protocols where they only specify a number of bytes that must be decoded
for each field. This can result in graph structures like the partial decode example in
Figure 3.1. Here we have a GrmRec with several Field elements, which inherit the
base Grm class. This decoding flow creates a scenario where the graph must be walked
post-parse to discover the types of all the Field nodes. The walk must always be
completed before the packet type is discovered and sent to its post parse destination.
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Performing this walk is an instance of an unnecessary looping or wasted effort antipattern. This action sequence follows the pattern of completing work that has already
been done or can be avoided.

Figure 3.2: The original callback interface

The callback statement solves this grammar anti-pattern by eliminating the need
for the structure walk through typing. When a callback constraint is indicated in a
SCL transfer block, a typed callback function is generated at the end of the parse code
for that definition. The callback function both sends the parsed data and indicates
the packet type that the constraint engine is receiving. Therefore it does not need to
walk any of the parsed message elements to determine their sub-types. A parser for
standard network traffic will create a scenario as described in Figure 3.2, with each
protocol having its own typed callback function with unique naming.
This occurrence of the anti-pattern has already been refactored to eliminate unnecessary looping and data identification in the parser generator. Although, it is
common for anti-pattern instances to be reoccurring issues. Therefore there is the
possibility of another instance of this same unnecessary looping anti-pattern in the
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parser generator. With this in mind, we propose to search for more occurrences of
this established issue in the parser.
V3 Report
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Figure 3.3: Walking anti-patterns in IGMP and RTPS structures

3.2.2

Protocol Grammar Analysis

The previous testing of the IDS contained heavy use of the Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMP) [5] and Real-Time Publish-Subscribe (RTPS) [55] protocols,
encompassing 90% of the test data [32]. We therefore choose to analyze the grammar of the two protocols for any identifiable anti-pattern instances. The analysis
does reveal the unnecessary looping anti-pattern to be present, although in a slightly
different manifestation. Both protocols have an implicit instance of the forced walk
structure of Figure 3.1 under a full packet callback. The structure for both IGMP
and RTPS in Figure 3.3 contain a packet type that has a general Header field or set
of fields and then a set of Submessage types that contain the bulk of the data. From
this description we map the set of submessages in a packet to the GrmRec object from
Figure 3.1, containing the data of the submessages in its Field elements.
This walking anti-pattern still present in these protocols generates inefficient
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parses anytime a submessage structure is encountered. Using RTPS as an example, when any callback is reached, each submessage element is fully walked to decode
which type it is an instance of. This is due to the constraint engine’s dedicated actions for each packet type. Inside the callbacks, the type must be known for each
submessage element in a RTPS packet for it to be used in the correct constraint engine action sequence. Another inefficiency that arises from this anti-pattern is the
need to maintain an array of submessage elements during the parse. There is no
field in IGMP or RTPS that indicates the number of submessages in a full packet.
This in turn requires the array to be parsed as a dynamic recursive linked list. Each
element is then dynamically allocated as we cannot make a statically sized array in
advance. This use of dynamic memory allocation while necessary, also creates two
performance pitfalls. Dynamic memory allocations such as the malloc() operation
entails a processing cost, which will lower the parser’s throughput. The dynamic allocations require tracking and management throughout the parser and a manual free
post use, otherwise a memory leak will occur. Since each submessage type has its
own dedicated constraint engine action sequence regardless, we can refactor the antipattern by treating each submessage as a one submessage packet, using the shared
header fields.

3.2.3

Parsing Algorithm

Treating each submessage as an individual packet requires a simple change to the existing parsing algorithm. The general case of the new process is shown in Algorithm 1.
When parsing each submessage element in its parse function, instead of returning the
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Algorithm 1 Immediate-parse submessage algorithm
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

function parseSubmessageImmediate(Header *h, Submsg *s, PDU *pdu, char
*prog, uint8 t endianness)
position ← pdu.curPos
remaining ← pdu.remaining
if parseSubmessage1(&s.ptr.submessage1, pdu, prog, endianness) then
h.submsgLength ← pdu.curP os − h.submsgLength
h.submsgCount ← 1
Submessage1 P roto Callback(h, &s.ptr.submessage1, pdu)
f reeSubmessage1 P roto(&s.ptr.submessage1)
return true
...
position ← pdu.curPos
remaining ← pdu.remaining
if parseSubmessageN (&s.ptr.submessageN, pdu, prog, endianness) then
h.submsgLength ← pdu.curP os − h.submsgLength
h.submsgCount ← 1
SubmessageN P roto Callback(h, &s.ptr.submessageN, pdu)
f reeSubmessageN P roto(&s.ptr.submessageN)
return true
return false

decoded data to the full packet, invoke a new typed callback specifically for the submessage as seen on lines 7 and 16. By adding a new layer of typed callbacks, any time
a submessage is encountered it is encapsulated as a full packet in the data hand off.
On the constraint engine side, the same actions as before are performed without the
preliminary traversing of the structure. We name this new algorithm the Immediate
Submessage Parse due to its immediate handling of the submessage data.
Implementation of this algorithm is slightly trickier than simply changing the submessage parse function. Additional data-handling is applied and modified to ensure
all information is present for submessage packet encapsulation. Any fields related to
the Header block as we define it, must be passed through the parsing process until
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they reach the submessage parsing function. This is because we are creating a simulated standalone packet with only one submessage, requiring all the information a
regular packet contains. Additionally, with this modification, we remove the allocation of the submessage array when parsing. There is no longer any logical requirement
to store the submessage elements until the end of the parse, as the callback is moved
from the full protocol packet position. This, in turn, removes the large number of
allocation instructions previously needed to handle each packet’s submessages.
Special care must also be taken with regards to memory management. Previously
a free function for each protocol would traverse the submessage structure and free
according to submessage type. The allocated elements inside each submessage are
unique to that type, forcing a requirement to know type prior to freeing as well.
Not only do we want to refactor this algorithm, but with the submessages split, it
will no longer function as it requires a full protocol packet to present a structure to
walk. Instead we deconstruct the walk process and create a separate free function for
each submessage, containing the required behaviour. Since the new parsing algorithm
does not return the submessage structures to top level of the parser, they are now
freed in their parsing function post-callback as shown on lines 8 and 17. Otherwise
the location of their contents on the heap would be lost, causing a memory leak.
These memory management changes are automatically generated statically for each
submessage optimization to ensure that every system contains no memory leaks.

3.2.4

Automation

Although we have successfully refactored the walking anti-pattern manually, application of the Immediate Submessage Parse must be automated in order to comply with
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the usability requirements of the IDS. We leverage the existing TXL pipeline of the
network protocol parser [27] to generate instances of our parsing algorithm. This is
accomplished through applying an XML style markup to the protocol’s SCL as an
additional pipeline before code generation.

htransfer statementi
|
|
|

::= hback block i
hforward block i
ALL BYTES USED
Callback [hcallback annotationi]

hcallback annotationi
|
|
|

::= hid i hid i
@ hid i
^ hid i hid i
Final

Figure 3.4: Grammar annotation for submessage callbacks
We apply a new annotation step of the TXL pipeline named Callback Annotation,
which is analyses protocol grammars for submessage compatibility. This analysis
is a three pass algorithm that that focuses on detecting valid submessage callback
structures in its first pass. It then adds a tier of our custom annotation to the
identified callback opportunity shown in Figure 3.4 each subsequent pass. Each pass
of the algorithm and the mapping from the annotation to source code are as follows:
• Pass One contains the main grammar analysis, searching the SCL input for
our identified pattern of a submessage set at the end of a type. In terms of
SCL, the pattern is a type definition where the final field is a SET OF [id] and
the transfer block contains a Callback. This indicates that the type we wish to
terminate the parse on has a header block of fields and an array of submessage
types. We annotate the callback with “@ [id]”, where the ID is the defined
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submessage type. This annotation notifies the code generator not to save the
submessage array and to pass the header block while parsing the submessage
type.
• Pass Two applies to the type decision rule specified by the SET OF [ID] in
pass one. A callback is added to the transfer block, along with the annotation
“∧ [id] [id]”, where the ID elements are the rule type from pass one and the
name of the allocation type from its SET OF element. The annotation notifies
the code generator to add the type specific callbacks for each submessage in the
type decision when parsing. The two ID fields are used to identify the name of
the header block and to set the length of the parsed submessages.
• Pass Three annotates the definition of each submessage in the type decision
of the previous pass by adding a callback with the annotation “[id] [id]” to
the transfer block of the rule. The ID fields in the annotation are the same as
those in pass two, as this annotation is supplementary to the generation of pass
two. This annotation is used during generation of the parse function for each of
the types in the submessage. It specifies to the generator to use a submessage
callback instead of the standard parent protocol callback.
Despite the benefits of the submessage callback, there could exist a scenario where
the end user may require submessages to not be segmented into multiple individual
packets. This could potentially occur due to custom constraints requiring segments
of the data of multiple submessages at once. To account for that case, we add one
last callback annotation named Final. If a callback is specified with the Final
keyword in the initial SCL, the callback is ignored by the TXL grammar analyzer,
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and it generates the parse code as before. While the option is present, we advise to
use Final sparingly due to the performance decrease of not removing the walking
anti-pattern.

3.3

LL(K) Optimization

One of the most natural ways to optimize any parser is to implement lookahead parsing strategies. This allows the parser to determine which non-terminal it is currently
parsing [71, 7]. The benefit of this optimization is to avoid backtracking while parsing.
Any time there is a type decision in the grammar non-terminals, the parser saves its
current state and attempts to fully parse each possibility until correct. It continues in
each attempt until it is determined that the current input does not match the guessed
non-terminal. At this point the parser performs a reset and restores its state to that
before it attempted its previous guess.
Constant backtracking increases the cost resulting in a performance penalty of any
parser. The extreme case is when the only field that can differentiate non-terminal
types is near the end of the input. In variable systems such as an Intrusion Detection
System (IDS), the user will be the author of the grammar that needs to be parsed.
When generating these systems, users should not be expected to be versed in writing
optimal grammars. Therefore it is expected that the user creates a grammar where
any of the cases of extreme slowdown may exist. Nevertheless, even in the standard
case, lookahead has the potential for a performance improvement.
The lookahead process achieves its performance boost by eliminating general backtracking and correcting some of the inefficiencies identified above. The process does so
by determining the correct child non-terminal in a type decision for the current parse
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tree. This is accomplished by parsing the value of a field in the child non-terminal
and then matching it to a set of unique pre-defined constants in the grammar for each
type.
The previous work by ElShakankiry [27] implements an LL(1) lookahead, which
while useful, is very limited in its abilities. Being LL(1), It only checks one field of
each non-terminal which is not sufficient to differentiate types in many situations. If
there is a single shared pre-defined constant value across any child non-terminals in
the type decision, it fails as it cannot determine type for all cases. In parsing theory,
Parr et al. [62] encounter the same issue with LL(1) parsers and propose that parsers
need k > 1 lookahead.
After conducting a brief packet analysis of a capture containing the protocols used
in the previous testing of the IDS, we have discovered a large potential instance of
the LL(1) being insufficient. We examined a 103.1 MB packet capture, containing
677, 326 packets, representing approximately 0.824 seconds of traffic. This capture
contained 98.08% RTPS packets, including 1, 388, 354 SUBMESSAGE type decisions.
Under the current parsing algorithm, the generated routine applies a backtracking
parse algorithm. Overall a measured 9, 654, 268 total backtracks are required to parse
the top level of the elements. This analysis indicates a clear inefficiency with the
parsing of RTPS SUBMESSAGE type decisions in the original parser due to the LL(1)’s
nearsightedness, if further lookahead could instead identify these types.
Upon conducting a manual grammar analysis of the RTPS Submessage structure
as defined in SCL, we discovered that the backtracking is indeed unnecessary, through
a manual a k pass lookahead. The Back statements of each submessage type in
the type definition in the SCL specification are used to set the restricted values
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for different fields. For example, the statement Back {kind == 21} for the DATA(P)
definition indicates that the value of the kind field must be 21. In the RTPS protocol,
the SUBMESSAGE types do not possess completely unique pre-defined constants, when
only considering LL(1). Five of the message types contain unique values on the kind
field, indicating knowing the value of that field is enough information to determine
their type. There are four data message types that share the logical value of 21,
meaning when the value 21 is parsed it could be any one of those four types.
If we delve deeper then one lookahead level, there is a writerEnt.kind field that
can further differentiate the DATA type using the value constraints, while the remaining DATA(R), DATA(P) and DATA(W) all conflict on a value of 194. In addition, the
intermediate fields of flags, nextHeader and readerEnt create an equal byte offset
of 7 bytes across all types. Proceeding to k = 3 there is a final field writerEnt.key
that can differentiate those three types. With the analysis that at a minimum this
backtracking can be resolved, we propose proceeding with the suggested advancement
of the LL(1) grammar analysis to LL(k), where k is unbounded.
For the purposes of brevity in the following sections, we use a defined subset of the
RTPS protocol SUBMESSAGE type decision. This subset contains only four submessage
types of Heartbeat, DATA, DATA(P) and DATA(R). These four types have been selected
as it contains the minimum subset of types that demonstrates the k = 3 lookahead
requirement, as identified in our SCL grammar analysis.
The subset is displayed in Figure 3.5 and the unmodified SCL for each type is
defined in Figure 3.6. The SUBMESSAGE element in the RTPS PDU is specified by the
SCL type decision definition on lines 1-2 where it can be one of the four types. Each
submessage sub-type in the remainder of the figure has its own rule definition that
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defines it and any constraints on its data fields (Lines 5-21, 53-43, 44-64 and 66-86).
Each of these submessage rule definitions also have one or more back statements that
place a value restriction on fields (Lines 19-21, 39-43, 60-64 and 82-86), which can be
used in lookahead analysis.
SUBMESSAGE
HEARTBEAT

DATA(P)

DATA

DATA(R)

Figure 3.5: The RTPS subset with four submessage types for our experiment

3.3.1

Automated Grammar Analysis

In order to generate a static lookahead parser, the code generator must have prior
knowledge of the sections of the grammar that can be optimized. Therefore before
the lookahead parser can be created to analyze the data, we complete this analysis
and mark them correspondingly.
As in the Submessage Callback optimization of Section 3.2.4 we create an TXL
process. This lookahead process follows the LL(1) methodology, being performed
automatically, invisibly, and with no potential drawbacks to the end user. The TXL
process analyzes the grammar and searches for any candidates where lookahead can
be applied. A potential lookahead candidate is defined as any type decision that
meets three strict criteria during analysis:
1. There must be some field vk , where k is the current lookahead pass, that has a
restriction on its value for all types in the type decision.
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HEARTBEAT ::= SEQUENCE {
48
kind
INTEGER ( SIZE 1 BYTES ) ,
49
flags
INTEGER ( SIZE 1 BYTES ) ,
50
nextHeader INTEGER ( SIZE 2 BYTES ) ,
51
readerEnt ENTITYID
52
( SIZE DEFINED ) BIGENDIAN ,
53
writerEnt ENTITYID
54
( SIZE DEFINED ) BIGENDIAN ,
55
firstSeq
OCTET STRING
56
( SIZE 8 BYTES ) ,
57
lastSeq
OCTET STRING
58
( SIZE 8 BYTES ) ,
59
count
INTEGER ( SIZE 4 BYTES )
60
} ( ENCODED BY CUSTOM )
61
< transfer >
62
Back { kind == 7}
63
</ transfer >
64
65
DATA ::= SEQUENCE {
66
kind
INTEGER ( SIZE 1 BYTES ) ,
67
flags
INTEGER ( SIZE 1 BYTES ) ,
68
nextHeader INTEGER ( SIZE 2 BYTES ) ,
69
extraFlags INTEGER ( SIZE 2 BYTES ) POS , 70
qosOffset INTEGER ( SIZE 2 BYTES ) ,
71
readerEnt ENTITYID
72
( SIZE DEFINED ) BIGENDIAN ,
73
writerEnt ENTITYID
74
( SIZE DEFINED ) BIGENDIAN ,
75
writerSEQ INTEGER ( SIZE 8 BYTES ) ,
76
inlineQos QOSPARM
77
( SIZE DEFINED ) OPTIONAL ,
78
seri alizedDa ta
79
OCTET STRING ( SIZE CONSTRAINED )
80
} ( ENCODED BY CUSTOM )
81
< transfer >
82
Back { kind == 21}
83
Back { writerEnt . kind == 2
84
|| writerEnt . kind == 3 }
85
</ transfer >
86
SUBMESSAGE ::= ( HEARTBEAT | DATA
| DATA ( P ) | DATA ( R ))
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DATA ( P ) ::= SEQUENCE {
kind
INTEGER ( SIZE 1 BYTES ) ,
flags
INTEGER ( SIZE 1 BYTES ) ,
nextHeader INTEGER ( SIZE 2 BYTES ) ,
extraFlags INTEGER ( SIZE 2 BYTES ) ,
qosOffset INTEGER ( SIZE 2 BYTES ) ,
readerEnt ENTITYID
( SIZE DEFINED ) BIGENDIAN ,
writerEnt ENTITYID
( SIZE DEFINED ) BIGENDIAN ,
writerSEQ INTEGER ( SIZE 8 BYTES ) ,
inlineQos QOSPARM
( SIZE DEFINED ) OPTIONAL ,
seria lizedDa ta PARTICIPANTS
( SIZE DEFINED )
} ( ENCODED BY CUSTOM )
< transfer >
Back { kind == 21}
Back { writerEnt . kind == 194 }
Back { writerEnt . key == 256 }
</ transfer >
DATA ( R ) ::= SEQUENCE {
kind
INTEGER ( SIZE 1 BYTES ) ,
flags
INTEGER ( SIZE 1 BYTES ) ,
nextHeader INTEGER ( SIZE 2 BYTES ) ,
extraFlags INTEGER ( SIZE 2 BYTES ) ,
qosOffset INTEGER ( SIZE 2 BYTES ) ,
readerEnt ENTITYID
( SIZE DEFINED ) BIGENDIAN ,
writerEnt ENTITYID
( SIZE DEFINED ) BIGENDIAN ,
writerSEQ INTEGER ( SIZE 8 BYTES ) ,
inlineQos QOSPARM
( SIZE DEFINED ) OPTIONAL ,
seria lizedDa ta TOPICS
( SIZE DEFINED ) OPTIONAL
} ( ENCODED BY CUSTOM )
< transfer >
Back { kind == 21}
Back { writerEnt . kind == 194 }
Back { writerEnt . key == 4 }
</ transfer >

Figure 3.6: SCL representation of the RTPS submessage structure
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2. The byte offset, or total size of all fields in any type in the type decision from
either the beginning or the previous vk−1 value, to vk are equal.
3. the value of vk must be unique across all types in the type decision or there
must be a vk+1 that can be evaluated in a subsequent pass.
These criteria are in place to ensure that the lookahead is possible to parse in an
automated fashion. Requirements 1 and 3 are the basic lookahead requirements, that
any parser requires. If there does not exist a set of unique values to identify each
type in the type decision then lookahead is not possible. Requirement 2 is in place to
ensure that the potential candidate can be generated based on a template algorithm
that we create. It is necessary that the Byte Offset is equal across all types, as the
value of vk can only be retrieved by accessing its expected location in the input data.
Since we do not know which type is represented by the current instance of the type
decision, it is impossible to retrieve the field’s value if the byte offset is different.
There must be a static field that can be retrieved as a single case for all types.
To generate the source code for the LL(k) parser, we first needed to annotate the
SCL description of a protocol with a model of the desired output code. We therefore
proposed an XML style extension to the SCL grammar that would accomplish the
task of annotation. In order to function as a robust solution, three requirements were
considered: it must encapsulate all the necessary details for code generation; be able
to be generated automatically from the initial SCL description and; and finally, seamlessly integrate into the SCL grammar. Figure 3.7 describes the addition to the SCL
grammar, where the base lookahead block would be included sequentially after a
transfer block. Since the lookahead block is used in an automatic TXL transformation
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hlookahead block i ::= <lookahead> {hpass level i} </lookahead>
hpass level i

::= @ hid i {hswitch casei} END [hrequired parsei] {hnew level i}

hswitch casei

::= hid i @ hnumber i

hrequired parsei ::= <hparse itemi {, hparse itemi}>
hparse itemi

::= hid i @ hparse sizei [{flags}]

hparse sizei

::= hnumber i
| hid i

hflagsi

::= POS hid i

hnew level i

::= hid i {, hid i} @ hnumber i
Figure 3.7: Grammar for the proposed lookahead block
Listing 3.1: Example of a completed lookahead analysis

1 < lookahead >
2
@ kind
3
HEARTBEAT @ 7
4
END < kind @ 1 > DATA ( P ) , DATA , DATA ( R ) @ 21
5
@ writerEnt . kind
6
DATA @ 2
7
DATA @ 3
8
END < flags @ 1 , nextHeader @ 2 , extraFlags @ 2 { POS DATA } ,
9
qosOffset @ 2 , readerEnt @ ENTITYID , writerEnt @ ENTITYID >
10
DATA ( P ) , DATA ( R ) @ 194
11
@ writerEnt . key
12
DATA ( P ) @ 256
13
DATA ( R ) @ 4
14
END
15 </ lookahead >

into parser source code, each element will be a one-to-one mapping from the block
to source code to handle the detail encapsulation. This new annotation block is then
generated on type decision rules. An example of the full lookahead block that models
the new parsing for our simplified RTPS protocol is shown in Listing 3.1.
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The entirety of the lookahead block is contained inside an XML style <lookahead>
header and footer. Each pass level is a set of statements representing another level
of lookahead (Lines 2-4, 5-10 and 11-14). The initial @ [id] on the first line of each
set represents the switching parameter (Lines 2, 5 and 11), which is the field with
the restricted value that each type of type decision contains. Each of the following
switch case statements represent one case statement with the type’s unique value
of the restricted field (Lines 3, 6-7 and 12-13). The END represents the final line of
the current pass level and contains the closing information for the next one (Lines
4, 8-10 and 14).
The required parse is an optional element inside the < > set that contains all
the fields and their corresponding size, or the types that are part of the byte offset,
including the switching parameter (Lines 4 and 8-9). These must then have their
value retrieved before the switch case can be evaluated. This translates to statements
that declare variables of the identified size or type for the fields. They then retrieve
the correct number of bytes sequentially from the packet, parsing the fields. In the
case of the first pass of Listing 3.1 on lines 2-4, only the kind field must be retrieved
before evaluating a switch statement on kind. In the second pass on lines 8-10 several
fields must be parsed before the switch statement can be evaluated on writerEnt.
The new level is set of statements that show all the types that did not have
unique restricted values (Lines 4 and 10). If not empty, these types would become
the subject of the next level of the lookahead in order to check if there is anything
further that can differentiate them. This corresponds to the case statement holding
the next switch statement described in the next pass level. In the example in
Listing 3.1 on line 4, DATA(P), DATA and DATA(R) have a value of 21 for kind; i.e.,
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they cannot be differentiated in the initial switch statement. Therefore, the case for
the value 21 would hold a new switch statement to differentiate the two through a
new restricted field.
The SCL grammar also hosts the ability to define special flags on types, which can
appear on fields in the byte offset. An example of this is the POS flag on the DATA
extraFlags field on line 8. This flag indicates the parser needs to save the location
that field exists in inside the packet. Then the saved value is later used during
parse verification to validate the authenticity of the packet. If any flags are detected,
we must record which types they are specified on, as those additional actions are
performed when parsing that field. Therefore we have an optional flags element in
the grammar that expands to different flag types, where we names the type a specific
flag belongs to.

3.3.2

Lookahead Process

After developing the lookahead annotation mechanism, we developed an automated
approach to analyze any protocol description and search for scenarios where lookahead
parsing can be applied. A TXL script was written to run against the SCL protocol
descriptions before code generation. Our approach provides a robust solution that can
perform k pass lookahead analysis on any SCL input and produce an output SCL file
where lookahead block elements are annotated to any optimizable type decisions.
The approach is fully automated and therefore requires no human interventions.
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Lookahead Pass One
The k pass lookahead system functions off of pattern matching in the TXL language.
This allows us to define general case patterns in the SCL grammar that correspond
to the information related to lookahead. We begin the first pass of the lookahead by
taking advantage of the existing one pass lookahead in the existing parser generator
by ElShakankiry et al. This LL(1) system examines only the first restricted value
field of types in a type decision. To determine if it can identify types based on the
first field, it annotates the type decision in the following form:
FULLID ^ SHORTID [@ optimizable]
::= (TYPE1 @ SIZE VALUE | TYPE2 @ SIZE VALUE).
When annotation of the type decision is complete, it checks if all the annotated
values are unique. If that is the case, the @ optimizable tag is added to notify
the code generator to generate a single field lookahead parse. While this method is
functional, it creates a messy and hard to understand annotation. Therefore, our
lookahead analysis only attempts lookahead on any type decisions that do not have
the @ optimizable tag to save processing time. On any type decisions that do not
have the tag, we retrieve the unique value information directly from the existing
annotation. Any missing information, such as the field name can be discovered from
the rules directly. It is then used in the construction of the first level of the lookahead
block.
Arbitrary Recursive Lookahead
We define a recursive algorithm for the remaining passes of the lookahead. This
involves a three step analysis process to determine if any restricted value field allows
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for a type to be identified in a type decision. In the first step, we analyze the SCL
back statements in the definitions of one type in the type decision for a new common
restricted value field. In the remaining types, we check the k th restricted value, which
must be on the same field across all types to satisfy Requirement 1 of lookahead.
This corresponds to detecting the field and value from the k th back statement of the
pattern Back {ID == VALUE}. If the ID matches for all types, we proceed to the next
step.
The second step is to examine the intermediate fields in each of the types to
meet Requirement 2 of the lookahead process. Past pass one, we would always have
intermediate values to examine to ensure an equivalent byte offset. We first retrieve
the previous position in the types from the req parse of the previous pass and
then select one type definition to sample. We collect the field names and sizes of all
items between the previous switching parameter and the new restricted field. This
information is then recorded in a list and compared to the definition of each of the
other remaining types in the type decision. As long as every comparison returns a
true result, we proceed to step three.
The third and final step is to determine which types can now be uniquely identified,
to complete Requirement 3 of lookahead. The k th back statement in each type is
evaluated again to examine the restricted value. Each encountered value is stored
in a used value list, along with the type it belongs to. Then when the next type is
evaluated, its restricted value is first compared to the used list to see if it is already
present. If so, it is added to a conflict list instead as it is not unique. Once all
remaining types have been analyzed, the conflicting values already in the used list
will be removed and added to the conflict list instead. This information is then passed
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forward to the annotation phase of the current pass.
Once all the requirements of lookahead are satisfied through the algorithm and
data is collected, we can construct our pass level for the pass. The used list will
be used to create the base switch case elements. Considering the 2nd pass of the
simple RTPS subset, this would encompass the elements DATA @ 2 and DATA @ 3.
The saved byte offset and POS notations from step 2 is then used to construct the
required parse, of the form <flags @ 1, nextHeader @ 2, extraFlags @ 2 {POS
DATA}, qosOffSet @ 2, readerEnt @ ENTITYID RTPS, writerEnt @ ENTIYID> in
RTPS. Finally the new level is created from the conflict list to lead to the next pass,
such as in RTPS with DATA(P), DATA(R) @ 194.
This recursive descent process continues until one of two conditions are met. The
first termination condition is triggered when there is an empty conflict list at the end
of any pass of the algorithm. This indicates successful identification of each type in
the type decision from a subset of its restricted value fields. At this time the algorithm
appends the constructed lookahead block to the type decision in the SCL for future
code generation. The other termination condition is a failure fall-through when the
algorithm fails to meet the requirements for any of the three steps. This indicates
that the algorithm has failed to find a subset of predefined values that can support
a lookahead type decision. At this point, the current progress of the lookahead block
is scrapped, as we only ever append a complete lookahead block to the type decision.
Although k is defined as unbounded for our algorithm, one of the two exit conditions would always trigger, causing the algorithm to terminate. The unbounded
k allows the algorithm to find an optimal parse through lookahead when possible,
as it can check an unlimited number of back statements. In theory, an unbounded
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k could potentially have the algorithm unsuccessfully searching for a differentiating
value set for a long time. In practice, protocols traditionally have a limited number
of fields with required or identifying values, assigning a finite value to k. Additionally, since this algorithm runs only once during the setup of a new system, a costly
analysis phase can only ever slow down the build time, which is not a concern in the
requirements of the system.

3.3.3

Parsing Algorithm

With the grammar analysis complete, all lookahead opportunities are discovered and
annotated. The remaining task is to create the formal parser from that information.
We define a standard premonition-based lookahead parsing algorithm in Algorithm 2,
which we have named the Parse-Identify-Repeat algorithm. This intuitive process is
the basis and replacement for each optimizable type decision parse function. It also
supports integration of the Immediate Parse algorithm from Section 3.2.3 for further
performance increase.
The basis of the Parse-Identify-Repeat algorithm is a set of switch statements, on
the set pre-defined unique values that the lookahead process identifies. It consists of
two main phases. First, it parses the byte offset and switching parameter to retrieve
their values (Lines 2 and 8-9). Next it implements the identify segment through a
switch statement on the switching parameter (Lines 3 and 10). There are two possible
case scenarios that can exist inside the switch statement. The first is for a switching
parameter with a unique value (Lines 4-6, 11-13 and 14-16). For these scenarios,
the standard or immediate parse algorithms are selected to parse the type, with a
break following afterwards to complete the case. In the scenario where the switching
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Algorithm 2 Combined Parse-Identify-Repeat LL(k) and Immediate-Parse
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:

function parseTypeDecision(Header *h, Submsg *s, PDU *pdu, char *prog,
uint8 t endianness)
FirstSwitchingParameter ← P arseF ield()
switch FirstSwitchingParameter do
case UniqueVal1
. . . Type1ImmediateParse O . . .
break
case UniqueVal23
ByteOffset1 ← P arseF ield()
SecondSwitchingParameter ← P arseDef ined()
switch SecondSwitchingParameter.Entry1 do
case UniqueVal2
. . . Type2ImmediateParse O . . .
break
case UniqueVal3
. . . Type3ImmediateParse O . . .
break
default
return false
default
return false
return true

parameter value is non-unique, we enter the repeat segment of the algorithm (Lines
7-18). The process restarts inside the scope of that case statement and performs the
parse-identify phases for the types that shared that conflict. Additionally, at the end
of the switch, a default case is required for parse failure termination if a malformed
packet matches no case statements (Lines 19-20).
When invoking the standard or immediate parse inside the switch structure, the
fields of the byte offset have already been parsed. Although, under the standard
parsing function, it is expected that we are at the beginning of the input. To accommodate this, we would have to partially backtrack to use those original parse
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functions. Instead, we define and create a new set of parse functions for specific use
in the Parse-Identify-Repeat algorithm. These new functions accept the byte offset
fields as function parameters instead of reparsing them. We define the example algorithm in Algorithm 3. To differentiate them from the standard parse functions of the
same type, we append a “ O” to their names.

Algorithm 3 The optimized parse algorithm for lookahead types
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

function parseLookaheadType O(Type *t, Field *field1, Field *field2, ...)
t.field1 ← ∗f ield1
t.field2 ← ∗f ield2
. . . Parse Remaining Fields . . .
return true
This parsing algorithm is simple to automatically generate using TXL and the

lookahead block that we have created, due to our defined one-to-one mapping. We
have introduced a new pattern of a type decision with a lookahead block, where
previously type decisions did not have any additional blocks. Therefore, we must add
a new TXL rule to the current generator to handle the pattern in addition to the
current type decision transformation rule for standard backtracking type decisions.
This new transformation rule follows the mapping of the lookahead block to source
code and creates the lookahead function that parses the type decision element. As
part of the code generation, supporting functions to parse the types must also be
generated. We define another TXL rule to create the optimized function to parse
the types inside the type decision and append an ¨ O¨ to the name, as previously
specified.
The lookahead analysis and code generation of the system must only be completed
a single time under standard use. Additionally, the lookahead analysis in our system
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is completed before code generation instead of occurring as packets arrive during
runtime. This allows the system to generate an optimized parser at no effective cost.

3.4

Generation Framework

As specified in Sections 3.2.4 and 3.3.2, each of the optimizations has modified the
TXL generation pipeline for creation of the parser system. The original pipeline of
the system as defined by ElShakankiry [28] in his thesis is presented in Figure 3.8.
During this process it first completes a unique naming pass, where the elements of
each input protocol SCL description are renamed to use a unique naming across the
full input set. Names are made unique by appending the name of the parent protocol
to each element. For example HEARTBEAT will become HEARTBEAT RTPS, as another
protocol may also contain a type named HEARTBEAT. If the unique name was not
applied, these two would generate a set of identically named superfunctions, which
C does not support. Afterwards, the uniquely named SCL are used to generate the
header files that contains the C structure definitions. The uniquely named SCL is
also used as the input to the LL(1) optimizer which for further annotation before it
is used to generate the C source code of the parsing and supporting functions.
Data
Structure
Generation

SCL Protocol
Speciﬁcations

Unique
Naming

Uniquely Named
Speciﬁcations

LL(1)
Optimization

Header
Files

Parser
Generation

Generated
Parsers

Figure 3.8: The original parser generation TXL pipeline
Our modifications for the optimizations not only add on to the existing pipeline,
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but also require restructuring of the script order. The new pipeline, as shown in
Figure 3.9 with the new elements in red, completes all annotations before any source
code is generated. Previously the header files were not altered by any optimizations,
but in the callback annotation, two small changes are now made in the header file.
We remove the unused submessage field from the parent structure and add function
prototype definitions for each of the new callbacks, along with a free function for that
type. The LL(k) optimization is then dependant on LL(1) optimizations and must
occur sequentially afterwards. The fully annotated SCL for all optimizations is then
used as the input for both source code generators. This overall pipeline is efficient
and can process a five protocol system in seconds, generating the full parsing system
for it.
SCL Protocol
Speciﬁcations
Uniquely Named
Speciﬁcations

Callback
Annotation

LL(1)
Optimization

LL(k)
Optimization

Unique
Naming

Generated
Parsers

Parser
Generation

Header
Files

Data
Structure
Generation

Figure 3.9: The revised and optimized parser generation TXL pipeline
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Performance Evaluation

Both of the completed optimizations have targeted and resolved an inefficiency in the
parser system. In order to gauge the success of them, we measure the performance
of the parser system with and without the optimizations included in the generated
parsers.
As the network protocol parser generator is purely a system creation tool, we first
provide a set of protocol descriptions in SCL to generate a testable implementation.
In addition, we require an interface to the generated parsers where an input can be
read from a packet capture (pcap) file and sent to the parser. This interface reads
one packet at a time and forwards it to the correct parser depending on its frame
type. For our evaluation, we implement the same protocol set and interface that
was used in the original testing of the IDS [32]. In this setup, libpcap is used to
read the input packet capture [75] and the frame identification is performed manually
determine if a PDU represents ARP, IGMP or UDP. The implementation includes
SCL description of IGMP, ARP, NTP and RTPS. Any PDUs of other protocols are
ignored to prevent attempting to guess-parse non-specified protocols as backtracking
could skew performance results. In a full implementation, every protocol would be
specified in SCL to properly discover all intrusions.
The input for testing is a 1668 MB packet capture which depicts the standard
traffic of an Air Traffic Control Network. This scenario has been selected as it is an
open source example of a limited network that the IDS is designed for. The network
is all internal communication only, with no connection to the Internet.
The packet capture was created using Docker as the simulation base [25] with
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EuroScope implemented inside to produce the simulated plane and air control traffic [77]. The RTI version of the Data Distribution Service (DDS) was also used to
generate the RTPS specific side of the traffic [67], as required by EuroScope. The
simulated capture contains 10,821,016 total packets where 1.7% are ARP packets,
0.005% IGMP, 0.1% NTP, 97.2% RTPS. The remaining 1.1% of packets belong to
miscellaneous unhandled protocols, the majority of which are the TCP frame type.
Since the miscellaneous protocols account for <2% of all traffic and are ignored, their
impact is negligible.
Since at this time we have only modified the parser in the IDS, we measure the
increase in performance for that singular component only. Therefore we have disabled
the constraint engine by modifying each callback to be an empty function call. The
results do factor in the initial interface behind the parser that retrieves the packets
from the capture and determines the PDU frame. Its inclusion is necessary as it
is always required for the parser to function and therefore does have an impact on
performance.
In order to obtain a true measure of the impact of our optimizations, we propose
to test the system on several different pieces of hardware. The processing speed of
the parser is directly correlated to the processing speed of the host CPU, which will
manifest different results. For our experimentation, we use four different systems,
ranging from the extreme low end to fairly high grade consumer hardware. The full
specification sheet for each system is shown in Table 3.1. Each system is running a
Linux based operating system as it is the most lightweight and versatile option and
is the intended deployment mechanism for this IDS software.
A test was completed using the unmodified base system, the Submessage and
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Table 3.1: Test hardware platform specifications
System

Operating System

CPU Frequency

Memory

Raspberry Pi 2

Raspbain 9−32Bit

4 Core−0.90 GHz

1 GB

Low Tier

Linux Mint 18.3−32Bit

2 Core−3.00 GHz

3.5 GB

Mid Tier

Linux Mint 19−64Bit

4 Core− 3.00 GHz

16 GB

High Tier

Linux Mint 19−64Bit

6 Core 4.30−GHz

32 GB

LL(k) optimizations alone and combined into the fully optimized parser. These tests
were run on each piece of hardware a total of 200 times for each test. The bandwidth
that each system achieves is displayed in Table 3.2. We also calculate the relative
speedup that each new bandwidth attains in relation to the base serial system, displayed in Table 3.3.
Table 3.2: Bandwidth comparison between methods and hardware
Bandwidth (MBit/s)

Hardware

Base

Sub

LL(k)

Sub+LL(k)

Raspberry Pi 2

96.871

106.202

112.389

124.799

Low Tier

904.716

987.979

1156.779

1273.252

Mid Tier

1970.740

2069.360

2541.281

2655.651

High Tier

2465.129

2543.063

3315.819

3462.988

Table 3.3: Relative speedup comparison between methods and hardware
Hardware

Speedup (%)
Sub

LL(k)

Sub+LL(k)

Raspberry Pi 2 9.63

16.02

28.83

Low Tier

9.20

27.86

40.73

Mid Tier

5.00

28.95

34.75

High Tier

3.16

34.51

40.48
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As expected, the bandwidth increases both due to the presence of the optimizations and the power of the hardware. To determine their success, we must examine
not only the end bandwidth, but the amount that they have increased the performance overall. Considering the end product bandwidth in the most likely average
mid tier case with both optimizations, we have reached a speed of 2.656 Gbps, an
increase from the previous 1.971 Gbps. This boost has allowed the system to meet
the minimum Ethernet speed of 2.5 Gbps set by the IEEE Standards 802.3bz [42]
and 802.3cb [43] but is nowhere near the maximum of 5.0 Gbps. Therefore the optimizations together are successful in their performance, but there is still more work
to be done.
Each of the two optimizations should also be evaluated individually, as it can assist
in directing future optimization tasks. Unlike the overall end bandwidth, the speedup
percentage for each optimization varies wildly on each piece of hardware. The only
constant conclusion across all cases is Submessage < LL(k) < Submessage + LL(k).
These trends are analyzed to understand where the hardware architectures fail and
draw larger benefits from each optimization. An additional benefit is that we will be
able to suggest the optimal hardware for the IDS system to be implemented on to
gain the highest performance boost.

3.5.1

Submessage Optimization Results

Looking first at the submessage optimization, it was able to achieve its best speedup
on the two lowest tier machines at 9.63% and 9.20% respectively. Then on the mid
tier and high end machines, its boost dropped significantly by over double to 5.00%
and 3.16%. The main benefit of this optimization is avoiding extensive looping and
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memory allocation. This indicates that systems with low amounts of memory were
not sufficient to store the required information at one time. Therefore under the new
algorithm it is likely using less swap space due to fewer allocations and therefore
gaining its performance increase. Across all systems, the loop reduction would be
responsible for the remaining increase.
While this optimization was not able to achieve a large performance boost in the
average case, only gaining an extra 98.62 Mbps, every gain is still useful. Since there
was not a large sunk cost of time or effort implementing this work, only spanning two
months and a single developer from start to finish, the end result can still be declared
successful. This optimization also contains additional non-quantitative benefits that
increase its usefulness. By splitting up the submessages into full separate packets, it
sets up an intuitive avenue for parallel processing. Data will be able to be queued
and evaluated faster since it does not need to wait for the entire packet to be complete before it can begin evaluation. This is amplified further by the fact that each
submessage is already considered a unique entity by the constraint engine and does
not depend on its other packaged submessages.

3.5.2

LL(k) Optimization Results

Next examining the LL(k) lookahead optimization, we witness different trends. The
worst performance boost is now on the lowest end machine, at a value of 16.02%
increasing consistently to 34.51% on the highest end machine. This trend indicates
that the more powerful multi-cored CPU’s experience more difficulties with frequent
backtracking due to their faster speed.
Overall, this optimization is able to achieve a quite substantial performance boost,
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gaining a total 570.54 Mbps in the average case. Much like the submessage optimization, the lookahead optimization entailed the same cost to develop and 5.8 times the
payoff in performance. The optimization itself performed well because of the large
percentage of RTPS packets in the test network scenario. As identified in the manual packet analysis, RTPS packets require a large amount of backtracking to parse
all the submessages. This is where this optimization achieved its main performance
increase. As the system is designed to be multi-purpose, in a scenario where there
is less RTPS traffic, there will be a significantly lower performance boost from this
optimization if there are no other lookahead opportunities present. Nevertheless, the
optimization is still very successful as the limited networks this system will be used
in are compromised of mainly RTPS traffic.

3.5.3

Conclusion

With these optimizations completed, the parser side of the system has gained a significant increase in relative performance. Due to its position as the first main component
in the system, the parser now sends data through to the engine at a faster rate, alleviating its bottleneck. In turn, the constraint engine now has the capability to analyze
data at the speed required by the Ethernet Standards.
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Chapter 4
Building a Parallel Architecture

In software optimization, there reaches a point where different levels of optimization
must be explored. In Chapter 3, we worked on the algorithm and data structures
level, refactoring old and introducing new efficient algorithms. To further continue
on this optimization level requires deep searching and refactoring to discover new
opportunities. Instead we look towards one of the other software levels.
Bastoul [9] states that high level systems such as ours need to use equivalent level
optimization targets. This is due to the fact that the lower level areas such as compilers or machine code, are much too dependent on the architecture and instruction
set of that platform. For our system to remain general, the optimizations must not
exist for solely one platform. Additionally, there already exists numerous tools for
target machine optimization. Examples include the optimization levels of GCC [29]
and tools developed by the research community for automatic assembly profiling and
optimization [70]. Therefore, low level optimizations can be ruled out as a potential
optimization avenue.
We then look towards design or architecture level changes for optimization opportunities. Under normal circumstances, architecture redesigns are costly tasks, and
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undesirable to perform. Although as identified by Smaalders [74], most efficiency
work is left until the end of a system’s development. This indicates that there is
the potential of large benefits from a redesign if the current architecture does not
consider efficiency. This suggestion is furthered by Luo [45], based on the results
of our previous optimizations. They state that when the hardware the system runs
on is outperforming the code, the architecture and its resource allocation must be
reconsidered. This is the case with our system, as executing the IDS on the higher
power hardware, greatly increased its performance.
With an architecture redesign in mind, we propose to shift the system from serial
operation, to a parallel architecture. Considering Luo’s [45] recommendation of resource allocation, it is a logical and intuitive to proceed. We decouple the parser and
constraint engine, executing multiple instances of each simultaneously. The decoupled
processed create a producer-consumer model variant, which is a classical base for a
shift to parallel processing [78]. The transformation to a high performance computing
model allows more data to flow through the system at any time-step.
In this chapter, we define our initial parallel architecture design and implementation. We begin the chapter with the motivation for the parallel design and background
of the requirements for the design. Then we provide the implementation, ending with
the advantages and limitations of the architecture based on its performance.

4.1

System Architecture

We choose to adopt a traditional parallel architecture for the IDS. With its callback
structure, the IDS possesses a distinct divide between the parser and constraint engine, namely its producer and consumer routines. This provides a simple transition
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to apply a middle-ground producer-consumer queue between the processes. With
multiple producers and consumers running in parallel, the system should be able to
increase its total bandwidth. Two threads of each component allows the system to
process up to double the number of packets in the same amount of time for a costless
scenario. This further scales as the number of each processes increases.
While this optimization appears lucrative, there are performance costs embedded
into the architecture shift. The Producer-Consumer Problem is a well documented
issue, explaining the computational requirements of the setup [57]. The main cost
of the requirements is attributed to conditional wait on the shared queue. There
must be behaviour to sleep the routines when the queue is full or empty respectively.
Additionally, due to queue existing in global memory shared by all threads, only
one thread may ever edit it at one time. This is due to the critical section problem.
Within the time of one thread reading the queue state but before writing to it, another
thread may have edited it already. These two requirements will expectantly decrease
the performance, but the optimization is still expected to offer better performance,
with multiple instances. Although, it will not be direct multiplication by the number
of threads launched due to the costs. Instead we expect to gain a percentage increase
relative to the single parser.

4.1.1

The Dual-Build System

We hypothesize that due to the inherit costs in parallelism, small scale systems may
not have a performance gain. To ensure the IDS remains general to function on all
systems, an alternative must exist. Otherwise the optimization would cause a net performance loss in some implementations. To accomplish this, we propose constructing
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the parallel architecture on top of the existing serial design. This will ensure that an
IDS can always achieve the best possible bandwidth in any scenario.
Through the use of compilation parameters and C ifdef preprocessor directives,
we create a design that can be compiled in either serial or parallel mode. We add
an optional argument to the makefile named PARALLEL where if present it adds a
flag -DPARALLEL to the GCC compile functions. This is turn defines a symbol named
PARALLEL inside the source code. Serial and parallel versions of each routine are
defined and selected through a #ifndef PARALLEL and #else block. The preprocessor
directive ensures that only one version is visible to ensure the code can compile.

4.1.2

The Pthreads Library

The C programming language does not possess any native multi-threading functionality. To supplement this we use the pthreads library [44] to allow for the creation of
POSIX threads. The library includes not only threading functionality but also threadsafe locking routines pthread mutex (un)lock(). We use the included mutex attributes as locks between threads for the critical sections. Also included are bounded
wait conditionals pthread cond wait() on those mutexes which put threads to
sleep until manually woken. This ensures that no thread competes for locks when
there has been no change in its conditional bound.
For compilation of the IDS software, pthreads is a required dependency. The
pthreads library is available cross-platform, but has differing implementation on each
operating system. The recommendation is any Linux hosted machine as it contains
the most efficient implementation of the pthreads library. This must be a bare-metal
Linux machine as the pthreads library has efficiency issues on virtualized platforms.
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This is due to hidden costs in the Virtual Machine Manager (VMM) during synchronization based idling [24]. Use of the parallel IDS on the MacOS software is
discouraged due to a poor implementation of the library. The locking behaviour on
MacOS causes a larger overhead due to using a “fair” locking system as opposed
to greedy locks. With the fair system when a thread requests a lock, it is placed
on a queue until the lock is free. Once released it is then given to the head of the
queue. Therefore a thread is never able to immediately reacquire a lock that it has
just released if nobody else is in contention. It still must first join the queue.

4.2

The Parallel Architecture

The initial architecture of the system as planned in Section 4.1 is a simple producerconsumer queue structure. This design for the parallel mode of the entire IDS is
shown in Figure 4.1. We preserve the original packet capture distribution function
from the serial system and dispatch threads for the parser and constraint engine. Each
of the thread instances is a duplicate copy of the parser or constraint engine routine.
In between we design a queue that will hold the parsed packets until a constraint
engine thread is ready to process them. The parser threads are an instance of the
master parse routine, which includes all generated parsers for each protocol. The
parser is not threaded on a per-protocol basis as it presents potential balancing issues
for heavily used protocols. The only difference from the serial implementation in its
exit point, where it places the end result on the queue instead of forwarding it to the
constraint engine. The constraint engine begins with a polling loop where it retrieves
a packet from the queue when available. Then it performs the same analysis actions
as in serial.
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Figure 4.1: The parallel architecture for the producer-consumer queue
The submessage callback optimization from Section 3.2 as mentioned has a direct
application to the parallel architecture as well. The goal of a producer-consumer
system is to have input placed onto the queue as fast as possible. Since data is
preparred in the form of a full mini-packet, is placed on the queue immediately.
Otherwise, we would have to wait for the entire submessage set to be parsed, creating
more time that the queue could be idle starving.

4.2.1

Packet Queuing

Designing a queue structure to hold the processed packets is a non-trivial task. Intuitively, it is a catch-all structure, but that cannot be directly implemented in the C
language. Each callback returns a packet in encoded into several structures, specific
to the protocol or submessage, in the case of the optimization. Since C is a statically
typed language, there has to be an explicit type specified for the queue array. There
is a lack of a catch-all wild card in C as in Java or C++.
We could create a custom glue structures that hold each decoded protocol’s components. The queue type is then a structure that contains a union consisting of each
of the glue structures. As more protocols are added, the union constantly grows disorganised and requires memory space equal to the largest glue structure in the union.
To create an alternate lightweight structure, we leverage loopholes in static typing
for a pseudo-wildcard. The parser returns typed pointers to the parsed segments,
which we then cast to a pointer of any type, a void * pointer. The compiler only
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1 struct QueueElement {
2
void * messageHeader ;
3
void * message ;
4
struct HeaderInfo * pduHeader ;
5
void (* f ) ( void * , void * , struct HeaderInfo *) ;
6 };

Listing 4.1: Parallel queue packet structure

needs the true type of a pointer when attempting to access the data inside it. Therefore our pseudo-wildcard queue is a structure that holds three void pointers, as three
segments is the maximum possible due to the submessage optimization’s additional
header. Once in the constraint engine the pointers in the queue element are cast back
to their true type to access the parsed data. A record of the original type is also
required to recast them, as the queue is completely type independent. We use a void
function pointer to hold the signature of the typed callback for the data, which allows
the constraint engine access to a typing method. The data type is specific to each
callback, which allows for recasting to unpack the data. Therefore a final field of the
queue structure is the function pointer.
The final queue structure is defined in Listing 4.1, initialized as a global array to
add it to shared memory. The first field is the header from the submessage callback
optimization. For all callbacks to fit the same form, if the submessage optimization
does not apply, then the pointer is set to null. The second field is the standard
message data. The third field is always the header field regardless of the packet type,
so it may remain typed. The final field is the function pointer for the constraint
engine, which has the same three normalized parameters for all types.
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Parallel Mechanism

The callbacks currently send data straight to the constraint engine, providing no
opportunity to place data on the queue before entering the engine. Therefore a new
intermediate layer is required in between to facilitate the transfer of data to the queue.
The design of the layer must also consider the dual serial version, as it cannot impact
functionality. We therefore create a new file transfer.c to facilitate this parallel
mechanism and handle all required global structures, such as the queue array.

Parser

Callback
Private

Callback
Private

Callback()

Constraint
Engine

QueueElement[Size]

Consumer
Routine

f*()

Constraint
Engine

Figure 4.2: Serial (top) and parallel (bottom) transfer interfaces
The new transfer layer supports the design shown in Figure 4.2. We introduce
a new callback type, known as the Private Callback. This is a hidden process as
the new exit point of the parser, replacing the old direct-to-engine callback. Inside
we are able to direct our parsed output to the proper destination depending on the
build mode. The private callback must therefore have the same parameter set as the
original. In the serial case it acts as a strict pass-through, passing along the data
pointers it receives to the original callback. The parallel version of applies queuing
to place the data on the queue.
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Algorithm 4 Dual-build transfer structuring algorithm
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

QueueElement Queue[QUEUE SIZE]
countQ ← 0
int inQ ← 0
int outQ ← 0
if SerialM ode then
function type callback private(H *h, Msg *msg, Header *pduH)
type callback(h, msg, pduH)
else if P arallelM ode then
function type callback private(H *h, Msg *msg, Header *pduH)
H *h alloc ← Allocate(H)
. Memory Allocation
h alloc ← Copy(h)
Msg *msg alloc ← Allocate(M sg)
msg alloc ← Copy(msg)
Header *pduH alloc ← Allocate(Header)
pduH alloc ← Copy(pduH)

20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:

4.2.3

mutex lock(prod con mutex)
while countQ = QU EU E SIZE do
cond wait(producer cond, prod con mutex)
Queue[inQ].messageHeader ← h alloc
Queue[inQ].message ← msg alloc
Queue[inQ].pduHeader ← pduH alloc
Queue[inQ].f ← type callback
countQ ← countQ + 1
inQ ← (inQ + 1) mod QUEUE SIZE
mutex unlock(prod con mutex)
cond broadcast(consumer cond)

. Critical Section

. Main Critical Section

. Critical Section End

Producer Routine

The queuing procedure is an important aspect of the parallel mechanism due to ensuring thread safety. Applying both the parallel mechanism and dual build properties,
we create Algorithm 4 as the transfer layer. We initially define shared memory global
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variables to hold the queue array named Queue along with three control values (Lines
1-4). The countQ variable holds the number of elements in the queue to know when
it is full or empty. The inQ value holds the next open position of the queue so we
know where to place data. The outQ value, similar to the in-version holds the next
element to dequeue, used in the consumer routine. Since these are shared across all
threads, they must be accessed in a thread-safe manor. This produces the critical
section block as noted in the algorithm (Lines 18-28). To enact the thread safety, we
define a shared mutex between the producer and consumer for the queue. Therefore
before the critical sections are entered, the mutex prod con mutex must be locked,
otherwise wait until it is free (Line 17). This ensures that only one thread is ever
reading or writing the shared variables at any time.
Once inside the critical section, before any entry can ever be made to the queue,
it is checked to determine if it is full (Lines 18-19). It is a possibility that with an
overloaded constraint engine that the queue may become backlogged. Therefore we
make use of the pthreads pthread cond wait(condition, mutex) function. This
sleeps a thread, releasing the mutex until the sleep condition is broadcast, waking
it up to reacquire the lock when free. We broadcast the condition wake-up call on
line 29, whenever an entry is removed from the queue as it restores space. Placed
inside a conditional loop on the queue size on line 18, any additional woken threads
go back to sleep if there is still no space for them to queue as well. It is necessary for
the lock to be reacquired before checking the count due to thread-safe reading and
writing, otherwise an old value may be read. Once inside the main critical section, the
queuing can progress (Lines 21-24). We use the inQ index to fill the next free element
of the queue with each data item. Then we update our queue control variables and
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broadcast the consumer wake-up call (Lines 26-29).

4.2.4

Consumer Routine

Once placed on the queue a similar algorithm is required to dequeue the packets
for processing. We define a consumer routine in Algorithm 5, sharing all the same
control variables. This routine performs the same locking and waiting structure except
it waits on the queue being empty instead of full (Lines 9-10). It pulls the void cast
attributes off of the queue inside the critical section and then releases the mutex
(Lines 12-15). Once the mutex is released it wakes all other producers as there is
now space for them to queue (Line 20). Finally, it continue to the constraint engine,
calling the function pointer for the standard callback that was saved on the queue
(Line 22). It is important that the constraint engine is called outside of the critical
section, otherwise it will hog the mutex when not necessary.

4.3

Memory Management

Previously in the serial version, the parser and constraint engine were accessed through
nested function calls. The parsed data was stored on the stack and remained accessible by pointers throughout the entire process. In a parallel scenario, as the parser
completes a packet, the system will pop the structures from the stack automatically
since the call chain completes. This occurs before the constraint engine can dequeue
and access the data at those pointers. The data must be stored somewhere static, as
the pseudo-wildcard queue can only hold pointers. Therefore for a parallel implementation to work, the data must be stored on the heap where it remains until manually
freed.
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Algorithm 5 The dequeue function
1: function consumerConstraintEngine
2:
void *h
3:
void *msg
4:
Struct HeaderInfo *pduH
5:
void (*f)(void *, void *, struct HeaderInfo)
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:

do
mutex lock(prod con mutex)
while countQ = 0 do
cond wait(consumer cond, prod con mutex)
h ← Queue[outQ].messageHeader
msg ← Queue[outQ].message
pduH ← Queue[outQ].pduHeader
f ← Queue[outQ].f
countQ ← countQ - 1
outQ ← (outQ + 1) mod QUEUE SIZE
mutex unlock(prod con mutex)
cond broadcast(producer cond)
(*f)(h, msg, pduH)
while !parserDone and countQ > 0

. Critical Section

. Main Critical Section

. Critical Section End

. Enter Constraint Engine

Inside the private callbacks, there is handling for heap allocation as shown in
Algorithm 4. An element for the specific types is allocated and then the structures
from the parser will be copied into those elements. Then the pointers to the heap
memory are placed on the queue instead of the stack address returned from the parser.
In the case of submessage callback, the header structures are shared by one single
packet. In order for there to be no free dependencies between allocated data, a new
copy is made for every instance that goes onto the queue.
The need to manually allocate data also pairs with the need to manually free it,
or a memory leak will occur. Since we make independent copies of the data, this is
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a trivial process. Once the constraint engine has finished processing the information,
each allocation can be freed.

4.4

System Performance

With the parallel architecture complete, we measure its effectiveness before multithread instance synchronization is applied. To do so, we evaluate the system compiled
in the parallel architecture with one thread of each the parser and the constraint
engine. Since there are costs involved with the parallelization, such as the locking,
queuing and memory management, the bandwidth is expected be lower than serial.
The ability of the architecture to scale upon adding consecutive threads is determined
by its base bandwidth. If it cannot achieve a reasonable base bandwidth then it is
not scalable, as adding threads increases performance by a factor of its current value.
The threads are created as pthread t objects in the main routine of the IDS.
They are initialized using pthread create(), setting the function that the thread
executes and passing it any parameters. The parser thread runs an instance of the
serial function that reads from the packet capture and invokes the parser function for
each packet. The constraint engine thread runs the function described in Algorithm 5
which consumes from the queue and runs the constraint engine, using a queue size of
100.
We perform testing on the system built in parallel mode compiled with the flag
PARALLEL=1 and in our fully optimized dual serial setup with no compile flags.
This provides the most accurate result as there should be negligible drop in the serial
performance from that of Section 3.5 despite the new pass-through private callback.
The test is performed on the same 1668 MB packet capture of standard traffic on
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an Air Traffic Control Network from Section 3.5. We use the mid tier hardware for
this test as the average case, as this testing phase is simply the preliminary results.
The results of this test are displayed in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Performance comparison between serial and parallel architectures
Architecture

Bandwidth (Mbit/s)

Percentage of Baseline (%)

Serial

2668.24

—

Parallel

631.20

23.66

As expected, the serial system achieves a bandwidth of almost the exact same
value. It processes data at 2.668 Gbps which is 0.012 Gbps higher than the previous
optimized serial system from Chapter 3. We hypothesise that the slight difference
originates from a slightly lower background CPU load during this run as the system
is mostly unmodified.
The results indicate very poor performance for the parallel system. In its current
state, it is only able to process 0.631 Gbps which is 23.66% of the performance of
the serial system. At this time, the parallel system would be unviable if it cannot be
optimized to remedy this. The previously identified costs are the likely causes of the
slowdown and must be investigated to determine if there are more efficient ways to
perform the parallel algorithms.

4.5

System Limitations

In this chapter we present a basic naive dual parallel and serial architecture for the
Intrusion Detection System. While intended to be a scalable optimization, the parallel
design is wholly inefficient and must be further optimized. There are several areas
that are causing a performance decrease that require algorithm refactoring.
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Fine Grained Locking

The fine grained locking is a large case of slowdown. It is a necessary cost to avoid
the producer-consumer problem, although the exact cost can possibly be lowered. We
did not realize on modern multi-core CPU machines that the cost of a fine-grained
lock-unlock pair can be as expensive as the work to parse an entire packet. This in
turn is causing each packet to cost triple, as we have a lock-unlock pair in both the
producer and consumer. Further efforts should look for ways to reduce the required
number of locks and unlocks.

4.5.2

Memory Management

As we discovered while designing the architecture, the previous serial version was
extremely efficient due to how it leveraged stack based memory. Since this is no
longer possible with a parallel system, we use a naive approach by allocating and
copying each parsed element that is on the stack. This makes the deallocation side
of the memory management issue simple for shared packet fields as each process will
have its own copy to dispose of when done. Although, the process is more expensive,
as malloc operations are typically costly. To reduce this, we can explore memory
reuse strategies to avoid allocations or free management algorithms.

4.5.3

Queuing System

In its current state, the queuing algorithm does not contain any major inefficiencies
aside from the previous two issues. It is able to queue and dequeue packets with only
slight time spent in critical sections. Minimal effort is spent through the pseudowildcard as all data is passed as pointers. Pointer casting and passing is a very
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low cost operation and the most efficient solution to the problem. Although, more
experimentation is necessary for the queue size. In our test we selected a queue size
of 100, which was causing the queue to completely fill and put the parser to sleep
often. Since the constraint engine is the slower of the two processes, the queue size
may need to be increased as global shared memory is not a constrained commodity.

4.5.4

Conclusion

Overall we have designed a system architecture that is functional, although inefficient.
We select the intuitive and naive approach to solving the problems presented with
parallelism. Throughout this process we have learned that parallel systems can be
much more expensive then initially expected. The common sense choices for a design,
such as locking each packet end up being a large time sink. The system does still meet
the set design constraints of dualism and automatic generation potential without any
performance cost. The dual serial and parallel design adds the parallel architecture
while not impacting performance of the serial system at all. Additionally since all
the algorithms we design are general purpose for any type, the system can easily be
automatically generated. With this in mind, we next attempt to refactor this basic
design. We hope to achieve an output closer to that of the serial system in a single
thread operation. At that time, the system can be fully parallelized with multiple
threads to gain a speedup over serial.
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Chapter 5
Improving the Parallel Approach

When developing software systems and making large structure changes, the initial
design often requires reworking. Our parallel system from Chapter 4, while able
to function, was determined to be wholly inefficient. Operating at approximately
one quarter of the serial system using one thread per component, scaling thread
counts further cannot make the system relevant. Even if scaling brought similar
performance to the serial system, there would be a large opportunity cost on those
hardware resources. Then there is also a further unexplored synchronization cost
between threads copies.
The system in its current state although not successful is not beyond repair. In
their book “The Problem With Software: Why Smart Engineers Write Bad Code,”
Barr [8] encompasses our current scenario. He states that issues in efficiency or
structure result from a misplaced trust in the system or communication. Flaws and
exploits are exposed when a developer expects a certain result due to intuition. This
extends directly into our parallel system as we experience an efficiency flaw. In
developing the base parallel system, we relied too heavily on “serial-based” intuition
of what we expect the system to execute fast. Trust was then blindly placed on
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the computer to meet our processing expectations when it is clearly not capable,
due to locking and context switches. This idea is furthered by Mazzocca [48], who
explicitly studies timing and performance analysis in parallel systems. They state
that parallel systems often possess hidden non-intuitive performance factors. Unless
explicitly measured, discovered, and refactored, our serial-based intuition will produce
the results that we experienced.
In this chapter we refactor our initial base parallel system to increase its performance to closer to that of serial. We begin the chapter by instrumenting the current
design to discover the exact inefficiencies in the design. The remainder of the chapter proceeds with resolving each inefficiency through improved and tested parallel
structure, design, and algorithms. The chapter concludes with a brief performance
analysis of the refactored system to the original.

5.1

Finding the Inefficiencies

In order to rework the current parallel system into a more efficient design, we learn
from Barr and Mazzocca. Since we cannot trust our intuition, we must quantitatively
determine the location of the weak points in the structure. In their works of converting
systems from parallel to serial, Jimborean et al. [37, 38] use VMAD, a Virtual Machine
for Advanced Dynamic analysis. It it dynamically instruments and measures the
capabilities of any segment of a system’s code. The complex virtual machine can
analyze serial code by inserting low-level instrumentation into the compiled binary,
presenting a negligible runtime cost of the instrumentation itself. Negligible cost
is extremely important when working on a fine-grained parallel scale such as we
are. While it does not need to be costless, they identify that the instrumentation
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can provide a noticeable impact in determining which areas can be parallelized for
maximum benefit. Otherwise, a high cost in instrumentation may result in skewed
measurements that hides possible opportunities.
Since our system has already been converted to parallel, we cannot apply VMAD
directly as it only functions on serial systems as a precursor to parallelism. Instead we
apply the advice of Jimborean et al. and use the low cost timing functionality provided
in the standard C time library. The real-time clock of the system is used and read
with clock gettime(). We use nanosecond granularity due to our fine-grained scale
of operation to determine the start and end time surrounding any desired element
in the code. We create the packaged functions displayed in Listing 5.1 to start and
stop the timer, as well as calculating the total time from the timespec structures.
The timer start function (Lines 3-5) saves the current system time inside the start
structure using the clock. The timer stop function (Lines 7-11) first saves the current
time inside the end structure. It then calculates the total time spent inside the timer
by subtracting the start time from the end time and returns it.
To ensure that the overhead of running non-low-level timers, we instrument our
code in repetitive chunks and then calculate an average for each measurement. Therefore the small additional time caused by stopping the timer becomes negligible in
comparison to the total time measured. The deviation is calculated to determine
the accuracy of the values. Over all measured blocks for each category, we recorded
a deviation of 8-21% from the average across all categories. This is an acceptable
deviation for measurements that are on such a small scale, indicating our results are
fair.
The timing functions are applied to each of the identified problem areas from
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# include < time .h >
struct timespec timeStart , timeEnd ;
void startTimer () {
clock_gettime ( CLOCK_REALTIME , & timeStart ) ;
}

double stopTimer () {
clock_gettime ( CLOCK_REALTIME , & timeEnd ) ;
double t_ns = ( double ) ( timeEnd . tv_sec - timeStart . tv_sec ) + (
double ) ( timeEnd . tv_nsec - timeStart . tv_nsec ) / 1 E9 ;
10
return t_ns ;
11 }

Listing 5.1: Simple timer implemented with the C time library

Chapter 4.5 to measure the impact on the total transfer time. Additionally, we also
measure the time spent in the serial model to have a relative baseline for comparison.
The results of our instrumentation are provided in Table 5.1. To parse a packet and
transfer it to the constraint engine, the parallel model spends a total of 260.9% more
effort. This is an additional 1.007 seconds of transfer time to the 0.386 seconds strictly
required to parse the packet.
Table 5.1: Parallel design cost measurements
Process

Quantity

Time (µs)

Percentage of Packet (%)

Packet Parsing

—

0.386

—

Lock/Unlock Pair

2

0.253

65.5

Memory Allocation

4

0.081

21.0

Data Copy

4

0.024

6.22

Queue (Critical)

1

0.029

7.5

Dequeue (Critical)

1

0.052

13.5

Total Transfer

—

1.007

260.9

To gain the true impact of the cost, it must be broken down into total time for
each segment. The total processing time is calculated as tprocess = tparse + ttransf er ,
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which is more accurately represented as tprocess = tparse + [tlock × 2 + talloc × 4 + tcopy ×
4 + tqueue + tdequeue ], due to how many times each action occurs.
The lock/unlock pairs are clearly the most troubling cost introduced, especially
as there are two pairs required, occurring at the queue and dequeue points. These
two pairs alone cost 131% more than that required to parse the packet, contributing
50.1% of the total cost of ttransf er . These therefore must be reworked for the system to
reach any reasonable performance level. The next significant concern is the memory
allocation time. In the worst case we allocate heap space for a header, message, PDU
header and a parent protocol each time we parse an optimized callback. This requires
a total of 4 memory allocations, costing a total of 83.9% of the cost of the packet parse
or a total of 32% of the ttransf er total. These allocations also require a respective data
copy to fill the heap space. This cost is unavoidable and is a guaranteed additional
24.9% cost. Fortunately this cost is the smallest of all those introduced in Table 5.1,
although the memory allocation portion must be refactored as its cost is impactful.
Finally the queue and dequeue processes themselves, present an additional 21.0%
cost. Therefore the algorithms should evaluated to determine if they are operating
at optimal performance.

5.2

Lock Refactoring

As identified we must develop a strategy to reduce the cost of locking, as some sort
of synchronization is necessary to prevent race conditions. We propose to refactor
the issue from two different approaches since there are multiple possible solutions.
First we investigate a strictly basic synchronization system due to the inherit bloat
in pthreads. Secondly we rework our existing locking strategy to significantly reduce
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the number of locks, without breaking synchronization.

5.2.1

Simple Spinlocks

To satisfy the needs of the IDS, only the most basic of synchronization routines
are required. The pthreads library while providing robust locking behaviour also
includes significant additional functionality. Upon examining the GNU libc source
of the pthreads library [30], there are cases to support several types of mutexes, and
functionality to put threads to sleep while waiting through conditional objects. This
additional behaviour is not used in our implementation, yet the conditions to check
if it is needed still execute. Therefore we should use a simpler synchronization that
does not contain any unused functionality.
The root basis of every locking algorithm is a single atomic instruction that
changes a flag from 0 to 1 to indicate free or in use. We create our own simple
spinlocks where, when a thread attempts to call a lock, it invokes an instance of the
well known test-and-set algorithm for simple synchronization [1]. The algorithm uses
an atomic compare and exchange instruction on our stored mutex. It tests the value
to determine if the mutex is free and then sets it as in use. Otherwise if the test
states in use, it will spin-in-place through a loop until the mutex tests as free, where
it then acquires it.
We emulate the form of the pthreads library, constructing a lock and unlock function, as shown in Listing 5.2. The test and set funtion (Lines 11-13) is an application
of the standard algorithm of the same name. It tests a lock value to determine if it
is currently in use. If not in use, it then sets the value to in use and returns a 0 to
indicate success. To apply the spin functionality of the locks, the test and set() is
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1 static inline unsigned long __cmpxchg ( volatile void * ptr ,
unsigned long old , unsigned long new )
2 {
3
unsigned long prev ;
4
__asm__ __volatile__ ( " lock ; " " cmpxchg %1 ,%2 "
5
: " = a " ( prev )
6
: " q " ( new ) , " m " (*( ptr ) ) , " 0 " ( old )
7
: " memory " ) ;
8
return prev ;
9 }
10
11 unsigned long test_and_set ( unsigned long * lock ) {
12
return __cmpxchg ( lock ,0 ,1) ;
13 }
14
15 void unlock_mutex ( unsigned long * lock ) {
16
* lock = 0;
17 }

Listing 5.2: Custom test and set spinlock implementation

called as the condition of an empty while loop to allow for the test to spin. This exits
the loop once the compare and exchange returns a 0 to state it made a replacement.
We use cmpxchg as the atomic instruction for the compare and exchange due to the
lightweight nature of low-level instructions. Most modern machine architectures possess a version of cmpxchg, but in order to make the system architecture independent,
we define the instruction using inline assembly (Lines 1-9). The unlock mutex()
function (Lines 15-17) simply mimics the pthread unlock style to set the lock value
back to free.
Comparison of our new spinlocks to the pthread lock functions is completed
through a timing analysis of the locks themselves and when implemented in the
system. The locking time is defined as the total time to execute the lock and unlock
pair, which we measure for a total of 200,000 occurrences. Implementation testing
involved swapping the pthreads synchronization code with our new locking functions
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and running the system. Additional spinning is required to replace the existing wait
on conditionals from pthreads as well. The results of both tests are displayed in
Tables 5.2 and 5.3 respectively.
Table 5.2: Cost of locks alone
Lock Type
Pthreads
Spinlock

Time (µs)
0.217
0.142

Table 5.3: Performance with locks
Lock Type
Pthreads
Spinlock

Bandwidth (Mbit/s)
631.20
329.76

When testing the lock pairs independently, the spinlocks are significantly faster,
gaining a 52.8% performance increase. Although, once incorporated into the IDS,
the performance instead dropped an additional 47.8% from the already slow pthreads
bandwidth. We hypothesize that although the locks are faster due to their simplicity,
performance is lost with the removal of conditional waits. For example, while locking,
critical sections can only run on the consumer if there is at least one entry to consume.
Furthermore, checking the queue size in the condition is also part of the critical
section. The conditional wait of pthreads ensures that a thread does not attempt to
reacquire the mutex to check the queue size until the producer wakes it up after adding
an entry. The spinlocks respectively do not have this luxury and constantly pay costs
to acquire and release the mutex while spinning until the condition is met. This
effectively steals the mutex from other threads that need the lock, causing further
delay. An example of this is shown in Listing 5.3 where the condition is checked
on line 2 and the mutex is reacquired on line 5 as soon as it is free. The works of
Anderson [3] further our hypothesis when he evaluates spinlocks using test-and-set
algorithms. He states that spin waiting for mutually exclusive access to a shared data
structure degrades as the number of waiting processes increases. Since we currently
only have two threads running, we can expect performance to fall even farther if we
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1 while ( test_and_set (& mutex ) ) ;
2
while ( queueSize == 0) {
3
unlock_mutex (& mutex ) ;
4
delay (0.005) ; // Avoid instant reacquire
5
while ( test_and_set (& mutex ) ) ;
6
}

Listing 5.3: Non-conditional spinlock reacquire

were to use spinlocks. Therefore despite their inherit bloat, the pthreads locks do
allow for better performance.

5.2.2

Lock Reducing

The pthreads library is the most efficient synchronization solution, but it bears too
high a cost for fine-grained locking. Therefore we develop a new algorithm for its use
that significantly reduces the number of times we lock and unlock the system. We
apply micro-batching of packets to avoid the per-packet locking. Only one lock pair
is then required for each batch. This change additionally requires modifications to
the queue system to handle the batches.

Packet Sniffer
The primary onset of packet micro-batching originates in the packet sniffer component. Previously it would retrieve one packet from the source and send it to the
parser for processing. Instead, we retrieve a set of packets from the source to build
a batch that can be sent to the parser together. As the batch is processed by the
parser, a linked list is built from the parsed packets. This allows the entire batch to
be prepared locally for queuing to the thread. Finally once the batch is complete, we
enter the queuing critical section where we apply locking. In our experimentation we
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selected a micro-batch queue size of 100, which in turn eliminates 99 locks for each
batch.

Linked List Queuing
In order for the packet sniffer to accomplish this micro-batching strategy, we require
a rework of the queue structure and in turn the queuing algorithms. The queue data
structure is altered to allow for linked list construction. The QueueElement structure
from Figure 4.1 gains the field struct QueueElement *next to allow for linked list
construction through addressing. Each element in the queue is the head of a linked
list containing all the packets in that batch.
The algorithm to build and queue these new linked lists from batches is the challenging element of the lock reducing. Inside the private callbacks, instead of adding
a packet to the queue directly, it is appended to a local linked list. This linked list
is built inside a global pointer Head, unique to the parser. The address of the last
element in the linked list is tracked in another unique entry pointer named lastPkt.
With these containers, the linked list is easily constructed in each private callback
according to the process in Algorithm 6. If the first packet of the linked list (Lines
5-6), it is added to Head, otherwise the packet is appended to next field of the packet
stored in lastPkt (Lines 3-4). The value of lastPkt is then updated with the address
of the new tail (Line 7).
Once the linked list is fully constructed post-parse, the head is added to the queue.
At this time we perform a lock to add the head and update any counters. A brief
overview of the packet sniffer process is shown in Algorithm 7. We first reset values
from previous parses and then initiate the current parse (Lines 2-4). The critical
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Algorithm 6 Private callback batch queuing
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

QueueStructure *previous ← lastPkt[thread id]

if previous exists then
previous.next ← ParsedPkt
else
Head[thread id] ← ParsedPkt
7: lastPkt[thread id] ← ParsedPkt

. Step 6

section then queues the resulting linked list (Lines 5-8). The dequeue process is also
adjusted as it now must expand and iterate through a linked list instead of forwarding
each dequeued packet directly. A brief overview of the new linked list expansion is
shown in Algorithm 8 as a simple list iteration process.
Algorithm 7 Queuing a parsed linked list for the packet sniffer
1: loop:
2:
Head[thread id] ← NULL
3:
lastPkt ← NULL
4:
...ParsePackets()...
5:
lock(mutex)
6:
Queue[next in] ← Head[thread id]
7:
...IncremenetCounters...
8:
unlock(mutex)

Algorithm 8 Iterating and evaluating a dequeued linked list
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

struct parsedPkt *next
next ← Queue[outQ]
while next 6= NULL do
...ExtractFields...
...CallCallbackPointer...
next ← next.next
The micro-batching system for lock reduction was evaluated against the same

parameters as the original parallel design as shown in Table 5.4. With the reduction
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in locking, the system almost doubles in performance with an increase of 96.84%
compared to the original parallel design. This elevates the system to a total of 46.57%
of serial’s performance. Overall we were recover almost two thirds of the 152% loss
that the original lock pairs create. This recovery percentage is acceptable as locking
cannot be removed entirely. Additionally, the size of the micro-batch has not been
optimized, indicating that further experimentation could result in additional savings.
Table 5.4: System performance using micro-batching for lock reduction
System

Bandwidth (Mbit/s) Percentage of Baseline (%)

Serial

2668.24

—

Original Parallel

631.20

23.66

Lock Reducing

1242.50

46.57

Overall, this change not only reduces the lock cost, but also reduces the impact
of the queue and dequeue costs described in Table 5.1. With less queue interaction,
we also skip an equal number of queue and dequeue actions as the locks saved due to
batching.

5.3

Memory Allocation and Management

With the primary and tertiary cost objectives resolved, we next consider the second
largest issue, the cost of memory allocation. Memory allocation and data copying
are a required cost in some form, as stack memory is not persistent. Due to the cost
of a single malloc() operation being large, we propose to allocate reusable pools of
memory instead. This eliminates the cost of allocation entirely, aside from an initial
effort at program startup. Although, the pools do entail further maintenance costs.
Likewise with the lock reducing, significant structure changes are required, this time
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in the memory management sector.

5.3.1

Memory Pools and Management

We create our own memory pool system, using the methodology implemented by the
TXL compiler as inspiration. When initializing a program TXL allocates a set number
of objects for every single data structure required before program execution. Then
during execution it distributes these pre-allocated structures, managing them with
the established Mark and Sweep algorithm. It is used as a classic garbage collection
method that is able to efficiently manage memory pools with little overhead [39].
Although, other garbage collection algorithms such as Stop-and-Copy [82] are cheaper
strictly in additional CPU overhead required for management. Since they are both
classic solutions, the research community has drafted several comparisons between
them, such as the analysis completed by Zorn [83]. He concludes that the Stop-andCopy algorithm saves approximately 3-6% CPU overhead but requires an additional
20-40% memory to achieve the same fault rate. Even though we are not implementing
nearly as many memory pools as TXL, we still opt for the lower memory usage as the
additional CPU overhead cost is small. There is the potential with large batch sizes
for the memory pools to fill and the additional required memory of Stop-and-Copy
will cause the memory required to increase dramatically.
We adapt this strategy by through allocating a select set of types on the heap.
Since management of these pools is not free, we only eliminate elements that we were
previously dynamically allocating. The pre-allocated elements are then stored in a
large array of special pool types. These pool types are structures defined for each
allocated type which contain a pointer to the allocated space, a free flag for cleanup
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and a next value to indicate the next free element in the pool.
The allocation quantity of the memory pools are split into two defined categories.
We have the Submessage pool category which is the smaller pool size. This is for the
message data structure types of optimized submessage callbacks, as fewer are required
at any one time. The Standard pool category is for any general packet messages. This
pool should be at least three times larger than the previous pool, as it handles types
that occur one or more times in a packet. An example is the RTPS header that is
cloned for each submessage in a single packet.
With the pools initialized, we define functions, AllocateTYPE() to manage them
and allocate the next free element in the pool. These functions directly replace the
existing malloc() calls one-to-one. They implement the algorithm shown in Algorithm 9. Contained inside the allocate functions is the garbage collection phase of the
pool management (Lines 9-20). If we reach the end of a pool array when attempting
to allocate an element, we enter garbage collection to re-obtain free elements. This
allows us to discover which elements are no longer in use and construct a list of them.
During garbage collection, we iterate over the entire pool array, checking the free flag
of each element (Lines 10-16). If it has been marked as free then we add it to a free
list (Line 15), the in use elements are swept away until the next pass. This free list is
constructed using the next field of each pool, by pointing to the next element that is
ready for allocation (Line 20). The initial free element is tracked using a head global
value pIn, unique to each pool. If during the garbage collection, all elements are still
in use, then the user is notified that they have set their memory pools too small and
the program will exit due to data loss (Lines 17-19).
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Algorithm 9 Memory pool allocation and cleanup
struct POOL {
2:
TYPE *type ptr;
3:
int free, next;
4: };
1:

5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:

int pIn;
POOL pool[pool size];
function AllocateTYPE
if pIn = END then
for i = 0 to pool size do
if pool[i] not InUse then
if pIn = END then
pIn ← i
else
pool[previous].next ← i
previous ← i
if N oneF reed then
print(“Error - Pool too Small”)
quit;
pool[previous].next ← END
POOL *data ← pool[pIn]
data.free ← InUse
pIn ← data.next
return data

. The next free element in the pool
. The memory pool for TYPE
. Enter garbage collection

. Build first free list element
. Link new element to previous

. Set end of free list

. Allocate and update free list

The allocation of elements is self-contained, but there is a requirement to externally mark them as free once the data structure inside is no longer required. This stage
is reached inside the callback functions of the constraint engine. The free flags are
contained in the memory pool types, but currently only the internal type is accepted
by the constraint engine callbacks.
Therefore we modify the callback definitions to accept the pool types as function
parameters. To prevent any modifications to the process of the constraint engine
calls, we retrieve the original types from inside the pool types at the start of each
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callback. The retrieved fields are then declared with the same names as the original
function parameters.
To accompany this parameter change in the parallel target, no additional modification is required due to the use of void pointers in the QueueStructure queue type.
Although in the serial build target, there is now be a parameter mismatch between
the private callback and the callback. We modify the serial private callback algorithm
to that described in Algorithm 10 to use the proper types in the data forwarding.
Since the callback expects pool types, we declare the pool containers on stack memory
(Lines 2-4) and insert the parsed data addresses inside them (Lined 6-8). Then they
are forwarded with the standard callback, where the same routine can once again be
used for both build targets (Line 10). This change also entails a negligible cost due
to the speed of stack based memory.

Algorithm 10 Private callback data handling for serial implementation
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

function T Callback private(THeader *th, TMessage *tm, Header *h)
THeaderPool th alloc
TMessagePool tm alloc
HeaderPool h alloc
th alloc.th ← th
tm alloc.tm ← tm
h alloc.h ← h
T Callback(&th alloc, &tm alloc, &h alloc)

With the full memory pool types being available to the callback functions, they
can now be cleared and marked as free once the constraint engine has processed them.
The same free process defined in Chapter 4.3 is still used to free the data, with two
additional steps added for Mark and Sweep. Once all deep allocations in the data are
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freed, the pool is zeroed to prepare for its next use. This is to ensure that there is
no overwrite errors, causing preservation of stale data when reusing. To do so we use
the statement *(Type alloc->type) = (const TYPE){0} to replace all data with
zero. Then the pool is marked as free for garbage collection by setting the free flag
of the pool to zero.
For evaluation we have implemented memory pools for types that previously required allocation. This includes the parsed message types, protocol PDU types, standard PDU types and the queue parsed packet types. To support the parsed packet
types the consumer routine has also been updated to expect the new pool type and
extract the parsed packet, proceeding as normal. Likewise with the lock reducing,
we evaluate the parallel system against the same parameters. The results of the
performance of the system are shown in Table 5.5.
Table 5.5: System performance using memory pools
Bandwidth

Malloc Cost

Lossless

Baseline

(Mbit/s)

(%)

(Mbit/s)

(%)

Serial

2668.24

—

—

—

Original Parallel

631.20

—

—

23.66

Lock Reducing

1242.50

—

—

46.57

Lock Reducing + Memory Pools

1417.31

0.0086

1429.53

53.58

System

Since the system is intended to function under continuous operation, the initialization cost of the memory pool allocation is not a cost of the system. Therefore to eliminate the cost from the system’s performance, we measure the total
time spent during initialization. From that we determine the percentage of total
operation time it occupied. Lossless bandwidth is then calculated as Lossless =
Bandwidth − Bandwidth ∗ M alloc.
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Much like the lock reducing, we see an increase in performance relative to that
measured cost from the memory allocation in Table 5.1. The memory pools increase
the performance by another 15.1%, which is close to the target 21.0% loss the memory
allocation previously cost. We were not able to recover the entire cost due to the effort
required in performing the garbage collection phase of Mark and Sweep. Time is spent
iterating the entire memory pool during each garbage collection phase. Additionally
no enhancements can be made to decrease the cost of the memory copy, as it cannot
be skipped and is a built-in function.

5.4

Final System Architecture

The two enhancements to the parallel design increase overall performance to the point
where the system performs at 53.58% of the serial system. Additionally, we directly
or indirectly address each of the measured inefficiencies identified in Table 5.1 through
them. Overall we recover approximately 64.5% of the lost effort. Since it is unlikely
to recover further costs, the remainder is labelled as the final operating cost of the
parallel system.
Therefore we finalize the current state of the system as the parallel baseline system.
With the baseline system established, the full design may be auto-generated and can
then be prepared for the dispatch of multiple threads. Once multiple threads execute
simultaneously, we expect to recover the remaining cost and more.

5.4.1

The Enhanced Parallel Mechanism

The main segment of the parallel design modified by our enhancements is the parallel
mechanism. The lock reducing modifies the base architecture of the full system with
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the linked list queue and packet sniffer. The memory pools then modify the internal
algorithm of the private callbacks.

System Architecture
The final architecture of the full system can be seen at-a-glance in Figure 5.1. The
previous simple packet sniffer has been replaced with the variable packet sniffer and
the queue with the linked list queue. The locks have also been visibly reduced according to the enhancement.
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Figure 5.1: The parallel mechanism architecture

Seven Step Parallel Mechanism
The final parallel mechanism is defined in the formal full algorithm of the private callbacks, as displayed in Algorithm 11. This combines the lock reducing and memory
pool partial algorithms defined in the two enhancements. We define our contribution
as a seven step algorithm that serves as an efficient basis that can be used for any
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parallel producer/consumer problem. We accompany the algorithm with a representation of how each step interacts with the overall system in memory in Figure 5.2, as
to provide a deeper understanding.
Algorithm 11 Private Callback data handling and queuing
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:

function T Callback private(THeader *th, TMessage *tm, Header *h)
THeaderPool *th alloc ← AllocateT Header(h)
. Step 1
TMessagePool *tm alloc ← AllocateT M essage(h)
HeaderPool *h alloc ← AllocateHeader(h)
FramePDUPool *fr alloc ← AllocateF rameP DU (h)

27:

. Step 7

th alloc.th ← Copy(th)
tm alloc.tm ← Copy(tm)
h alloc.h ← Copy(h)
fr alloc.fr ← Copy(h.pduP tr)
h alloc.h.pduPtr ← fr alloc

. Step 2

ParsedPktPool *PP alloc ← AllocateP arsedP kt(h)

. Step 3

PP
PP
PP
PP
PP

alloc.PP.ProtocolHeader ← th alloc
alloc.PP.ProtocolMessage ← tm alloc
alloc.PP.PDUHeader ← h alloc
alloc.PP.f ← T Callback
alloc.PP.next ← NULL

. Step 4

ParsedPkt *previous ← lastPkt[thread id]

. Step 5

if previous exists then
previous.next ← PP alloc
else
Head[thread id] ← PP alloc
lastPkt[thread id] ← PP alloc.PP

. Step 6

The seven step algorithm is more complex than the original defined in Chapter 4
due to the tracking required by the enhancements. Additionally, each of the steps
interacts with a different aspect of the system for ease of future code generation. The
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Figure 5.2: Interaction of the parallel mechanism with memory and defined globals
seven steps contain the following behaviour:
• Step One contains the use of the memory pool allocation functions. For each
required type, we call its allocation function to retrieve an element stored on
the heap.
• Step Two copies the parsed fields that are currently in stack memory to the
allocated spaces.
• Step Three allocates a parsed packet element that holds the data and is stored
on the queue.
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• Step Four assigns all the filled heap elements to the allocated parsed packet
container.
• Step Five retrieves the address stored in the global variable lastPkt. This
global holds the address of the last parsed packet that was added to the linked
list. Additionally, lastPkt is an array where the number of elements is the
number of parser threads. Therefore when we add multiple parser threads, each
one has a thread-safe value to use as only that thread is accessing it. In the
diagram it can be seen that the address of packet LL3 is the last parsed packet
and is retrieved.
• Step Six adds the parsed packet to the linked list being built. If the lastPkt
address is null then it creates a new linked list entry using head. Otherwise it
adds the parsed packet to the previous packet’s next field through its address.
In the diagram, the new packet LL4 is added to the list through the address of
LL3 that was retrieved.
• Step Seven updates the lastPkt field for this parser by saving the address of
the current parsed packet, as it is the new tail. The diagram demonstrates this
with the parsed packet overwriting the exiting LL3 address.
• Step Eight while not part of the algorithm, is the stack pop that occurs when
the private callback exits. At this point, all the information that was parsed is
popped from the stack as the parse routine ends upon data queuing.
Upon completion of this seven step algorithm for all packets in the micro-batch,
we have a fully constructed linked list saved in the Head global variable. In the main
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program we then lock the queue mutex and add our head to the next open entry
position and then repeat the algorithm.

The Enhanced Consumer Routine
The consumer routine responsible for sending packets to the constraint engine is also
modified by both enhancements. The additional functionality extends the original
algorithm from Chapter 4.2.4 to create the new baseline routine presented in Algorithm 12. The dequque function iterates the extracted linked list using the behaviour
specified by Algorithm 8 (Lines 18-27). Additionally since the queue is now built
from a memory pool type, the internal parsed packet structure is extracted (Lines
19-23) and the pool freed once complete (Lines 25-27).

5.5

Automatic Generation

With the design finalized, it must be automatically generated from the original SCL
source, as with the optimizations from Chapter 3. We extend the previous TXL
pipeline of Figure 3.9 to add new steps to create our baseline parallel mechanism
transfer.c source file. We also generate two header files, transfer.h and MemoryPool.h which declare all necessary functions and structures respectively. This
creates a new generation pipeline for the system as shown in Figure 5.3 with the new
elements from this work specified in red.

5.5.1

Callback Protocol Analysis

The new generator pipeline branches from the fully annotated specifications that are
used to create the parser source and header files. The Callback Protocol Analysis
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Algorithm 12 The final optimized dequeue function
1: function consumerConstraintEngine
2:
parsedPkt Pool *next
3:
parsedPkt *pkt
4:
void *h
5:
void *msg
6:
Struct HeaderInfo *pduH
7:
void (*f)(void *, void *, struct HeaderInfo)
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:

do
mutex lock(prod con mutex)
while countQ = 0 do
cond wait(consumer cond, prod con mutex)
next ← Queue[outQ]
countQ ← countQ - 1
outQ ← (outQ + 1) mod QUEUE SIZE
mutex unlock(prod con mutex)
while next 6= NULL do
pkt ← next.parsedPkt
h ← pkt.messageHeader
msg ← pkt.message
pduH ← pkt.pduHeader
f ← pkt.f
(*f)(h, msg, pduH)
next.free ← 0
next ← pkt.next
pkt ← EraseByZero()
cond broadcast(producer cond)
while !parserDone and countQ > 0

. Critical Section

. Main Critical Section

. Critical Section End

. Enter Constraint Engine
. Iterate to next and free pool
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Figure 5.3: The full code generation pipeline for the parallel architecture
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heads this new section, consisting of two separate TXL scripts.
The first script generateCallbackList.txl executes on the same annotated source
as the parser source generators. Each instance of the script determines any private
callbacks or free functions required for that source. They then are appended as an
entry to an intermediate file .CALLBACK.txt, along with the parent protocol they
belong to. The entries will follow the grammar of:
hentryi ::= {X} | hframe protocol i hfunction definitioni
The “X” field represents an optional skip parameter, where for example if the TXL
program is run with a “-IGMP” flag, then memory pools will not be generated for
that protocol.
The second script parentProtocol CallbackList.txl is executed post-parser
generation for all protocols. This and all following scripts are run a single time, as
the parallel mechanism files are a compilation of all protocols of the system. This
script is a secondary pass on the callback list file. This pass conducts a frame type
analysis to determine if any listed protocol has a defined parent frame type specified in
the SCL frame protocols definitions. The root protocol must be determined for each
callback, as they are needed in the private callback algorithms. For example IGMP
is already a frame protocol and is not changed, but RTPS is contained in the UDP
frame, so its entry is modified. This hidden file .CALLBACK RootParent.txt is
then used as the source for the code generation of the remaining files. It contains all
necessary information to dynamically generate each of the required elements of the
algorithms.
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Memory Pools Structures

To create the typed memory pool arrays, we first generate the structures for each pool
container. We use a TXL script generateMemoryPools.txl for the generation
based on the root parent callback list file. The memory pool generation creates
code implementations using template shown in Algorithm 9 for each required type.
It is a two phase process with a dynamic generation and then subsequent static
generation of required pools. The dynamic component evaluates each entry in the
callback file where the “X” parameter is not present. A memory pool structure is
then generated using the template for each type present in the callback function
declarations. Additionally a pool structure is created for the parent frame protocols
present in the entries if not already complete. The generation tracks which structures
have already been generated to avoid duplicates.
Static generation consists of any types used in the system that have been manually
determined to benefit from memory pools. These types are not present in the parsed
types, but are required as heap memory for the system to function. These types
include the PDU type in the packet sniffer and the parsedPkt queue type for the
linked list queue.
Since the memory pools are generated as their own header file, there is an implicit
declaration loop. In the PROTOCOL Generated.h files, the callback functions
use the pool types, as defined in Chapter 5.3.1. Therefore those headers require the
memory pool file to be compiled first. To compile the memory pool header, the protocol data structures must be defined first as they are used inside the pool template.
Therefore to resolve this declaration cycle, we generate an additional supporting file
named ForwardDeclarations.h in the same TXL script. This header consists of
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an independent typedef for each pool structure to forward declare the type before
the structures are defined. Therefore the C compiler can compile the protocol header
files as it is aware the pool types exist and will be later defined.

5.5.3

Transfer Interface Declarations

The transfer parallel mechanism requires several defined structures and global variables to function, as defined by the various aspects of the baseline system. We use
a TXL script generateTransferHeader.txl to generate the declarations, again using the root parent callback file. Much like the memory pool generation, we have a
dynamic and static component to our generation.
The dynamic declaration generation is used to create the external declarations for
the memory pool arrays and their accompanying tracking counters, to allow their use
throughout all source code in the system. We use the same strategy of identifying
these from the function declarations as with the previous script. Function declarations
are also dynamically created for the allocation functions for each memory type from
the same information.
The static generation includes any arrays, counters, or pthreads artifacts that are
required for the operation of the system. This includes the conditions and mutexes
that are externally accessed by the transfer interface and the linked list queue, along
with its counter variables as required by Chapter 5.2.2. Finally the structure for
parsedPkt is also defined here.
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Transfer Interface Generation

The transfer source is the main heart of the parallel mechanism, containing the producer/consumer behaviour definitions and supporting functions required by the enhancements. It is generated by a TXL script generateTransferSource.txl, using
the same source as the input. The file is separated into three main generation phases
of the dual private callbacks, constraint engine consumer routine and the memory
pool allocation functions.

Dual Private Callbacks
The generation for the dual target parallel mechanism defined in Chapter 4.2.2 is a
straightforward application of algorithms. Since both of the private callbacks have
been modified by the enhancements, we use the new algorithms from this chapter.
Each entry in the root parent callback file is used to generate both versions of the
private callback. We extract the function’s parameters and name to generate the serial
version according to the Algorithm 10 template. The same extracted information
is then used and expanded to fit the Algorithm 11 template. These functions are
generated one at a time, grouped together and then surrounded by the ifdef block
for the dual target.

Constraint Engine Consumer
Generation of the constraint engine routine is a fairly trivial process. Since the
routine has no dynamic components, the generation is a strictly static application of
Algorithm 12.
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Memory Pool Allocation Functions
For the private callbacks and supporting code to use the memory pools, we require the
allocation functions to be generated. Since the memory pool file contains no source,
we define the allocation routines in the transfer source file, as they are primarily
used in the parallel mechanism. As with the generation of the memory pool header
file, we use the same identification process but instead apply Algorithm 9 as the
template. Therefore each memory pool type will dynamically have its allocation
function generated, along with the mark and sweep cleanup segment.

5.5.5

Main Supporting Code

Although not shown on the pipeline, we also create another supporting generation
step named generatePartialPMAIN.txl. The current pmain.c file that executes
the system is manually written but requires dependencies introduced by the generated
files. The parallel mechanism adds several external global variables that are defined
in the main file to be accessible throughout the system. Additionally, the memory
pools have their heap space initialized in the main file. Therefore we generate these
snippets of code that may be easily cloned into the manually written pmain file.
The external variable declarations are mirrors of those created in the transfer
header generation. We use the same translation process, removing the extern keyword and adding an initial value of zero where required. The memory pool initialization is generated as a full function named initPacketSniffer(). We use the
same hidden callback list file as our input to determine all types that require a memory pool. This generated function systematically loops through each element of the
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memory pools and allocates heap space for each entry, along with initializing any necessary counters for them. Additionally, a companion freeMemoryPools() function is
generated to free and clean up all the memory pools upon program termination.
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Chapter 6
Multi-Thread Synchronization

For a system with a parallel architecture to efficiently make use of the design, it must
be able to run multiple instances of one or more of its processes at one time. With
multiple instances executing simultaneously the total time elapsed for all threads to
complete should be smaller than the time for them to run sequentially. The parallel
baseline currently only dispatches one instance of each thread and therefore cannot
achieve any benefit from the architecture unless multi-threaded.
In optimal multi-threaded tasks, multiple thread instances can be added for little
or no cost. This is largely due to the development of processors with two or more
independent cores, enveloped in a single physical package. Tasks such as Image
rendering through the Java ImageJ library [66] or the works of Slabaugh et al. [73]
in their C++ image transformation system using OpenMP are able to make use of
independent cores simultaneously. Each processor core runs a thread instance that
computes a quadrant of the image independently. The nature of independent cores
on one chip instead of multiple physical chips combining efforts removes scheduling
and shared memory costs. When all processing units are on the same chip, they only
synchronize when contributing their final result. This occurs for the image processing
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systems in a summation critical section, no additional synchronization is required.
General producer/consumer tasks such as web server messaging queues [50] or
networking multicast transmissions [52] can be multi-threaded easily. In the web
server they use multiple competing consumer instances to process message requests
as fast as possible. Inversely the multicast transmissions have multiple producers
attempting to broadcast messages for the consumers to acquire. Like our system
they only synchronize when queuing or dequeuing on the shared queue to prevent
data loss through competition.
Although, not all producer/consumer systems can be multi-threaded easily, incurring no abnormal synchronization costs even with the use of multi-core processors.
Applications such as the web server have no inter-order dependency. A web server’s
service requirements depend only on answering every request and answering them
fast. This means that request #2, #3 and #4 may be completed by one consumer
before request #1 is completed by the initial consumer. The IDS while an instance
of the producer/consumer set, does have a requirement placed on sequence due to
its strict networking and security nature. Unlike those other applications the thread
instances cannot complete in any order, as then the packets the system is analyzing
become out of sequence. In his intrusion analysis, Hasan [33] states that an alarm
should be raised anytime an expected packet in a multi-packet sequence is missing.
This can be due to multiple issues such as communication failure or parser rejection
of malformed and malicious packets. Therefore if sequence is broken and later packets
are analyzed prior to earlier packets in the sequence, a false positive will be generated.
Since threads have variable execution time based on input, there is no guarantee that threads complete in the order they acquire data from the packet sequence.
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Therefore they also bear additional costs aside from the previous synchronization
costs of Chapter 4. All additional threads are a duplicate process of a specific routine
or task and must be order-synchronized. This ensures that they are not interfering
with each other and disrupting the sequence.
In this chapter we create synchronization for both producer and consumer routines
to allow for non-interfering multi-threading. We begin the chapter by synchronizing
the parser to enable the queue to be filled faster. We then attempt two techniques to
synchronize the constraint engine due to its complex nature. The remainder of the
chapter includes a final reworking of the code generators to include the new synchronization methods. We then conclude by creating a merged generator system that is
capable of generating the entire IDS system automatically instead of in segmented
fragments.

6.1

Parser Multi-Threading

Synchronization of multiple parser threads for intrusion detection must be able to
meet a set of two order requirements. Not only must thread instances satisfy the specified sequence ordering when queuing packets, but it also must keep order when reading
from the packet source. Each parser thread is an instance of the packetSniffer()
function, requiring all synchronization to be performed in that routine.

6.1.1

Thread Safe Variables

Similar to the rest of the parallel architecture, all non-local variables must be read/written in a thread safe manor to prevent race conditions. During the design of the
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architecture and its enhancements, we attempt to use local variables at every opportunity for easier multi-threading. Since each thread is a separate function instance,
it has its own stack with the local variables present.
Nevertheless local variables cannot solely satisfy all the requirements of the system,
as seen in the previous chapters. Global variables must be used for parameter tracking
and passing but can only be accessed in a thread safe manor. If we require locking
on each global variable instance between threads, performance would plummet, as we
learned in Chapter 5.2. Additionally a unique global cannot be generated for each
thread as they all must use the identical packetSniffer() routine.
To ensure all access are thread safe, simple and efficient, we transform each previously created single-thread global into an array of the same type. The array size
is set as the number of parser threads to allocate one instance per thread. To access
these array globals, each parser thread is initialized with an integer thread ID. This
is its index for the array, which allows them to run the same routine with the ID as
a parameter to the packet sniffer. This setup ensures that every access only modifies
the element of that variable that the thread “owns.”
Thread ID’s must be assigned to each thread as they are created and are passed
in as a function parameter. The pthread create() function has a special final
parameter that allows for a void * argument that it passes into the routine the
thread is created under. Therefore we pass in our thread ID by address and re-cast
it to a local integer inside the routine.
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Ordering Synchronization

A system for ordering synchronization between parsers must not only be robust for
extension but also efficient to avoid consuming the benefit of additional threads.
Locking is to be avoided at all costs. Up-time of all threads is to be maximised,
otherwise threads may be stuck sleeping. Basic scheduling systems such as taking
turns or baton passing, are avoided for this reason. In a setup with three or more
threads the thread that most recently started could finish and end up stuck waiting
for the others to finish. Time spent idle with a free mutex is completely wasted.
First Come First Served (FCFS) is a well known scheduling process that works
nicely in this scenario. Using FCFS, as soon as a thread is finished, it is able to
immediately work or join a queue to wait for critical section access. Therefore there
is never idle time while the mutex is free. While FCFS is a scheduler that can
cause starvation of fast processes, we never allow any batch a higher priority. Even
though some batches may parse faster due to smaller packet contents, ordering must
be preserved, so the thread with that batch must wait. Therefore more optimized
schedulers such as Round Robin or Shortest Job First will not work as they cannot
preserve order over speed.
We implement the FCFS scheduler through a set of passes to indicate which
thread’s turn is next. A set of two passes cover the two points of contention. The
first contention is the packet source buffer, as it is read sequentially, allowing only
one thread access at any time. The second contention point is the established queue
contention, although now multiple parser threads are also competing with the consumer thread. While a single lock over both contention points is simpler, only one
thread would be able to parse at a time, which is the bulk of the work. By separating
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into two contention points, parsers are allowed to simultaneously execute the parse
operation in between. At the first contention point, the set of 100 packets is threadlocally copied from the packet source. Then the thread is works locally to complete
the parse, allowing other threads into the packet source. Therefore gaining maximum
benefit from the parallelism at the small relative cost of an additional lock. The new
lock is given its own mutex, pcap mutex that is strictly for packet buffer access. This
prevents the queue contention from competition of other locks.
The pass system is a simple and robust algorithm that can be extended for any
number of parsers at each contention point. Each pass is represented as a small integer
array, along with supporting in and out position counter variables to determine to
front and back of the queue. We follow a naming convention to name both passes
parserPPass, inPPass, outPPass and parserQPass, inQPass, outQPass for the
(P)acket buffer and (Q)ueue contention points respectively. The pass functions as a
queue, where at any time each thread is queued for one of the processes. Queuing
a pass may only occur after completing the action of the previous contention point.
To queue, a thread removes its entry from the current pass and then adds itself to
next pass at the end of the queue. Entries are tracked through the thread’s index ID,
where a queued element in the pass uses the index integer for that thread. Empty
elements are represented by the value “-1.” In order to acquire the lock to enter the
contention point, the thread waits until it detects its ID at the front of the pass queue.
The pass algorithm to implement the behaviour for a single contention point is
displayed in Algorithm 13. This algorithm introduces a new conditional wait as a
critical section entry point on line 2, and precedes any previous additional conditions.
In the case of adding a parsed linked list to the main queue, the existing condition
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Algorithm 13 An instance of one stage for the pass algorithm
pthread mutex lock(contention mutex)
while passOne[outPassOne] != threadID do
pthread cond wait(pass condition, contention mutex)
4: passOne[outPassOne] ← -1
5: outPassOne ← (outPassOne + 1) mod PassSize

1:
2:
3:

6:
7:
8:

passTwo[inPassTwo] ← threadID
inPassTwo ← (inPassTwo + 1) mod PassSize

must still pass. The pass system is an additional initial entry point barrier that we
have contributed, for duplicate thread management and synchronization. Generation
of the algorithm is a static application of the process. The pass system is cyclical as
it queues on the next contention point pass, where the final contention loops it back
to the initial pass. Therefore the system can be extended to any arbitrary number of
contention points for applications with extra locking required.
With the pass system implemented, the multi-threaded parser architecture is modified to that in Figure 6.1. Multiple threads are dispatched and stopped by conditional
waits at any lock point. The example additionally presents an implementation of the
pass system mid-parse. In this occurrence, waiting threads are indicated through
stop arrows, while threads currently executing are standard arrows. Here thread 0
is currently in the queuing stage after completing its parse, while thread 1 is in the
packet collection stage. Thread 2 is waiting as it is not at the front of any queue.
Additional considerations for the addition of multiple parser threads is their impact on the consumer routine. Since the consumer’s existence depends on the lifetime
of the parser, it must be aware of the number of dispatched parser threads. The exit
condition of the consumer is based on a flag parserDone, along with the count of
packets in the queue being empty. For this flag to properly signal exit, we modify
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Figure 6.1: The pass system for parser multi-thread synchronization
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the condition. With multiple parsers, each time one thread exits, it increments the
flag. Therefore instead of checking for a true value, the consumer uses the condition
parserDone < N U M P ARSERS, exiting once fully incremented.
6.1.3

Dispatching Multiple Parsers

Dispatching of parser threads is a dynamic process to allow the system to be automatically configured. In one implementation there could be an encumbered constraint
engine, requiring additional consumer threads over producer threads. Likewise, an inverse implementation could be possible where many producer threads are needed. For
dynamic dispatching, we define Algorithm 14 based on a defined thread count that
the user specifies. When using multiple threads, we shift to multi-thread mode where
we dispatch the required number of threads using a loop on lines 1-4. Multi-thread
mode triggers the execution of the pass system to ensure order is preserved. If the
system is run in single parser mode, we opt for a different thread dispatching on lines
5-7. In this scenario, by creating a separate dispatch, we avoid entering multi-thread
mode. As a result we avoid the pass system as it has forced execution in multi-thread
mode. This allows the system to avoid unnecessary work, as there are one-to-many
implementations where only one parser thread is desired.
Algorithm 14 Thread dispatching for both multi-thread and single-thread
1: if M ultiT hread then
2:
pthread t threads[ThreadCount]
3:
for i = T hreadCount do
4:
pthread create(&threads[i], null, threadFunction, &i)
5: else if SingleT hread then
6:
pthread t thread
7:
pthread create(&thread, null, threadFunction, &zero)
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Naive Constraint Engine Threading

To dispatch multiple threads of the constraint engine routine, they also must be
order-wise synchronized. Due to the linked list nature of the packets as they are
dequeued, synchronization on this end is a difficult task. Packets at the beginning of
a linked list may depend on others from the previous linked list due to multi-packet
constraints. Consider two threads processing a linked list beginning with packet 101
and 201 simultaneously. False alarms may trigger due to packet 201 dependency on
a currently unprocessed packet in the 190-200 range. This is the only one point of
contention for the constraint engine, therefore no mechanism thread-local analysis
without packet faults exists.
Threads inherently have to pause and wait if they reach a hash table miss during
analysis. Any time an advanced packet does not have the previous tree phase present
is a potential packet fault of two possible cases. The first fault instance is the described
scenario of a packet being processed too soon. Alternatively it could be a true fault
where there is a real issue in the traffic and an alarm should be raised. The consumer
routine is unable to differentiate between the two and would have to implement a
timeout phase for identification. If a thread sits in timeout past a set phase, then it
is estimated the fault is true and an alarm is raised. Otherwise before timeout ends,
the dependent packet processes, resolving the fault. The timeout phase increases cost
due to idle time for faults and will always idle for the entire timeout period in the
case of an alarm.
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Conflict Analysis

The potential costs of synchronization through a timeout period may overpower any
potential multi-thread savings. Before applying any synchronization, we look to the
classical works of Bernstein [11] when parallel computing was in its infancy. He
summarizes a set of conditions that should be first evaluated to determine if two or
more portions of a given program can be completed in parallel. The most important
condition is the ability for the two portions to produce the same output in both
parallel and serial processing. Therefore we apply the advice of Bernstein and conduct
a simulation to determine the degree of difference between processing modes. By using
the same packet capture in our simulation and the serial real IDS, we can measure
the change in output in terms of added alarms, as any new alarms are false positives.
The simulation is a modification of the consumer routine that dequeues the packets. Inside that routine, we create a fake multi-core processor to signify the multiple
threads of the constraint engine. The processor is an array of parsedPacket data
structures, where the length represents the number of consumer threads running.
During iteration of each linked list set, we load the processor by adding a packet onto
each “core.” The simulated parallelism is accomplished by selecting one of the “cores”
to mark as complete, where it is then forwarded to the constraint engine routine using
its callback. The constraint engine then functions as normal, raising an alarm if it
detects a hash table fault. This results in a simulation architecture as described in
Figure 6.2, where the queue feeds into multiple threads. An important amendment
is that this simulation is not representing threads each taking one linked list. Each
thread starting at an offset of +100 packets would certainly cause a fault rate that
is too high. Instead we consider the possibility of multi-threading at the individual
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Figure 6.2: The simulated multi-threaded interface for false alarm detection
We simulate the parallelism with a set of three different tests to emulate real
performance as closely as possible. Each test is an amendment to the scheduler that
selects the next “complete” packet to remove from the processor.

Test 1
Test one is a test of a completely random scenario as an initial baseline. At each
time step, any packet in the processor may complete, with no influence from any
previous time steps. The scheduler simulates this by selecting a random processor
element within the bounds of the array and processes it. Although simple, this test
provides a general outlook on packet ordering for any possible generalized protocol.
Random selection has a

N −1
N

probability of selecting the incorrect sequential packet,

where N is the number of threads running. Based on the number of faults this test
produces, we can conclude roughly how often packets of the same constraints occur
semi-sequentially in the data.

Test 2
Test two is a statically realistic simulation based on the time units required for processing. For each packet type in the IGMP and RTPS protocols, we measure the total
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time required to process constraints C5 and C11 in the constraint engine. Measurement is completed using the same timer and looping methodology as in Chapter 5.1.
The measured times are displayed in Table 6.1 along with the deviation of the results
from the average. As with previous use of the timer, deviation is slightly higher into
the range of 20-32%. This rate is still acceptable due to the varying contents of each
packet requiring differing analysis times.
Table 6.1: Time required to analyze packet types for C5 and C11
Protocol

Type

Time (ns)

Deviation (%)

IGMP

V3Report

685

32

RTPS

DATA

65

20

RTPS

DATA(P)

94

30

RTPS

DATA(W)

922

21

RTPS

DATA(R)

583

28

With the timing values acquired, test 2 defines the addition of a clock unit into
the scheduler. The clock is an integer array of the same size as the processor. As a
packet is added to the processor, its measured completion time is added to the clock
in the corresponding index. Each time step represents a real time duration of 10ns,
which is subtracted from each clock entry. At the end of a time step, if a clock entry
has reached zero, it has realistically completed processing and is forwarded to the
constraint engine. This test provides the ideal scenario of the real system as the time
each packet takes to process is the basis of scheduling. Therefore the order represents
the likely average false alarm outcome if there were threads simultaneously analyzing
each packet in the processor.
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Test 3
Test three takes the ideal system scenario of test two and adds a degree of random
modification. Since operating system and other background processes require CPU
time, the ideal case is not likely to occur in practice. The average times are representative of their behaviour, but actual timings will have slight speedups or slowdown
as identified by the deviation. Regardless of the reason, we consider this change for a
more realistic scenario. As we queue a time in the clock, we add or subtract a random
time slice from the average value. The time factor ∆t is defined as −sd ≤ ∆t ≤ sd,
where sd is the standard deviation percentage of the set of timing values as described
in Table 6.1. The resulting clock value is calculated as tClock = tP acket + ∆t ∗ tP acket .
This test provides a similar but more realistic fault record to that of test two for
general case use. In the case of an implementation on a terminal based operating
system, test 2 produces more realistic results, due to lower background processes.

Simulation Outcome
The simulation is conducted on our same 1668 MB packet capture of 10,821,016
packets of real network traffic for a system with 4 constraint engine threads. The
test is run a total of 100 times to produce the average results displayed in Table 6.2.
Since these results are an average, fractional values are displayed for some entries.
For deeper insight into the relative ordering of the packets from these failures, we
must determine which phases the constraints failed in. Therefore in the most realistic
case of test three, we conduct a phase analysis to record the exact failure sources.
These results are displayed for constraints C5 and C11 respectively in Table 6.3 and
Table 6.4.
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Table 6.2: Results of the simulation on a four thread system for all tests
C5

C11

Test

Success

Failure

Success

Failure

Baseline

122

2

239,028

0

Test 1

121

11.31

239,026

1.89

Test 2

114

50

239,022

6

Test 3

115.04

47.19

239,022

5.75

Table 6.3: Analysis of constraint
stages for C5
Success
I B
E D I
Base 14 14 122 0 0
1
14 14 120 0 0
2
14 14 114 0 0
3
14 14 116 0 0
Test

Failure
B E
2 0
11 2
42 8
35 6

D
0
0
0
0

Analyzing the realistic test 3 results for C5, we see that majority of the failures
occur in the bind phase, with only a small set of failures in evaluate. This poses a
large potential risk for parallelization due to the occurrence of natural bind alarms.
Since there are natural bind failures preset in the baseline it is likely that these occur
naturally. Therefore if parallelized, any natural failure that occurs incurs further
delay as each waits through the full timeout period. Additionally the bind failures
account for a fair percentage of all bind events. With a total of 5,090 bind events, we
experience a 0.69% failure rate. Although < 1%, due to the security background, the
failure rate needs to be much lower at < 0.001% at a minimum. The evaluate failures
represent an even higher failure rate of 4.92% based on a total of 122 events.
The test 3 results for C11 do present more adequate results. There is only a
very small number of failures in the evaluate state, accounting for 0.0025% of all
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Table 6.4: Analysis of constraint
stages for C11
Success
Failure
I B
E
D I B E D
Base 98 25 239,028 0 0 0 0 0
1
98 24 239,025 0 0 0 3 0
2
98 24 239,022 0 0 0 6 0
3
98 24 239,022 0 0 0 6 0
Test

occurrences. This barely misses our performance threshold and could be considered
acceptable due to the absence of any natural failures. Each occurrence of a false
alarm here never reaches timeout, representing a negligible additional cost.

6.2.2

Validity Conclusion

Overall, the realistic outcome demonstrates an unacceptable respective large increase
in false alarms for C5 and minor increase for C11. With our four core simulation
setup, this indicates that the dependent packets for these constraints occur close to
each other in the sequence. Any failure indicates a later packet has completed prior
to its dependant. Due to the time required to process each packet, for a failure to
occur, the dependant packet must be either be in the CPU at the same time or within
a short distance. Therefore we estimate that each failure demonstrates that a packet
can occur 2-8 packets packets from its dependant due to the size of the CPU and
processing time. Since we apply realistic timing, we would expect to see the same
failure rate in the real system as those nearby packets complete out of order. Since we
have confirmed that false alarms are possible and more common than expected, this
synchronization method is not plausible. While it is possible for other constraints to
not have sequential dependant packets, the system must be evaluated to the worst
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possible case. This variable custom nature of the IDS is further implausibility of the
method as it could have potential drastic consequences on performance.

6.3

Thread by Constraint

Since the synchronization strategy of per-packet consumer threading is implausible,
we implement an alternative solution. One aspect that was not considered through the
previous method is the fact that each packet triggers events of multiple constraints.
In a fully specified IDS instance, there can be 100+ constraints active and one packet
type involved in many. Therefore we propose to thread by constraint instances.
The basis of this synchronization method is the creation of a new set of linked
list constraint queues to replace the single intermediate queue. The constraint DSL
statically specifies which packet types trigger constraint phases. Therefore we queue
each packet to a dedicated constraint inside the private callbacks, such as a C5Queue
or C11Queue. Inside the consumer routine, we use scheduling to consume from the
queues equally. The result is an absence of false alarms, as multi-packet dependencies
are contained within a single constraint. It is not possible to have a constraint that
depends on another.
As multiple threads are dispatched, each thread selects a set of constraint queues
to consume from and proceed to iterate the linked list as it does now. This solution
not only synchronizes threads, but also requires no additional locking. Since we
are replacing the existing queue structure, the existing lock is adequate to lock all
segmented queues. Although threading by constraint is effective, it represents an
architecture shift requiring user configuration.
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THREAD COUNT 2
THREAD 0
- C11
- C100
- C101
THREAD 1
- C105
- C104
END

Listing 6.1: Constraint queue configuration file example for current constraints

6.3.1

User Configuration

In any implementation of the IDS, there is always be more constraints then consumer
threads. We project the system to run on 4-8 core machines, with 100+ defined
constraints. It is not possible to assign one constraint queue to each consumer thread.
We therefore assign each thread groups of constraints that it consumes from. This
is a configuration that is determined on a per-implementation basis by the user of
the IDS. Some constraints having a longer run time, or more frequent event rate,
requiring load balancing when selecting the constraint groups.
hconstraint cfgi

::= hthread header i {hthread cfgi} END

hthread header i

::= THREAD COUNT hnumber i

hthread cfgi

::= THREAD hnumber i {hconstraint id i}

hconstraint id i

::= - hid i

Figure 6.3: Grammar for user configuration of the constraint queues
To specify this load balancing configuration, we develop a basic grammar which
we define in Figure 6.3. The user creates the file ConstraintBalancing.cfg to be
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later used when generating the consumer routine. An example of a balancing file
for several constraints in our system is provided in Listing 6.1. In this example, we
determine our balancing through a preliminary execution of the system in serial mode
with statistics enabled. This outputs the total number of occurrences of each phase of
the constraints in the system. Based on these usage statistics, we assign constraints to
each of our two threads in an alternating order, starting with the heaviest constraint.
Therefore the total work load is be balanced between the two consumer threads to
ensure that one thread does not become idle.

6.3.2

Constraint Queuing

To queue by individual constraint, there are several changes made to the system to
segment the linked list queue. The constraint engine itself is first modified to allow
packets to trigger the single constraint phase they are dedicated to. This involves
creating a new entry point to the constraint engine for each case constraint phase. The
private callbacks and parser system are adjusted to use the new segmented queues.
Finally memory pools and memory management is addressed, as the parsed data is
shared by multiple queues.

Callback segmenting
First we prepare the constraint engine to function on the per-constraint basis. The
callbacks currently accept a full packet and forward the necessary data to each constraint phase the packet is a participant of. We segment their behaviour into multiple dedicated functions, which trigger only the desired constraint event using the
provided packet. Applying these new entry points results in the new architecture
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displayed in Figure 6.4. We define the segmented callbacks as supplemental functions
to the originals as to not interfere with the serial mode. The routines are named
according to the convention: TYPE PROTOCOL phaseCXX callback, of which an example is V2Leave IGMP destroyC11 callback. Their body consists solely removal
from the memory pool wrapper and any behaviour to prepare the input to enter the
constraint engine for their constraint phase.
C11_Queue
C11
Head

LL

En

try

Parser

Ad

d

N

ew

C11
Callback

Private
Callback

PP
Constraint
Engine
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C105_Queue
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C105
Callback
Parser Threads
Constraint Engine Threads

Figure 6.4: System architecture with one segmented constraint queuing

Packet Management
Previously, allocated packets required a lifetime duration of a single callback entry
point and are freed directly after. Considering multiple queues, by duplicating onto
each queue, the single callback lifetime is preserved. This methodology is expensive,
due to an allocation and copy for each element in the parsed packet. Additionally,
due to further allocated elements inside the decoded structures, the elements require
a deep copy. The entire data structure must be walked to re-allocate and copy any
elements the parser previously allocated.
The cost of an allocate and copy task is CA&C = 0.105µs, of which 4 are required
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to copy each data structure the parser outputs. Therefore the total cost of duplication
memory management is CostT otal = CA&C × 4 + CA&C × N + CW alk , where N is the
number of internal allocated data structures. Using the DATA(W) from the RTPS
protocol as an example, N can possess a value between 2-4 depending on the contents
of the message. The walk cost is estimated as approximately the cost of an allocate
and copy based on the experienced walk costs from Chapter 3. Therefore the overall
cost of duplication is 0.945µs in the worst case compared to the base cost of 0.420µs.
The cost is experienced for each constraint a packet is a member of. In our simple
system with 9 constraints this can occur only a max of 3 times per packet, but it is not
representative of a full implementation. With 100+ constraints, there are multiple
constraints requiring one packet type, scaling the cost significantly. Therefore this
already large cost with negative scaling is not feasible.
Alternatively, each packet can be shared, allowing each queue access to the original
data, preventing the duplication scaling cost. The constraint engine operates on read
only access, creating no critical sections. Through shared data, the packet lifetime is
expanded to encompass all constraints it is a participant of. We establish a reference
count for each packet to track the number of callbacks it must exist for, before the
data can be freed. We add an int *refCount field to the parsedPkt structure to
track the packet’s lifetime. The reference count is allocated onto the heap to create a
persistent counter across each shared member. Once the lifecycle completes, the data
is no longer required and freed. This occurs post callback inside the consumer routine,
which has no knowledge of a packet’s type. We add an additional function pointer
void (*freeF)(void *, void *, void *) that is called to invoke the typed free
function.
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Figure 6.5: Reference counting for memory management on queued packets
The reference counting memory management system is shown in Figure 6.5. On
the parser side for each queue, we locally allocate a parsedPkt, increment the shared
reference count and save the parsed data structures. Each allocated packet is queued
on its segmented queue with the original data structures and reference count address.
On the constraint engine side, as each packet is dequeued and processed we decrement
the reference counter. A packet is often queued on a constraint owned by multiple
constraint engine threads, causing access of the reference counter to not be threadsafe on this side of the queue. Therefore we create a general refCount mutex that
consumers share for reference count access. While inside a lock on this mutex, the
thread decrements each reference count. It is checked if zero and freed accordingly
using on the saved free function while in the critical section.
This approach entails a cost, due to locking. Overall we calculate the cost as
CT otal = CA&C × 4 + CLockP air + CCount + CCriticalSection . The count and critical section
costs are short integer operations that present a negligible cost. Therefore the overall
cost for a packet is calculated as 0.673µs plus scaling, compared to 0.945µs plus high
scaling for the duplication method, or 0.420µs for the original linked list queue. The
scaling cost for reference counting is an additional allocate for the parsedPkt type,
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costing 0.081µs extra per constraint queue use. Due to each packet’s typed function
pointers, a unique container is required for each queuing. The additional 0.253µ
plus scaling is a reasonable value that will be offset through the dispatch of multiple
consumers.

Private Segmented Queuing
With the new entry points for segmented queues and a memory management strategy
defined, we refine the private callback algorithm to add entries to these queues. The
private callbacks still prepare the parsed data through allocation, but now allocate
several parsed packets. Each parsed packet instance dedicated to a constraint is
queued on a Head CXX variable dedicated to that specific queue. Therefore we require
not only a queue specific to each constraint, but dedicated copies of each queuing
variable. We retain the previous functionality as well, for the case where the consumer
is not multi-threaded. Likewise with the multi-threaded parser, the synchronization
cost can be avoided in the case of a single consumer thread.
We present the modified packet queuing process in Algorithm 15 as a template
for private callbacks, expandable for any number of constraints the type is a participant of. To avoid superfunctions that perform too many actions, we define a
queue function for each constraint the packets participate in. These routines named
queueT phaseCXX callback defined on lines 1-19, are responsible for parsed packet
allocation, filling and queuing for the specified constraint phase. They accept the
packaged pool data structures from the private callback and place them in the new
parsed packet, along with the function pointers for the type/phase and incremented
reference count. Inside the private callback function, we split the behaviour using
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Algorithm 15 Private Callback data handling and queuing for segmented queues
function queueT phaseCXX callback(THeader Pool *th a, TMessage Pool *tm a, Header Pool *h a, int *refCount)
2:
ParsedPktPool *PP alloc ← AllocateP arsedP kt(ha .h)
3:
refCount ← refCount + 1

1:

4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:

PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP

alloc.PP.ProtocolHeader ← th alloc
alloc.PP.ProtocolMessage ← tm alloc
alloc.PP.PDUHeader ← h alloc
alloc.PP.f ← T phaseCXX Callback
alloc.PP.freeF ← f reeT callback
alloc.PP.next ← NULL
alloc.refCount ← refCount

ParsedPkt *previous ← lastPkt CXX[thread id]
if previous exists then
previous.next ← PP alloc
else
Head CXX[thread id] ← PP alloc
lastPkt CXX[thread id] ← PP alloc.PP
function T Callback private(THeader *th, TMessage *tm, Header *h)
THeaderPool *th alloc ← AllocateT Header(h)
TMessagePool *tm alloc ← AllocateT M essage(h)
HeaderPool *h alloc ← AllocateHeader(h)
FramePDUPool *fr alloc ← AllocateF rameP DU (h)
th alloc.th ← Copy(th)
tm alloc.tm ← Copy(tm)
h alloc.h ← Copy(h)
fr alloc.fr ← Copy(h.pduP tr)
h alloc.h.pduPtr ← fr alloc
if M ultipleEngine then
int refCount ← AllocateRef Count(h)
refCount ← 0
queueT phaseCXX callback(th alloc, tm alloc, h alloc, ref Count)
queueT phaseCY Y callback(th alloc, tm alloc, h alloc, ref Count)
queueT phaseCZZ callback(th alloc, tm alloc, h alloc, ref Count)
else if SingleEngine then
...Standard Queue Behaviour...
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ifdef depending on multi-threading mode. If there is only a single engine thread, the
previous behaviour is applied as in lines 39-40. If there are multiple consumer threads
then we omit the linked list queue actions, allocate the reference count and call each
of our queuing functions as in lines 33-38.

Consumer Dequeuing
The dequeuing process is also modified based on these new segmented queues and
engine entry points. The dequeuing process implements the same linked list iteration, but uses preliminary scheduling based on the user configuration provided in
Chapter 6.3.1. Continuing the strategy of creating two different versions for single
and multi-threaded engines, we define an additional consumer routine as specified
in Algorithm 16. It is surround by an ifdef under the multiple engine target and
the unmodified existing consumer is reserved for the single engine target. Using the
balancing specified by the user, each declared thread has a case for its own consumer
segment based on the threadID using the switch statement on lines 2-6. Therefore
each set of constraint queues is processed thread-locally.

Algorithm 16 The segmented constraint queue dequeue function
1: function consumerConstraintEngine
2:
switch threadID do
3:
case thread0
4:
consumer CXX CY Y CZZ(threadID)
5:
case thread1
6:
consumer CAA CBB CDD(threadID)
7:
pthread cond broadcast(consumer cond)
8:
pthread exit()
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Algorithm 17 Segmented consumer routines for user-specified constraint balancing
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:

function consumer CXX CYY CZZ(int threadID)
parsedPkt Pool *next, pullPkt
parsedPkt *pkt
void *h
void *msg
Struct HeaderInfo *pduH
void (*f)(void *, void *, struct HeaderInfo)
void (*freeF)(void *, void *, struct HeaderInfo)
int refCount
int Turn, highCount
do
mutex lock(prod con mutex)
while cntQ CXX = 0 and cntQ CY Y = 0 and cntQ CZZ = 0 do
cond wait(consumer cond, prod con mutex)
highCount ← cntQ CXX
Turn ← XX
if cntQ CY Y > highCount then
highCount ← cntQ CYY
Turn ← YY
if cntQ CZZ > highCount then
highCount ← cntQ CZZ
Turn ← ZZ
switch T urn do
case XX
pullPkt ← Queue CXX[outQ CXX]
cntQ CXX ← cntQ CXX - 1
outQ CXX ← (outQ CXX + 1) mod QUEUE SIZE
case YY
pullPkt ← Queue CYY[outQ CYY]
cntQ CYY ← cntQ CYY - 1
outQ YY ← (outQ CYY + 1) mod QUEUE SIZE
case ZZ
pullPkt ← Queue CZZ[outQ CZZ]
cntQ CZZ ← cntQ CZZ - 1
outQ CZZ ← (outQ CZZ + 1) mod QUEUE SIZE
mutex unlock(prod con mutex)
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39:
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:
46:
47:
48:
49:
50:
51:
52:
53:
54:
55:
56:
57:
58:
59:
60:
61:
62:
63:
64:
65:
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next ← pullPkt
while next 6= NULL do
. Constraint Iteration
pkt ← next.parsedPkt
h ← pkt.messageHeader
msg ← pkt.message
pduH ← pkt.pduHeader
f ← pkt.f
(*f)(h, msg, pduH)
. Enter Constraint Engine
next ← pkt.next
next ← pullPkt
mutex lock(ref mutex)
while next 6= NULL do
. Free Iteration
pkt ← next.parsedPkt
next.refCount ← next.refCount - 1
refCount ← next.refCount
if ref Count = 0 then
h ← pkt.messageHeader
msg ← pkt.message
pduH ← pkt.pduHeader
freeF ← pkt.freeF
(*freeF)(h, msg, pduH)
. Enter Packet Free
free(refCount)
next.free ← 0
. Iterate to next and free pool
next ← pkt.next
pkt ← EraseByZero()
mutex unlock(ref mutex)
while parserDone > P ARSER COU N T and countQ > 0
The new consumer routine is a shell function, shifting the dequeuing to separate

dedicated routines to ensure the entry point remains simple and understandable.
Algorithm 17 specifies the new consumer segmented dequeuing for a specified set of
generic constraints where XX, YY, and ZZ represent the constraint numbers. The
algorithm is also extendable for any arbitrary number of constraints. Additional
constraints are added through extension of each repeating section. The condition in
line 13 gains an entry for each new constraint and a new entry of the templates in
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lines 17-20 and 26-29 added to the end of their respective blocks.
Since there are now multiple queues, consuming may only begin if at least one
queue in the set is non-empty, as reflected in the new wait condition on line 13. Once
we determine there is data to dequeue, we apply secondary scheduling to balance
which queues we consume from. If all queues have data present, we cannot allow any
to sit and overflow, otherwise data would be lost. Ideally scheduling would use a fair
scheduling, focusing on the shortest jobs, while incrementing priority on stale data.
Although, constraints vary with each implementation, causing differing processing
times. The cost of measurement and complexity of the algorithm is beyond the
scope of plausibility for this system. Therefore we elect to use a static load-bearing
scheduling approach.
At each dequeue step, we determine which constraint within the set has the largest
load and select it for the next dequeue, shown in lines 16-23. This strategy is simple,
yet fair, preventing a backlog and turn skipping due to empty queues. Although,
it may cause starvation of low-load queues. In an environment where the response
time of the IDS is a metric, this scheduling may need to be revisited. As per our
current requirements of maximizing overall bandwidth, this is a passable approach
due to its low cost in computing the next in line. The dequeue occurs inside the
switch statement on lines 25-37 based on the selected queue. The processing loop
proceeds as before, starting on line 39, after the mutex is unlocked. To support the
reference counting, all freeing of the packets is been moved to a separate iteration on
lines 49-64. Once the constraint engine processing is complete, we re-iterate over the
dequeued linked list, decrementing reference counts and freeing when necessary. This
second iteration occurs inside the specified critical section over the defined reference
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counting mutex. While the duplicate loop iteration carries a slight cost, it is offset
by the savings of a single lock/unlock pair to complete the reference counting stage
for all entries in the linked list.

6.4

Full System Generator

The final step in the creation of the parallel IDS is to complete code generation for the
entire system. In its current state, the parser generator is able to create the efficient
single thread system and must be expanded to include the synchronization designed
in this chapter. Additionally for the first time, modifications are applied to not only
the parser generator, but to the constraint engine generator as well. Both the parser
generator by ElShakankiry [28], which we have improved and the constraint engine
generator by Rakha et al. [54] are completely independent systems.
While both generators are run through the use of a bash TXL pipeline, they use
independent scripts, directory structures and produce incompatible function calls.
Since the IDS is to be generated wholly by a single input set and action, we propose
to integrate and merge these systems while updating them to be compatible and
multi-threaded. Therefore producing the final dual-build and customizable result
IDS system as a contribution of our parallelization.

6.4.1

Constraint Engine Generator

First we introduce the constraint engine generator that is modified to support the
multi-threaded engine. While we are not modifying the behaviour of the constraint
engine analysis, this generator is also responsible for generation of the callback entry
points in the callback.c source file. The constraint engine generator is more complex
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in nature than the parser generator, leading us to present its overall structure in
Figure 6.6.
The system originates from a DSL file specifying each constraint the engine will
analyze, as the source for three three separate generation phases. These phases consist of callback, hash table and constraint generation. Each of the three contains a
generation target including a source and header file for that component. The three
components together combine to form the full behaviour of the constraint engine.
The hash table and constraint generation each consist of a TXL script for the source
file and another for the header file. In terms of the parallelism they define the specific constraint event function entry points used in the callbacks and should not be
modified by any consumer/producer optimizations.
The constraint engine generation phase of interest is the callback generation. This
phase is a complex pipeline as demonstrated in the diagram. Initial generation of the
source creates a shell file, consisting of includes, static helper functions and any other
declarations. The main output of this TXL script is a set of intermediate files each
containing a snippet of C code of callback function behaviour. This generation occurs
for the fours phases of each constraint, creating snippets for the packet types that
participate in that phase. Each file defines any preliminary processing or verification
required to prepare the parsed data for that constraint event. The constraint engine
is then invoked through a function call for that phase. Next, using bash scripting, the
snippets are grouped together creating each corresponding callback function, merged
by packet type, creating a type merged.c file. This new set of files, defines the full
callback routine to trigger the constraint engine phases for each packet type. The
set of merged files is then appended to the callback shell code to create the overall
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Figure 6.6: Modified constraint engine generation pipeline for multi-threading
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callback source file.

Updating the Constraint Engine Generator
The callbacks do present a role in the parallel mechanism and therefore must interact
properly with our parser optimizations. The current generator state of Rakha et al.
is several build versions behind the parser generator despite its completion post serial
parser optimization. As a result, the callbacks generated by this generator use the
depreciated original non-submessage callback two parameter form. Therefore before
the generator can be modified for parallelism, it is first be updated for compatibility.
Due to the bash scripting in the pipeline, the generator is more difficult to modify
compared to a standalone TXL script. A small change in the top level TXL generation may cause significant merge errors in the bash section. Instead we leverage TXL
to transform the final generated C source directly. This presents the first modification to update the system, displayed in red as the Update Callback Version process in
Figure 6.6. We search for each callback routine in the source file and update its parameters using our standard naming convention. Therefore we meet the requirements
of the three parameter submessage callback, and the pool parameter requirement of
the memory pool optimization. Additionally, we insert statements to retrieve the
data structures out of the memory pools as required. Finally, we add generation of
the process to mark and free the memory pools once each callback has completed
processing, completing the Optimized Callback Source.
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Multi-Threaded Generation
With the constraint engine and parser in a compatible state, we implement the generation of the multi-threaded consumer synchronization. We first make an addition
to the Callback Piecewise Generation to create of the additional segmented callback
functions. As that phase creates the intermediate snippet files, we add an additional
generation target. We make a copy of each snippet and wrap it in a segmented
callback function definition for that specific constraint event. Each full segmented
callback function is then written to an intermediate source file.
Next we create the set of packet type segmented free functions that are called
when the reference count reaches zero. Additional generation targets are added to
the Update Callback Version TXL script, which creates these functions. Each time
the update script encounters a callback routine of a unique packet type, it collects
any behaviour related to freeing of the pools and encapsulates it in a separate free
routine. Each free routine is written to an intermediate file, as with the segmented
callbacks.
Generation concludes with a final merge step of the additional generated code.
The original callback routines are preserved for non-multi-threaded instances. The
new segmented callbacks and free functions are merged into the callback source inside
an ifdef source on the multiple engine target to produce the final parallel callback
source file.

Supplementary Information Generation
While the majority of the parser generation for the multi-threading is modifications
to the existing pipeline, we have a preliminary information gathering stage. In order
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to generate the new private callback algorithm instances, we require information on
which constraints and which phases each packet type triggers. This is specified not
by the configuration file, but in the DSL of the constraints. The input DSL file in
its entirety is lengthy and difficult to extract from, leading us to create a summarized version highlighting only the information required for the algorithm generation.
Therefore we define a small data file grammar in Figure 6.3 for our constraint file
.TypeBreakDown.con. An example output for constraints C104 and C105 is additionally provided in Listing 6.2. Each packet type is identified through its private
callback name (Lines 1, 5, 11, 15, 18 and 21) and is annotated with any required
segmented callbacks, as defined in Chapter 6.3.2 (Lines 2-3, 6, 12-13, 16, 19, 22).
hconstraint filei

::= {constraint unit} END

hconstraint uniti ::= hid i : {con num phase}
hcon num phasei ::= - hid i
Figure 6.7: Constraint data file grammar showing triggers for each packet type
Generation of the Constraint Data File file occurs as part of the initial Callback
Piecewise Generation of the callback source file. As the intermediate file snippets
and segmented callbacks are created, we also record their existence for this step. At
each event for a packet type, we transform and annotate the constraint phase using
our naming convention. This results in the segmented callback function name, that
is invoked for that specific constraint event. Once processing of the DSL is complete
for all packet types, the records are appended to our Constraint Data File.
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DATAP_RTPS_callback_private :
- DATAP_RTPS_instantiateC104_callback
- DATAP_RTPS_instantiateC105_callback
DATAR_RTPS_callback_private :
- DATAR_RTPS_instantiateC105_callback
DATAW_RTPS_callback_private :
- DATAW_RTPS_instantiateC105_callback
V2Leave_IGMP_callback_private :
- V2Leave_IGMP_destroyC104_callback
- V2Leave_IGMP_destroyC105_callback
DATA_RTPS_callback_private :
- DATA_RTPS_instantiateC105_callback
INFO$DST_RTPS_callback_private :
- INFO$DST_RTPS_evaluateC104_callback
INFO$TS_RTPS_callback_private :
- INFO$TS_RTPS_evaluateC105_callback

Listing 6.2: Constraint file output examples for C104 and C105

6.4.2

Parser Generation

Modification of the parser generator is an extension of the updated parallel pipeline of
Figure 5.3 to add multi-thread support for both multiple producers and consumers.
For multiple producer support, the entirety of the synchronization is contained in
packet sniffer from the main source file of the IDS. The only multi-producer behaviour outside of this is the thread-local array variables inside the private callbacks,
which are already generated in Algorithm 12. Therefore adjustments are made in
the supplementary pmain generator only. We add support for the pass and thread
dispatching algorithms defined in this chapter, but due to their static nature, the
generation is a trivial addition of source code. Required variables are additionally
generated as well.
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Addition of multi-thread support for consumers does require modification of the
parser generation pipeline, as it includes the dequeuing function as part of the transfer
interface. As specified with the requirement of the configuration file, this generation
phase is dependent on additional information presented by the user. The generator
uses the constraint balancing file to distribute the encoded relevant information to
each generation process that requires additional knowledge. The information encoded
into the generated Consraint Data File of Chapter 6.4.1 is also used during this phase.
We first apply the simple modifications in the generation of the transfer header
file. With dedicated queues for each constraint, the new external queue data structures and management variables such as the C5Queue and its pIn, pOut and CntQ,
are generated using the configuration file for each constraint. The transfer source
file generation is then modified to support producer and consumer changes. The private callbacks are modified to fit the algorithm template in Algorithm 15 for use of
segmented queues on lines 33-38. The algorithm relies on the Constraint Data File,
adding the queue function calls of the algorithm template to the private callback for
each entry listed under the packet types. The supporting queue functions are then
generated according to the same template as the invocations are generated.
Modification of the consumer routine switches information reliance to the configuration file. The primary shell consumer routine is an application of Algorithm 16.
The cases in the switch statement on lines 3-6 are derived from the <thread cfg>
grammar elements as they specify the thread ID’s. The naming of the routines to call
inside the case statements on lines 4 and 6, are a concatenation of all the subsequent
constraint id elements that the thread is responsible for, extending for any number of constraints. The routine implementations are instances of Algorithm 17. The
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constraint numbers from the constraint id elements under each thread replace the
respective XX, YY, and ZZ mask characters in the algorithm. If there are greater or
fewer than three constraints, the sections of lines 13, 18-20 and 26-29 are extended
as necessary. The remainder of the algorithm then remains static in its application.

6.4.3

Merging the Generators

With both generators in a compatible state, we combine them to create a full system
generator that is capable of delivering the goal of the dynamic IDS. This presents
a fully automatic system that is able to generate the entire IDS from a set of SCL
protocol descriptions and constraints on those protocols, specified in DSL. The full
system generator creates the system in a state that is ready to build with almost
every C source file being generated on-the-fly. Some source files are still manually
written, such as pmain.c as the main file and globals.h as a global header file. The
generation of these files is outside the scope of this work. The generated system also
contains the dual build target set defined by the work in this thesis.
Merging of the two generators consisted of a restructure of their files and execution
scripts into a common structure. Each input set is now drawn from an independent
SCL/ or DSL/ directory. The TXL scripts and related grammar files for each generator are combined together into a root TXL/ directory. Intermediate files are created
inside a master INTERMEDIATE/ folder with sub-directories created as required by
the pipelines. The final generated source and header files are output to a SOURCE/
directory, with the makefile and any non-dynamic files that are currently manually
written in a respective STATIC/ folder. These two directories are then copy-merged
together into a final BUILD/ directory which contains the complete system that is
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ready for compilation and execution.
To complete the structure change, the TXL and pipeline execution scripts are
modified to represent the new filepaths. This is a significant overhaul due to the
differing structure created by each respective author of the original systems. TXL
scripts that depend on file I/O are manually searched for and have their filepaths
updated. We find and modify them using grep on the TXL keywords read and
write. The pipeline bash scripts are modified to use new filepaths and are then
linked together. Each generator uses two bash scripts to complete its generation
actions, where transfer.sh and GenerateConstraints.sh are the top-level script
to execute each pipeline. Linking involves adding a call for the constraint engine
pipeline to the parser script after it finishes generation. Due to the nature of the
system, we add automatic clean-up of existing copies of the IDS before the system
generator executes. This ensures that no intermediate files or IDS source may ever
get into a stale state and cause potential generation errors.
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Chapter 7
Experimental Evaluation

Determining the success of the parallel architecture can only be drawn from an extensive performance analysis of the system. The optimization has proven to meet all
design requirements during development, being fully generatable and non-interfering,
but has yet to demonstrate positive performance results. Due to the variable nature
of the system, the it is analyzed across varying scenarios and validated by the classical
principles of parallelism.
For any generic parallel architecture, there exists a set of standard performance
metrics that are used to determine overall performance and viability. Due to the
high availability of multi-core computing, both classical and recent works in the research community have independently created similar metrics sets. We collect the
commonalities and equations in the efforts of Cremonesi et al. [21], Borisenko [12],
and Sivasubramaniam [72] to set the metrics for our final analysis. This metrics set
contains a through test of the system’s current and future capabilities, including:
• Speedup is the most basic and traditional parallelism performance metric. It
is able to demonstrate the rate at which the parallel architecture is faster than
the serial. It is commonly defined as Sp =

T1
,
Tp

where Sp is the speedup and
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the values of T1 and Tp are the execution times of the serial and parallel modes
respectively. Additionally, p represents the number of cores or threads used.
The resulting speedup value is classed as one of three differing categories of
speedup to determine the success factor of the calculation.
– Linear speedup occurs when Sp = p, indicating that the speedup is directly
relative to the number of threads used. Therefore an execution of doubling
the number of threads or processors also doubles the calculated speedup.
– Sub-linear speedup is identified by a Sp < p, as when the number of threads
are increased, the speedup instead decreases, although remaining non-zero.
This is the most common measured speedup category due to the overhead
that parallel processes incur with additional synchronization.
– Super-linear speedup is the inverse case where Sp > p which indicates
adding additional threads provides even further speedup. Although, this
category is very uncommon and may only occur due to factors such as a
cache size increase.
• Efficiency is an average performance measure of how well the combined efforts
of the processors are usefully employed and able to work together to solve the
problem. The measure is a calculation defined as Ep =

Sp
p

=

T1
,
pTp

where Ep is

the calculated efficiency. The maximum efficiency value (Ep = 1) is achieved
with linear speedup, as each additional thread is able to make full use of its
computational power. Realistically, due to costs, the efficiency of each thread
in the system should generally achieve the threshold of 0.5 < Ep < 1. This
ensures that threads operate at a minimum of 50% of their computational power,
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otherwise they are incurring too high of overhead.
• Scalability is a measure of the capacity the system possesses to utilise an increasing number of processors or threads. Often when the number of threads
in a system increases, the speedup and efficiency decreases. This results in a
performance curve that begins to lose slope and eventually plateaus, where no
additional boost can be gained. The scalability measure cannot be calculated
and instead must be determined through experimentation or hypothetical modelling. As a pseudo-combination of the previous two metrics, it is the leading
factor to the success of parallelism.
While these metrics are encompassing of all aspects of the design, they do not
possess any strict quantitative success thresholds. In his thesis, Davies [22] states
that these thresholds must instead be loosely determined on a per-scenario basis
to draw any relevant conclusions. Each application of parallelism presents different
expectations on the appropriate relative increase due to contrasting background. He
further places emphasis on the scalability metric as it possesses the core principle
of parallelism in a conglomerate package. If the system is unable to scale relatively
to itself, it cannot be determined as a successful use of parallel resources. While
parallel processing does carry the potential for performance increase, it also contains
an opportunity cost on those resources, increasing as scalability decreases. The source
of scalability loss is not easily determined. It originates from a multitude of factors
present under the single measurement, such as increased complexity, overhead, or
resource hogging. Therefore we must ensure that all relative background of the IDS
and similar research efforts are considered during each metric evaluation.
In this chapter we complete a full stress test and performance analysis of the
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parallel IDS architecture, including metric deconstruction. We begin the chapter
by evaluating and calculating the speedup of the system. The remainder of the
chapter includes a final efficiency and scalability analysis. We then conclude with a
configuration analysis to determine the optimal number of each thread to dispatch.

7.1

Speedup Analysis

The performance metrics for the general system do not conform exactly to the variable
nature of the IDS. While speedup and the others are traditionally focused on strictly
an increase in threads used, they normally incur a standard average load. The IDS
inversely is able to not only increase the dedicated threads, but also the load the
system must bear by adding constraints. The load has a wide varying potential
and the overall performance is directly proportional to it. Therefore it must also be
considered a factor in each metric such as calculating the speedup compared to the
single thread serial approach.

7.1.1

Stress Test Generation

To test the IDS appropriately we must apply an evaluation stage that examines the
system under a wide variety of system loads with different numbers of constraints.
Although, constraints can vary greatly in the load they actually bear on the system
due to the packets they trigger on. In a 103.1 MB data sample, some may have as few
as 74 activations in the case of C8 while our heaviest constraint has 420,006 activations
as C104. Considering all 9 constraints currently implemented in the system [54], we
average a total of 154,273 activations per constraint for this data.
To generate additional stress on the system, we duplicate the current constraints
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to increase the constraint engine’s load. In the ideal case we duplicate the entire
constraint set to add stress based on the average case, but the TXL pipeline possesses
a generation limit. TXL itself on a 64-bit operating system can only use a maximum
heap size of 4,000 GB for any transformation. As a result we reach a limit during
generation of a maximum of approximately 400 constraints. Therefore to properly
stress test the system it is necessary to impose the maximum load possible within
those bounds. This results in duplication of a manually selected set of maximum
activation constraints.
Additionally, in each constraint the DSL specifies the processing required for each
phase, where some are more processing intensive. To alleviate the possibility the
one constraint, such as C11, requires additional work despite fewer activations, we
generate stress using four different large activation constraints. Therefore, we select
C11, C100, C101 and C105 for our stress test set, providing an average activation
load of 240,745 using the relative data set. If applying the results from this stress set
for the configuration of a real implementation, the constraint boundaries should be
reduced by a factor of 0.64 to compensate for the differences in the averages.
The generation of the stress test set creates the two inputs required by the full
system generator. For the system to recognize each constraint as unique, the duplicate behaviour requires a DSL entry with a unique constraint number. During
creation of the stress DSL file, we randomly select one constraint from our set of four,
strip any references to its old number and label it with a new sequential number.
To accompany this new constraint specification file, we also generate the constraint
balancing configuration file for the segmented queues. We organize this file by equally
dispersing the duplicated constraints evenly across all threads, as they share similar
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loads.

7.1.2

Stress Testing

To perform stress testing with the generated varying loads, we generate an implementation of the IDS using the stress input files. To gain insight on the system,
increment each stress set by 20 constraints, up to a maximum of 120. Each generated
system is then performance tested in both serial and parallel modes to determine
the bandwidth it can achieve. These tests are performed on the high tier machine
from Table 3.1 to evaluate the parallel system using the maximum number of cores
available. With a total of 6 cores, we divide the parallel system evenly into 3 threads
of each producer and consumer for the most fair initial test, producing the results
displayed in Figure 7.1. These and all further results are created using the same testing methodology as previous chapters. Each bandwidth value is the average result of
a total of 200 tests for each system, using the standard 1668 MB packet capture of
real data.
From this plot, we are able to identify the comparative performance of the serial
and parallel architectures. Although initially close in bandwidth, the serial architecture outperforms the parallel system. This trend continues until a point where the
inverse applies and the parallelism overtakes in performance. Using interpolation, we
observe this threshold to occur at a load of approximately 87 constraints. As this falls
inside our expected use case of 100+ constraints in a standard IDS deployment, the
optimized and multi-threaded parallel system provides speedup over serial operation.
Although, to properly conclude the stress test, we must extend the constraint load to
ensure that the speedup is not contained in a local minima of the serial performance.
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Figure 7.1: Evaluation of the parallel and serial architecture under varying loads
We further increase the load on the system up to our maximum of 400 constraints
and run each system instance again. Due to the low bandwidth and long runtime of
the system at these high loads, we increment each subsequent build by 100 constraints
instead of 20. The results of this test are then displayed in Figure 7.2. Examining the
latter half of the graph, the performance trend does continue past the 87 constraint
threshold, with the parallel system permanently obtaining superior performance.
Finally, using the real system data, the speedup can be calculated and analyzed.
Since we have bandwidth value instead of execution times, we must use a modified
Sp−1 =

B6
B1

formula due to bandwidth holding the inverse encoding of the elapsed time.

We present the results of our inverse-speedup calculation graphically in Figure 7.3 to
analyze the speedup trend. Initially, prior to the constraint threshold, the speedup
represents a loss at a value Sp < 1. Past this threshold, the speedup follows the beginning of a semi-exponential curve until reaching a value of 2.60 at 400 constraints. This
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Figure 7.2: Stress test of the parallel and serial architecture under heavy loads
results in the common scenario of sub-linear speedup as Sp < 6 at 400 constraints and
6 threads used. The semi-exponential trend demonstrates the possibility of further
speedup through increased load. Although from Davies [22] scalability analysis and
our measured costs, it will surely plateau before reaching linear speedup.
Overall, our speedup represents an increase in performance of 260% over serial
operation in the most heavily loaded system, which is undoubtedly a successful improvement. Although considering the more realistic case of 100-120 constraints, we
achieve a speedup of 1.15 − 1.21 or an additional 15 − 21% performance respectively.
Since the rate varies wildly across similar research, we define our success threshold
based on the previous optimization to this system from Chapter 3. Each of the two
serial parser optimizations achieve speedup of 16.02% and 34.51% respectively. Since
our realistic parallel speedup is mostly contained past the 16.02% threshold, we determine the parallelization to be successful in the speedup metric for a system under
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Figure 7.3: Plot of the calculated speedup while scaling constraint load
expected load. Additionally, due to the dual-target of the design, the user is able to
make use of serial load if they do not meet the constraint threshold. Therefore the
optimization presents performance benefits using a load of 87+ constraints and no
negatives or cost when using fewer constraints.

7.2

Efficiency and Scalability Analysis

Variability of system parameters is a strong feature of the IDS for deployment in any
general case, but also provides configurations challenges. For our final testing on the
parallel IDS, a full deployment of the system is necessary. Generation of the system is
trivial using the new full system generator, although thread dispatching is balanced
manually. In the ideal case, each dispatched either producer or consumer thread has
independent access to a single CPU core to execute uninterrupted. If not, context
switches and their related overhead apply each time a CPU core swaps executing
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threads. Therefore each possible thread configuration is measured to determine which
possess greater overhead costs and which are able to achieve top performance due to
the parallelism.

7.2.1

System Configuration

We have determined that the system achieves a positive speedup with greater than 87
constraints in a 3-3 configuration. Although we have yet to determine the efficiency
of those additional threads or their scalability potential. Again using the 6 core
machine, we conduct a test set of the system with a 100 constraint load to guarantee
positive speedup. The test set contains every thread configuration possible on 6 core
hardware, distributing a maximum of 8 threads between parser and constraint engine.
Our results of this testing are displayed in Figure 7.4, along with the serial baseline’s performance under the same load. The differing lines on the graph represent an
increase in the number of processors, while the horizontal axis is an increase of the
number of constraint engines. From this plot we draw conclusions on ideal configurations and the efficiency and scalability potential of the architecture.
Initially we can determine the balance points of when it is optimal to dispatch
additional instances of each type of thread using the trend of the lines. Anytime we
experience a downward slope between two points on the same line, another parser
should have been added instead of a constraint engine. In such cases, there is a
starvation on the queues, as performance decreases due to additional synchronization
with idle threads. An example of such drops can be seen in the 2 parser (orange)
and 3 parser (grey) lines between 2-3 and 4-5 constraint engines respectively. The 2
parser case is a unique anomaly as it does not follow the trend of the other parser
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Figure 7.4: Parallel architecture thread balancing configuration and performance
configurations. With more than 2 constraint engines, the large additional cost of the
segmented queues with an extreme case of starvation lengthens the idle time. When
more parsers are present with the same number of constraint engines, the cost of
segmented queues is offset due to there being enough data to steadily consume.
Inversely we detect a shortage of constraint engines when we experience a positive
slope between two points on the same line. Considering the 3 parser (grey) line
between 2 and 3 constraint engines, the extra engine increases performance. In this
cases the constraint engines are not starving but do experience idle time, which is
resolved by having more parsed data readily available.
Parser configuration is also determined though examination of the vertiacal axis
while keeping constraint engines constant. We detect the need for more parsers when
a line is higher than a lower parser count, using the same number of engines. Here by
adding more ability to fill the queues, the constraint engines again achieve a higher
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performance. Therefore this indicates that the consumers experience a slight idle
time relative to the increase between lines. The number of parsers can also hit a
saturation point where additional threads create no further performance increase. In
these cases such as where the 4 and 5 parser threads with 2 constraint engines overlap,
the consumers are running constantly and cannot make use of any additional data.
A final interesting artefact from this plot is the effect of using more threads then
cores present. In the case of the 4-3 or 5-3 producer-consumer configurations, we
experience the largest performance, while both use more threads then cores present.
We hypothesize this phenomenon is due to the ability of the pthreads library to
put threads to sleep. Likely, there is limited opportunity for extra threads to gain
CPU time that is otherwise not used due to hibernation. The additional work in a
previously idle time then offsets the context switch cost. Therefore it is possible to
use a small number of additional threads then cores present for additional speedup,
but it must not be abused otherwise idle gaps will overfill.
Overall, for a 6-core system, we determine 4 parsers and 3 constraint engines
to be the optimal configuration to reach maximum bandwidth. This is the point
where adding additional parsers results in saturation and additional constraint engines results in performance decrease. For any system deployment, we encourage the
referencing of this graph to make the proper selection for the deployment’s processor.

7.2.2

System Efficiency and Scalability

The discovery of the optimal system configurations allow us to quantitatively evaluate
the efficiency metric calculations. We first calculate the speedup Sp for each of the
system configurations and divide the result by the total number of threads it uses. We
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plot these efficiency values in Figure 7.5. The resulting values hold a general trend of
being fairly low, averaging near the 0.15 mark for those systems that held a positive
speedup. This indicates that our sub-linear system is losing a large amount of effort
to overhead as each additional thread is contributing only 15% useful work. From
the general parallelism perspective this value is much too low to declare the system
as efficient. Even considering the strict requirements background of this system,
a minimum threshold value of Ep > 0.35 should be reached. Nevertheless, if the
hardware resources are available in a system deployment and can be spared, they
should be used for the performance boost. The nature of an intrusion detection
system requires as high a bandwidth as possible regardless of the waste of physical
CPU resources.

Figure 7.5: Calculated efficiency of the multi-threaded system

Finally the scalability of the system is addressed to close the evaluation of the
system. From the previous stress testing, we know the system is scalable in terms
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of increasing load, due to the semi-exponential speedup curve. In terms of direct
expansion of threads dispatched, the system possesses a strict scalability limit from
the number of cores in the hardware. Although internal to that restriction, we see the
scaling abilities of the system. As long as the balance points are followed, additional
threads result in an overall performance increase until the plateau of the hardware
limit is reached. This does fit the ideal scalability case of general parallelism. The
IDS has always been limited only by hardware as discovered through testing the serial
system on host systems of differing power in Chapter 3. Therefore the plateau in the
system’s scalability capabilities is a hardware limit and can be removed through a
stronger host machine. As a result the system is fully scalable, as the addition of
threads always provides additional benefit.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion and Future Work

8.1

Conclusion

In this thesis, we present a set of optimizations for an intrusion detection system to
improve system performance. Using the IDS by Hasan et al. [32] as our test platform,
we first optimize the front end to help alleviate the parser bottleneck. Additions of
grammar based optimizations allow for intelligent and efficient parser generation. The
submessage optimization allows for the elimination of wasteful walking processes due
to additional initial knowledge of the structures to be parsed. A k pass lookahead into
the data structures being parsed is also added for further elimination of wasteful effort
from backtracking and reparsing. These two optimizations were low cost in terms of
development time and resulted in a high payoff of a 34.75% increase in performance.
Additionally, their implementation is automated using a standard annotation set
of our design. This allows it to transfer to other applications that require parsing
optimizations.
The remaining focus of the thesis is directed to a large architectural restructure to
modify the serial system into a split producer/consumer parallel system. This allows
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each side of the system to dispatch additional workers where necessary to dissipate
any further bottlenecks that arise in varying load on the system. The initial attempts
at this optimization prove extremely inefficient, rating at approximately 23.66% of the
performance of the serial system, when using a single producer and consumer thread.
We quickly learn and document the pitfalls and difficulties of parallel computing,
where costs and actions are not proportionate or intuitive. Each of these pitfalls are
summarized in explicit detail to provide a reference of anti-patterns future developers
should avoid. After resolving the fine grained locking and memory management issues,
efficient synchronization strategies are tested and applied where successful, to allow
for multi-threading of both producer and consumer. Synchronization of the parser
is trivial and automated using a pass system, but due to ordering restrictions, the
constraint engine synchronization requires manual user configuration.
We determine the parallel system to become effective depending on the analysis
load required by an implementation. If analyzing 87 or more constraints, the parallelism results in increased performance. For lighter implementations, we include an
alternative serial build option in our parallel design. Selecting this build option bypasses all parallelism, allowing the use of the optimized parser. This offers a system
that is not rendered worse than a previous version in these light scenarios. Using
parallelism on a 6-core machine with a 4-3 producer-consumer thread allocation, and
a load of 100 constraints, results in a speedup of 15-21% over the serial application.
Overall the entirety of the optimizations of this thesis increase performance by approximately 50% of the original system, with the potential to scale higher on hardware
with more CPU cores. This in turn is able to allow the IDS to analyze packets faster
and be less likely to drop packets due to overflow. Therefore allowing the system to
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better protect any high-risk network it is implemented inside.
Due to the lack of available information in the research community, it is challenging
to compare these results with those accomplished in other systems. The manual for
the Snort IDS [65] proclaims that the system is able to achieve a bandwidth of 1.00
Gbps in its high performance mode. Although, it does not dictate the constraint
load the system is under for that measurement. Therefore it can be assumed that
the value is specified for average load. Comparatively, post optimizations, the Hasan
et al. IDS is able to achieve a bandwidth of 0.538 Gbps under the average load we
define as 100 constraints. Although the paeformance difference partially originates
from the more in-depth and complex analysis that the Hasan et al. IDS performs.
Nevertheless, in its current state, the Hasan et al. IDS partially lags behind the
industry standard in terms of raw processing power. Therefore despite its abilities
to detect more intrusions than established systems [32, 54], it nullifies some of that
effort due to false alarms from dropped packets.
This thesis additionally contributes to the automation of intrusion detection systems. We not only manually design and implement the extendable aforementioned
optimizations, but also facilitate the automatic generation of them. In the case of
the serial grammar optimizations, we develop extensions to the SCL grammar to describe the additional code for the optimization. We then dictate transformation rules
to generate the optimization code from those grammar elements. In the case of the
parallel architecture change, we develop an entire new code generation pipeline to automatically generate the complete parallel system. We define multiple processes that
are able to read the annotated SCL that was previously used for the serial generation
and transform it further. From this new source an entire producer/consumer setup
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is dynamically created, including required synchronization variables, synchronization
processes, queues and data structures, requiring no user intervention. Included in this
generation as well is a memory pool optimization that dynamically creates, allocates
and cleans up memory pools for the main types used in the system.
We present the generation process as one of the main contributions of the thesis.
It creates a fully functional parallel system, where under normal circumstances, parallel development is often avoided due to its difficulty and high learning curve. Topics
such as architecture, synchronization and debugging require a different skill-set and
frame of thought. This generator system removes the requirement from any developer
or user of the system, providing easy access. The generation pipeline is extendable
to easily include new features or abstract it out of the context of this project. The
main component of the parallel design is the parallel mechanism, created as a separate file. Therefore the generator is usable for any general producer/consumer style
project, through slight modifications of the private callbacks to fit any parameter
set. Additionally, our strategies for further performance are transferable as well. The
automatic generation of memory pools is applicable to any system that desires to
reduce allocation costs at little effort. The generated producer synchronization strategy is useful in any scenario that requires strict order to be preserved. The consumer
synchronization, while IDS specific can be transferred to other intrusion detection
systems such as Suricata with its parallelism.
We further our contribution by incorporating the two parser and constraint engine
generators of the IDS into one that is capable of generating the entire system from one
build script. Previously the generators were in incompatible states by both structure
and version mismatch. The conglomerate of the two together is now used not only to
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generate the IDS but as a general case example of how to generate a large C program
from the TXL language. This large scale generation is possible despite each phase
having different input files and goals as they can still be incorporated together in the
final system.

8.2

Future Work

The initial goal of this thesis is not simply to improve performance, but to reach the
bandwidth thresholds of the IEEE Ethernet standards of 802.3bz [42] and 802.3cb [43].
Since the IDS reads real time data over Ethernet, it should be able to process data at
a rate close to these 2.5 Gbps and 5.0 Gbps transfer thresholds. The parser side of the
system meets the lower threshold as the testing of the serial system with negligible
load achieves a bandwidth of 2.656 Gbps on average hardware. We then discover
that the constraint engine system quickly becomes a large bottleneck when placed
under reasonable or extreme load. In our stress testing, we see the system perform
at a bandwidth of 0.538 Gbps under a load of 80 constraints. Adjusting this value
to factor the higher than average activation load of our stress test, this bandwidth
occurs at an adjusted load of 135 constraints. While the parallel system achieves the
bandwidth compared to 0.466 Gbps under the serial based system using the same
load, the system still requires further optimization.
The main focus of this project primarily is directed towards improvements of the
parser side of the system to meet the IEEE Standards. The constraint engine was
not initially considered a potential bottleneck due to the optimization cost being
predicted to be too high compared to expected payoff. It contained a low load and
a lack of methods to generate stress, deeming it not necessary to optimize. With the
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conclusion of this work, it is now the clear bottleneck and must solely be optimized
to raise performance to the IEEE Standard.

8.2.1

Group Segmented Queue Consumption

Considering the need to optimize the consumer side of the parallel architecture, we
currently implement the minimal set of locks for the system to function. Nevertheless
there is still a cost reduction modification that could be applied to the scheduling
of consumption inside the threads. Each time a consumer thread consumes from a
segmented queue, it should consume each head packet currently stored in the queue.
Then it can release its lock and process through the acquired queue locally. As a
result, a lock/unlock pair will be saved for each additional entry that is removed from
the queue, speeding up the consumer and therefore the constraint engine.

8.2.2

General Constraint Engine Analysis

Since it was not considered during this project, the constraint engine does potentially have avenues for simpler optimization opportunities. During his authoring and
development of the analysis system, Hasan [33] did not recommend or consider any
optimization actions. Therefore we return to the advice of Barr [8] that developers
often do not write efficient code during their first release build . With this in mind,
the constraint engine represents a blank slate of possible optimization opportunities
to be pursued on the analysis side.
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